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16. Abstract-	 Chief objectives of this project: were 	 1) to evaluate Ln ae-
tail the 1290 Skylab 5190A and S1908 photographs received of Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota, in terms of coverage, cloud cover,
photographic quality, endlap, detectibili.t 	 of roads and stereorelief, and
utility for geomorphologic mapping; and (2^ to test the utility of the Skylab
photos for interpretive analytic mapping of geomorphologic features over large
areas representative of different parts of this region. The State Geological
Surveys of these states collaborated in the study.
The chef product of objective (1) is several charts that compare in relative
.1y quantitative terms the quality and utility of each S190A band and of the
9190B photos (unenlarged and enlarged) from each SL `'light over the region„
The chief product of objective (2) is a series of phatointerpretive maps of
analytic geomorphology (scales 1:250,000 to ca. lt956,000) of various test area'
representative of the varied landscapes of this region. These maps, covering
ca. 100,000 sq km, show differences in slope, local relief, terrain profile,
drainage pattern, soil color, and soil drainage, as well as geologic linears.
They are designed to identify geomorphic anomalies that may reflect local
tectonism, old moraine remnants, ice-marginal and other drainage diversions,
and filled valleys. Such information is useful for regional land-use planning,
ground-water exploration, and other environmental geomorpholffgic-geologic
-applications.
Compared with Landsat- 1 MSS images, Skylab photos afford almost as extensive
overviews of large areas but in considerably greater detail, and for many SL
photos, moderate stereorelief.
	 However, repetitive multiseasonal, cloud-free
coverage by high-quality photos is very limited and many areas have no coverage
at all.
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1.0 SUMMARY OF PROJECT
1.1 General background and objectives1
The Skylab S190A and S190B photos are-the first space photographs of the
Great Plains and Midwest. They provide a totally new perspective for
geomorphologists and geologists--relatively high resolution, comprehensive,
multiseasonal, and multispectral overviews of large parts of this region.
They are important new tools for rapid small-- to intermediate-scale mapping
of geomorphology and surficial-geologic materials, and for identifying
geomorphic-geologic anomalies of various types. Most of the Great Plains- .
Midwest is covered by surficial deposits of Quaternary age, hence knowledge
of the Quaternary geomorphology and geology is fundamental to understanding
the region's environmental-geologic resources and problems.
Unfortunately, reasonably detailed geomorphologic maps are almost
nonexistent, and large parts of the region also lack good maps of the surficial
geology. Therefore, a key objective of this project was to test the utility
of Skylab (SL) S190A and S190B photos for interpretive analytic mapping of
geomorphic (landform) features over large, representative parts of this region.
Special attention was given to the possibility of recognizing and mapping end
moraines of the last glaciation, remnants of end moraines of earlier glaciations,
terraces along main rivers, and ancient river valleys. Geomorphic interpretation
was stressed rather than geologic, because landforms can be more directly
interpreted from the SL photos than surficial deposits; also many study areas
are without maps of surficial geology and the time available for this project
did not permit any field studies.
The State Geologists of Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and
South Dakota were sent copies of all Skylab photos (and also of the ultrahigh
U-2 and WB-57 airphotos) that we received of their states. The State Geologists	 a
and their geological surveys were requested to comment on the utility of these
photos for scientific and practical work. We also asked for comments from
several states on the utility of our own geomorphologic mapping and on anomalous
features discovered by this mapping. We received valuable comments from members
of the geological surveys of Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and South
Dakota. Particularly helpful was a report by .ferry A. Lineback, of the Illinois
State Geological Survey, comparing the utility of Skylab photos, ERTS-1 images,
and RB57 airphotos for mapping surficial and bedrock geology in Illinois. 	 -1
Dr. Lineback's appraisal is included as Appendix A5 in our report. 	 :ji
Table 0.5 summarizes results obtained in each state, both from our work
or from members of the state geological surveys.
i
Table 0.5--NEAR HERE
1This project is an extension of a previous NASA-supported ERTS (Landsat)-1
investigation in the same 6-state region, whose objectives were similar
(Morrison and Hallberg, 1975).
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TABLE 0,5. WORK DONE UNDER THIS PROJECT IN EACH STATE, AND CHIEF AGGOMPLISHME11TS (Page 1 o,° 2)
W 0 R K	 D O N E SCIENTIFIC/PRACTICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
By Principal Investigator and/or By members of the state (1) By P.T./USGS
IISGS assistants geological survey (2) By state geological survey
ILLINOIS
` 1. Indexe., and mapped coverage of all SL 1. Evaluated the quality and utii' repared relatively small-scale 	 :4	 ,	 to 1:
S190A and S190B photos
	
of Illinois, ity of SL photos	 for geologic 713,000) geologic maps from the SL photos (2)
= 2. Sent 1 copy of each SL photo to the mapping in Illinois. 2. Prepared analytic geomorphologic maps at tl.e Fame
State Geologist. 2, Mapped sur£iaial (mainly glacial) scales from the SL,photos.
	
(1)
3. Evaluated the quality and utilit y (for and bedrock geology from S190A and 3. Found a possible previously unrecognized glacial
- geomorphic/goologie mapping) of al. the S190D photos in large parts of the moraine of late fYisconsinan age extending southwest
SL photos for Illinois. state. Prom Champaign	 toward Sullivan.	 (2)
4. Determined coverage for S192 multi- 3. Prepared a report on items 1 and 4. Found a previously unknown
	 small proglacial lake
Q Q spectral imagery for Illinois. 2 which appears as Appendix sect- basin Just south of the Shelbyville moraine near
5. Sent 1 copy of the S192 MSS imagery ion A6.0 here. Mattoan.(2)
for Illinois to the state geologist. 4. Published ,a report (Lineback, 5. Foun,1 rsiny semiparallel to somewhat radial. lit;_ar
6. Evaluated the quality and utility of- .1975) giving a general evaluation feature;:	 n the late Mlisconsinan drift plain west of
the .:?92 Td55 imagery. or the utility of SL photos for Ghampaigr.-^Jrbana. These are thought to be related to
7. (dapped from S190A and S190B photos the
analytic	 of two areas ingeomorphology
geologic mapping, compared with
ERTS-1 images
	 U-2and	 airphotos.
ice movement,
	
i.e.,	 drumlinoid.(2)
6. Found	 linear features	 the Illin-similar radial	 ont7l
Illinois	 1 area similar to the western 5. Conferred in person and via car- oian drift plain south and west of Galesburg.
	 (2,1),
half of Appendix Fig. A5.1, the other the respondenae and telephone on the 7. Eatabliehed ability to map strip-mined areas and to
eastern part of Appendix Figs. A2-4 b
 and results of our combined efforts. determine their degree of reclamation and/or forestat-
42.5b. ion, especially on S190D photos. (2, 1)
8. Mapped geologic linears in detail in a
small area in western Illinois (Appendix
8. Determined that some but not all known faults (in
bedrock) can be identified as 	 linears on SLgeologic
Fig.	 A6.1). photos.	 (2)_
9. Visited the state survey and discussed 9. Determined that many sinkholes can be seen on S190B
results of our combined efforts. photos.	 (2)
IOWA
1.	 Indexed and mapped coverage of all SL 1. Several telephone conversations 1. Mapped analytic geomorphology in central-western
S190A and S190B photos of Iowa. with P.I., but no specific eval- Iowa near Omaha, Nebraska (1).
2. "cnt I copy of each SL photo to the uationa. 2. ?dapped geologic linears in the above area. (1)
State Geologist, with request for an a-
-valuation of their utility for scien-
tific and practical work.
3. Evaluated the quality and utility of
all SL photos of Iowa.
4. I-lapped from S190A and 8190D photos
the analytic geomorphology of western
Iowa near Omaha, Nebraska.
5.	 Mapped geologic linears in detail in
thi- area.
KANSAS
1. Indexed and mapped coverage of all SL 1. Communicated via telephone ani 1. Found on U-2 and WB-57 airphotos
	
taken for this
photos of Kansas. correspondence on the results project) indications of possible late Cenozoic
2. Sent 1 copy of each SL photo to the 'of our combined work. faulting near the site of the largest thermal power
State Geologist, with request for eval- plant in Kansan (under construction), in Pottawat-
uation of their utility for scientific omie County east of Manhattan.
	 Field studies are
'- and practical work, in progress.	 The only SL photo coverage or this
Evaluated the quality and utility (for site is by SL4 Pass 81 (S190B only) and is of little
geomorphic/geologic mapping) of all the utility because the scene is snow-covered and quite
;n,L photos of Kansas. overexposed.
4. Determined coverage of the 5192 multi-
spectral imagery of Kansas. -^^-^-
5. Sent 1 copy of the 5192 ?ASS imagery
.': of Kansas to the State Geologist.
6.	 Evaluated the quality and utility of
-_ the 5192 MSS imagery of Kansas.
n 7. Communicated with members of the
Kansas Geological Survey by telephone
^. and correspondence.
r
TABLE 0.5.
	 WORK DONE UNDER THIS PROJECT IN EACH STATE, A71D CHIEF AGCOMPLISHMENTS
	 (Page 2 of 2)
VI 0 R K	 D 0 N E SCIENTIFIC/PRACTICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
By Principal Investigator and/or By members of the state (1) By P.I./USGS
USGS assistants geological survey (2) By state geological survey
1iISSOURI
1.	 Indexed and mapped coverage of all SL 1. Conferred in person and via cor- 1.	 Used SL S190A and :,190B photos for preparing; 1:
photos of 7dinsouri. reapondence and telephone on the 475.000 and 1:713,000-s. g.le maps of analytic geo-
2.	 Sent 1 copy of each SL photo to the results of our combined work, morphology of a large part of northeastern 1.iissouri.(1)
State Geologist, with request for eval- 2. Utilized both the Si, photos and 2. Utilized the SL photos (and the ultrahigh airphotos)
uation of their utility for scientific the U- 2 and WB-5? airphotos (takcn in refining the mapping of surficial geology of the_
and practical work. for this project) as-aids in pre- state.	 (2)
3. Evaluated the quality and utility for paring a map of the surficial de- 3. Used SL 8190A and 8190B photos for detailed mapping
geomorphic/geologic mapping of all the posits of Missouri (Scale of geologic. linears near St.	 Louis.	 (1)
® ® SL photos of Missouri. 1:500,000). 4. Demonstrated feasibility of mapping strip-mined areas
4. Determined coverage of S192 multi- and of determining the degree of their reclamation
spectral imagery of 1.1issouri. and/or reforestation from S190A photos, and particular-
	 -^ -
FFF-
5. sent 1 copy of the S192 LiSS imagery
of Uisaouri to the State Geologist.
ly,	 S190B photos.(1,2)
5. Demonstrated feasibility 	 mapping	 limestoneof	 many
sinkholes, particularly from S19^0B photos.	 (1,2)6. Evaluated the quality and utility of
the S192. MSS imagery of 1.1issouri. 6.	 Found, by geomorphic mapping from SL photos, Landsat-1
It
7.	 !.lapped from S190A and S190B photos images,
	 and ultrahigh airphotos, 	 supplemented by
the analytic geomorphology of a large some stratigraphic field data,	 that much or all of the
hart of northeastern lissouri• Mexico Plain (an extensive uplain plain near Mexico)
- S. ?.Sapped geologic linears in detail in
part of northeastern Missouri near St.
may have been-Iasi,	 glaciated in Illinoian time, not
Kansan time as previously believed;
	 thus, the western
^.a Louis limit of Illinoian glaciation may lie as much as 75
, 9.	 Visited the state geological stir-ey miles west of the commonly accepted limit. (2)
and discussed results of our combined
e fforts.
NEBRASKA
1.	 Indexed and napped coverage of all SL 1. Conferred in person and via 1. Used S190B photos for preparing 1:250,06 and
I- F
photos of Nebraska, correspondence ana telephone on 1:475,000-scale maps of analytic geomorphology of
two large	 in	 Nebraska.	 (1)areas	 northeasternt 2. sent 1 copy of each SL photo to the
State Geologist, with request for oval-
the results of our combined work.
2. Utilized SL photon in mapping 2. Used S190A photos for detailed mapping of geologic
uation of their utility for scientific geologic linears in many parts linears near Omaha.	 (1)
and -ractical work. of Nebraska and adjoining states. 3. Used both S190A and S190B pr.utos for mapping geologic
3•	 Etaluaterl the quality and utility for linears in other parts of N.oraska (2,1).
geomorphic/geologic mapping or all the
n pn- tos of Nebraska.
4. 11Hpped from S190B photos the analytic
gec:iorpholng7i of two large areas in
r,crt.ieastert:
	
llebrnska.
5.	 1!a2Ped	 L,2olcgic	 linears	 in detail	 in
tiie	 -j"ai.ity	 of Omaha.
6.	 71-sited the state geological survey
c^r,d	 d:^c^asc-d	 I r '^.)^- c t	 re:;u].tn.
SOUTH DAKOTA
1.	 in%=zed nni mapped coverage of all SL 1. Communicated by telephone and 1.	 Prepared analytic geomorphology maps	 (1:250,000
photos of South Dakota. correspondence on the results to 1:713,000 scale) from S190A and S190B photos of
2.	 can t. 1 copy of each SL photo to the of our combined work. much of the Sioux Falls 10 x 2 0 quadrangle. Found
State Geologist. 2. Used the SL photos as alas in good agreement between boundaries we mapped vs tAose
3. Evaluated the quality and utility for interpreting both surficial and on available geologic maps, of the various drift
geor..crphic/geologic mapping of all the bedrock ge[.logy in the state. plains	 (late and early Wisconsinan and Illinoian),
SL photos of South Dakota. and with known subdivisions of the late Wisconsinan
4. MaDned from 5190A and S190B SL photos drift plain.	 (1)
the analytic geomorphology of most of 2. Noted a possible new bedrock structure in western
the Sioux Falls 1 0 x 2 0 quadrangle, at South Dakota, which is being explored. 	 (2)
7 scales ranging fron 1:250,000 to 1:
713,000.
5. visited the state geological survey
and discussed the project results.
4.f
r
1.2 Preliminary evaluation of the quality of the Skylab photos
and their utility for geomorphic/geographic mapping
We received a total of 1,699 separate SL photos, of which 1,290 were
wholly or partly within the project region. In the latter group, 47.4% of
the S190A and 49.2% of the S190B photos have less than 5% clouds, on the other
hand, 48.0% of the S190A and 44.7% of the S190B photos have more than 30%
clouds. Coverage within the 6-state region having less than 5% clouds totals
about 420,000 sq km--about 39% of the total area of the 6 states (Fig. 1);
nevertheless, repetitive, multiseasonal, cloud-free coverage by good-quality
photos is very limited and many parts of the region have no coverage at all.
Figure 1.--NEAR HERE
In addition to indexing all the photos of the project region on both
1:1-million state base maps and on 1 0 x 20 quadrangle maps, we evaluated all
these photos in detail, in terms of cloud cover, usable frames, state coverage,-
photographic quality [sharpness of detail, exposure, contrast/gray-scale
discrimination, and (for color and color--infrared photos) color balance],
endlap, detectibility of roads and of stereorelief, and utility for mapping
eight key geomorphic-geographic characteristics (Table 1). The evaluations
were made in as quantitative terms as possible, using actual measured
dimensions for factors such as detectibility, and a numerical rating system
(1 = poor to 4 = excellent) where qualitative estimates were needed. Thus,
the unenlarged photo transparencies from various-bands and flights of the
SL2, SL3 and SL4 missions can be directly compared in a fairly quantitative
manner. A similar evaluation was made of the quality and utility of the photo
images of 12 spectral bands from the 5192 multispectral scanner in each of
three scenes received (large areas in Kansas, Missouri, and Illinois; Table 3).
In addition, the quality and utility for geomorphic/geographic mapping of the
S190A and S190B photos were compared with S192 and ERTS (Landsat)-1 multispectral
images of this region (Table Q.
Summarizing quality and utility in general terms: photos from the SL2
mission were taken on ,tune 10, 1973, a good time of year for mapping geomorphology,
soils, and surficial geology, because much bare ground is exposed in newly plowed
croplands and foliage cover in pastures and woodlands still is relatively limited.
These good to excellent photos are essentially cloud-free. Thus, overall, the.
SL2 photos have proved to be the most useful of all the SL photos. None of the
photography taken on later missions achieved so favorable a combination of
circumstances for obtaining maximum information for. geomorphic-- geologic mapping.
The SL3 photos were taken at the height of the growing season and near-
maximum foliage conceals soils and surficial deposits and even minor details
of topography. Extensive cloud cover and dense haze on most flights severely
limit the usable coverage. In several flights, some frames are slightly to
considerably underexposed (too dark) for the ground surface. Also, most flights
did not. provide sufficient endlap for continuous stereoscopic viewing.
The time of year when the SL4 photos were taken (late fall and winter) was
of intermediate desirability compared with the SL2 and SL3 missions. in spite
.of much coverage that is useless because of clouds and dense haze, much coverage
also was obtained with few or no clouds. Several flights have essentially
3
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complete snow cover, others only partial snow cover. The snow cover conceals
information on soils and surficial deposits and is particularly disadvantageous
in the bands that are overexposed for the snowy areas (which generally is the
case). The SL4 photos vary greatly in quality; pa -.L are very good to excellent
(the sharpest of all SL photos), but unfortunately, many photos are poor quality
to essentially useless because of severe overexposure for snow-covered areas
(and in some cases, underexposure for the snow-free areas).
received (3d generation) are much
and 2 X of S190B), though the
from flight to flight of the various
the enlargements was a serious
enlargements for most of our
The unenlarged photo transparencies we
sharper than the enlargements (4 X of S190A
quality of the enlargements varies somewhat
missions. The relatively poor sharpness of
drawback because we were obliged to use the
photointerpretive mapping.
The S190B photos invariably yielded significantly more geomorphic
information, in greater detail, than any S190A photos. For the S190A
multispectral photos, the most useful bands for geomorphic mapping are the
color and the color-infrared bands---in some cases the color band is the best,
in other cases, the color-IR. The color photos (0.4-0.7 pm) provide the most
information on geomorphology, geology, and soils. They have better resolution
than the other multispectral bands, permitting maximum detail of mapping;
however, they also show much distracting detail not related to geomorphology,
geology, and soils (particularly, field patterns and differences in growth and
type of crops); also, they have poor haze penetration. The color-IR photos
(0.5-0.88 pm) show well the differences in soil drainage and moisture, and
vegetative types, but has substantially lower ground resolution than the color
and B/W red bands. The B/W-red band (0.6-0.7 um) is superior for topographic
detail and stream alignments, but generally is less useful than the color band.
The two B/W-infrared bands (0.7-0.8 and 0.8--0.9 pm) have the poorest resolution,
particularly in the excessively grainy SL2 photos; however, they have very good
haze penetration and show the various water bodies and the differences in
soil moisture especially well. The B/14- IR photos from SL2 were taken on
June 10, a good time of year for distinguishing differences in soil moisture
and drainage. The B/W "far" IR band shows these differences somewhat better
than the B/W "near" IR band. Both B/W-IR bands are relatively poor for
distinguishing woodlands from croplands, topographic detail, and outlines of
urbanized areas. The B/W-green band (0.5--0.6 um) generally is so low contrast
and degraded by haze as to be nearly useless, except in several SL4 flights,
when haze was less severe.
1.3 Detailed evaluations of the quality and utility of Skylab
photographs made by using them for mapping analytic geomorphology
in selected test areas
As explained above, a key means of evaluating the Skylab photos was to
use them to prepare photointerpretive maps of analytic geomorphology in
different parts of the Great Plains--Midwest that 'represent the main subdivisions
of this large region in terms of topography, surficial deposits, climate,
natural vegetation, soils, and land use. Our aim was to map natural landscape
units that can be identified in terms of factors (slope, local relief, terrain
profile, drainage density and pattern, soil color, and soil drainage) that can
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be directly interpreted from features visible on the photographs, such,as
tone, pattern, texture, color, stereorelief, and land use. The test (study)
areas are:
(1)The South Dakota and Iowa portions of the Sioux Falls 1 0 x 20
quadrangle.
(2)Northeastern Nebraska--western Iowa---parts of the Sioux City, O'Neill,
Broken Bow, Fremont, Omaha, and Nebraska City 1 0 x 20 quadrangles.
(3)Northeastern Missouri (and a small area in western Illinois)---parts
of the Centervill , Jefferson, Moberly, Quincy,.and St. Louis
1 0 x	 quadrangles.
(4) Central and southern Illinois.-- parts of the Belleville, Burlington,
Davenport, Decatur, Paducah and Peoria 1 0 x 20 quadrangles.
These are the first maps that portray the geomorphology of large parts of
the Great Plains-Midwest in reasonably detailed quantitative-descriptive terms.
They give secondary attention to the general character of the surficial deposits.
An important feature of the explanation for each map is a rating system for
each map unit in terms of environmental geomorphic/geologic limitations or
advantages for the following factors: topography, availability of shallow
ground water, gravel availability and quality, rock availability and quality,
slope stability, foundation conditions, ease of excavation, 'road construction,
surface drainage, soil. (internal) drainage, erodibility of soils and sites for
sanitary landfills, sewage lagoons, and septic tanks. Such information is
useful for regional land--use planning and management, exploration for ground
water and construction materials, and other environmental geomorphologic/
geologic applications.
We experimented with several techniques and instruments to determine those
most efficient for the evaluative photointerpretive mapping. Where the photoc
provide stereoscopic coverage, the procedure most used was to examine 2 X and
4 X positive-transparency enlargements of the S190B or S190A photos (mainly
the color, CIR, and B/W red bands) under an Old Delft scanning stereoscope at
1.5 and 4.5 X magnification. We also made considerable use of a Kern PG-2
stereoplotter, using either the unenlarged S190B color transparencies or 4 K
enlargements of the color (or rarely, the CIR or B/W red) S190A bands. In
addition, we occasionally projected the unenlarged 70mm S190A transparencies
(various bands) onto transparent drafting film and mapped the landscape units
visible on the enlarged image.
1.4 General conclusions on overall value of the Skylab photographs
The better SL photos provide overviews of large areas in the best detail
so far available from space images of the Great Plains-Midwest. They are
important new tools for geomorphologic and geologic mapping. Space photos
such as these, with their synoptic, uniformly illuminated coverage, provide
exceptional opportunities to integrate both the strongly and subtly imaged
features without the noise of distra"ting detail, and consequently to determine
relationships that might be missed by photointerpretation of aerial photographs
alone. They permit significantly greater detail of mapping than the Landsat-1
MSS images, although their stereorelief and sharpness of detail is much inferior
b
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to ultrahigh (e.g., U--2 and RB-57) airphotos. On the one hand, they commonly
show larger relationships such as end moraines and morainic systems, many
geologic linears, and various geomorphologic-geologic anomalies better than
airphotos. On the other hand, many known features are not evident, such as
details of moraine patterns, stream terraces, faults, and bedrock units.
The maximum appropriate scale for comprehensive mapping of geomorphic
features varies not only with the type, quality, and spectral band of the SL
photos, but also with atmospheric conditions, local relief, land-use (especially
cropland) patterns, and amounts of vegetative or snow cover. In the Great
Plains-Midwest, several factors commonly tend to limit the accuracy with which
boundaries between geomorphologic units can be drawn: (1) atmospheric haze,
(2) small, commonly gradual, differences in local relief (that are difficult
to perceive with the limited stereorelief detectability from SL photos),
(3) field patterns in farming areas that commonly cut across and obscure all
but the more pronounced changes in slope, and (4) vegetative cover during the
growing season, ranging from crops of various types to pastures and woodlands
in various stages of growth. 'these factors result in a generally lower
obtainable accuracy of geomorphologic mapping than is possible in the Principal
Investigator's companion Skylab project in southern Arizona ('Task 335, EPN 489).
With the better 5190B photos and favorable atmospheric and ground conditions,
the boundaries of geomorphic units that are sharply defined by changes in
slope and/or land-use (field) patterns can be mapped accurately (with accuracy
approaching National Map Accuracy Standards) at scales as large as about
1:150,000; however, the more subtly defined boundaries cannot be mapped
accurately at scales so large. Our experience has shown that 1:250,000 is the
largest scale that is warranted for comprehensive geomorphologic mapping from
high--quality S190B photos with relatively favorable atmospheric and ground
conditions (e.g., see Appendix Figure A4.2).. Individual high-contrast features,
of course, can be mapped accurately at larger scales. Similarly, from the
better S190A color, CIR, and B/W red photos, map scales of about 1:500,000
are warranted for comprehensive mapping of geomorphologic units under favorable
atmospheric and ground conditions.
The SL photos are best used with awareness of their special advantages and
limitations, as mapping tools intermediate between, and in conjunction with,
coarser-resolution images (such as Landsat-1 MSS images) and finer-resolution
ultrahigh and conventional airphotos.
r .
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i1.5 Recommendations for future earth--resource photographic missions
from satellites
1. Continue to use
a. Multispectral camera arrays
b. Earth-Terrain cameras with focal lengths of at least 18 inches
(longer if possible).
c. High-resolution color and B/W films. (These provide not only
greater ground resolution but also better stereorelief--viewing
capability.)
d. Color films that enhance reddish hues, such as SO 242 and SO 355.
2. Provide 60% endlap coverage on all photographic passes. This will
provide a capability for stereo-relief viewing.
3. Take care to avoid photographing areas with more than 30% cover of
clouds and/or dense haze. (Film saved by observing this precaution
could provide for recommendation 2.)
4. Operate at an orbital altitude substantially lower than that of
Skylab-A. This will provide better stereorelief.
5. Take photography at optimum times-of--year, such as:
a. Spring (best time of year for geomorphologic-geologic mapping).
;). Late fall, after foliage has decreased.
c. Winter, when foliage is minimal. Both scenes bare of snow and
those that are snow-covered are desirable, but care should be
taken to avoid under- or over-exposure.
6. Experiment with ,)holography at low sun-elevation angles, taken in
early morning and/or late afternoon (local time), particularly in
winter, spring, and fall.
7. Watch the exposure. In the SL3 mission, many color and CIR frames
were underexposed (too dark) for the ground terrain, especially where
clouds are present; a few B/W frames were considerably overexposed.
In the SL4 mission, color and CIR photos commonly were overexposed,
especially for snow-covered areas.
8. Attempt repetitive multiseasonal coverage of the same areas.
9. Utilize a multispectral scanner system that has capability for high
spatial resolution (now being perfected) in addition to high spectral
resolution.
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2.0 GENERAL BACKGROUND ON EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES
2.1 Staff personnel and collaborators
Most of the evaluative/interpretive investigations in this project were
performed at the facilities of the U.S. Geological Survey, Denver Federal
Center, Denver, Colorado, under the direction of Dr. Roger B. Morrison,
Principal Investigator. Assisting in these studies at Denver for periods of
two to several months at various times were H. Kit Fuller, Richard K.
Rinkenberger, James R. Muhm, and John Prohaska.
The state geological surveys of Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska, and South Dakota collaborated in the project. They gave valuable
assistance, both in the initial selection of study areas for geomorphic mapping
and in evaluating the results of the mapping done at Denver. In several cases
they also supplied ground-control information on anomalous features and
possible new discoveries found by the interpretive mapping. Dr. Jerry A.
Lineback, of the Illinois State Geological Survey, made ail extensive comparison
of the value of ERTS-1 images and Skylab photographs for mapping geologic
features in Illinois (Li.neback, 1974). Dr. Merlin Tipton, Assistant State
Geologist of South Dakota, evaluated the geomorphic mapping in the South Dakota
portion of the Sioux Falls 10 x 20 quadrangle in terms of the surficial (mainly
glacial) geology. Dr. William H. Allen, Jr., of the Missouri Division of
Geological Survey and Water Resources, made a similar evaluation of the utility
of Skylab photos for mapping surficial deposits in an area in northeastern
Missouri. (Table 0.5. )
2.2 Indexing and preliminary evaluation of Skylab S190A and 5190B
photographs
We received at Denver the Skylab photographs listed in fables 1 and 2.
These were third-generation positive-transparency copies of bath the unenlarged
and enlarged photos. Individual copies of the various kinds of photos and
images totalled as follows: for S190A, 222 scenes X 6 multispectral bands =
1,332 separate photographs, for S190B, 352 scenes/photos (1 band only); and
for S192, 3 scenes X 12 multispectral bands = 36 images---a grand total of
1,720 photographs and images for the project region. These photographs were
received in duplicate (both unenlarged and enlarged copies) and the duplicate
copies were sent to the collaborating State Geologists.
Soon after receipt, the photographs and images were indexed on 1:1 million-
scale base maps of the collaborating states, and also on 1:250,000-scale 1 0 x 20
quadrangle maps. Figure 1 shows the coverage of the project region by SL photos.
Coverage with less than 30% clouds totals about 420,000 sq km, about 39% of the
6-state region.
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The photographs also were evaluated in terms of cloud cover, usable
frames, state coverage, photographic quality, endlap, detectibility of roads
and of stereorelief, and utility for mapping eight key geomorphic-geographic
characteristics (Table 1).
	
Photographic quality of both unenlarged
and enlarged photos was evaluated for the areas in the photographs without
clouds an6 dense haze, in terms of sharpness of detail, contrast, exposure,
and (for color and color-infrared films) color balance; any other defects
(such as szratches and other blemishes) also were noted. A numerical rating
scale was uaed for each factor, ranging from 0 (none) to 1 (poor), 2 (fair),
3 (good), and 4 (excellent). The average (mean.) quality rating, given for
each multispectral band, provides a comparison of the relative overall quality
of the various bands.
Other attributes of the photos that are of practical importance to evaluate
are the minimum limits of two types of detectibility: linear features and
stereorelief (for those photos with sufficient endlap for full stereoscopic
coverage). Roads were used as a convenient means of measuring the minimum
detectibility of linear features of moderately high to high contrast. They
provide the best standard basis for comparison because they are the commonest
easily identified Linear features whose widths can be easily measured or
estimated. Each SL photograph was examined under 7 to 20 X magnification to
observe the narrowest roads detectible. To determine the width of these roads
(which can range from private driveways to farm roads, county roads, state and
federal highways and freeways), the same or similar roads were measured with
a hand 20 X comparator on U--2 or WB--57 airphotos of the same or closely similar
areas. This type of ground control from the airphotos eliminates inaccuracies
caused by "blooming" and fuzzy definition of these relatively high-contrast
features in some SL photographs (often a road that contrasts strongly with its
background shows on the photos as wider than its true width). The measured
road widths are restricted to the bare road surfaces and do not include side
berms, ditches, or other features of the whole road right--of-way; the bare
road surfaces generally contrast strongly with the adjoining vegetated terrain.
Stereorelief detectibility was determined by examining stereopairs of
the transparencies under an Old Delft stereoscope (4.5 X magnification) and/or
a Kern PG-2 stereoplotter (5 to 10 X magnification) and comparing the minimum
discernible stereorelief on steep to moderately steep slopes with the actual
relief shown on 7 1/2 to 15-minute topographic quadrangle maps. For the S190A
photos, only the 4 X transparency enlargements were used because our stereoviewing
equipment could not accomodate the 70 mm transparencies. For the 5190B photos,
both the 5-inch unenlarged transparencies and the 2 X transparency enlargements
were measured.
Eight key criteria were used to evaluate the utility of the photographs
for geomorphic-geographic mapping--the detail in which they show (1) land--surface--
form factors of slope, local relief, and terrain profile, (2) vegetation/
agricultural lana--use characteristics, (3) dark vs light-colored soils, (4)
well vs poorly drained soils, (5) stream order and pattern, (6) valley lowlands,
(7) water surfaces (lakes, ponds, flowing streams), and (8) urbanized areas.
These criteria were selected to emphasize the inherent advantages and disadvantages
of the various spectral bands. This evaluation is based on the unenlarged
transparencies (3d generation), and was made for all the areas free of clouds
and dense haze along a flight path within the project region (states covered
by the project). The same numerical rating scale was used for photographic
Table 1 near here.
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Cloud-free except in South
(ca. 20) ca. 7 2-
1-3
2-
0
1.5- 1,5 1-2 2.5- 2.1
239-246 are much under-exposed (too dark) and poorest Dakota NW of Sioux City, 	 Color.'
(ea. 12) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3 3 quality.	 Enl. are much less sharp and with poorer color and CIR frames 239-246 are
balance than they should be. considerably under-exposed (too.
dark); remaining frames are
Like above, except enl. are even poorer quality, very slightly under-exposed.	 Under-:
{ce, 20} ce. 10 2 '3 2-3 0 2- 1.5• 2-3 2-3 1.5-
2.0
grainy, much less sharp, with some red specks and long exposure is less evident in the
Co.
I
	 15) 2 5 2 5 2.5 red scratch lines. B/W bands.	 Good time-of-year
(near-minimum vegetative cover,);
for photointeroretation of GG70'mm tsp,are much better exposed than the enl.en: have
(ca. 20) ca. 10 1 -2 0 2- 1 1.5- 2- .5- 1'5
better contrast,, tone separation, and sharpness, 	 Poor features'
(ca. 12) 3.5 3 3.5 .3 for details on landforms but goad for soil-moi-ture
differences.
ca. 10 Similar to above, but somewhat less contrast.
(ca. 20)
I ca. 12) l ..2 0 2-3 1 2.5 3 1 1.3
70 mm has near-excellent photo quality and shown details
(ca. 20) 2-3 1 2 0 2-3 1-2 2.1
of landfurms and streams very well; era. are somewhat too
12}(^$: -3 -3 329 325 contresty, somewhat grainy, and have lost some detail.
Fair photo quality (haze degrades contrast and sharpness
(caT20)(^.a:
12
I 0
1- 1- 1- 1- of detail)i least useful band For GG mapping.
 12} 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 l.0
Fr•,mes 314-322 are considerably under-exposed (too dark); remaining frames are somewhat
ca. 8 ca. $ 3-4 1.5- 2.5- 0 2-4 2- 1- 3.5 2.5 uncer-exposed.	 TlnenL tam are very useful for mapping most GG features.	 Eal.are much less(ca- 10) (13) 3 4 3.5 2.5 sharp than they should be end have washed-out color, which severely limits their utility,
for detailed mapping.
Evaluation of utility for mapping geomorphic-geographic 	 (GG) characteristics is
L
Do.	 =	 ditto	 enl.	 = enlargements,.
saved on areas in the unenlarged transparencies that are free of clouds and dense B/W = black-and-white	 unenl. = unenlarged	 1
laze. A range in valuee is given where significant variations in atmospheric eondi- CIR = color infrared	 mm	 = millimeter
Lions and/or photographic exposure or processing occur along a flight.	 Commonly the GG	 = geamarphic-geographic	 NA	 = not applicable'
atitity of the enlargements is } to 1 .rating .unit . lower for most characteria ties. yR	 = infrared	 is	 = transparencies:
: . See Tab)e S Far rav,'sed ^peclra! ranges for 31w 5190.1 bands.
TABLE 1. EVALUATION CHART F'OR SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHS OF ILLINOIS, IOWA, KANSAS, MISSOUl7
i
OtILITY FOE NAPPING KEY CM fl
PHOTOGRAPHIC AVAI.ITY 2	DETECTIA7LITY3	 ti
of tr¢nnparanoig s	 Inlnum dieenatoa (3d Eeneratioal in metcr4	 o;°^	 iROLL Ila.	 USABLE FRALEs	 A+ aharpncaa of detnil 	 V	 -	 b^. ^ea^ ^!
SYSTEM	 PASS/	 CLOUD COYEA	 Total	 no, in	 n- contrast	 toy	 o t^ 	 of eORBIT	 Randpro JDet	 area	 O- color balance	 tdar••c^cce v°~l	 STATE COVFAAtlE	 w	 o	 .^IFRAIIF	 p• exposure	 -t 	 ♦ 	 c c•Trask/ 	N011DEA	 E•	 a	 STEREO-	 ROADS	 ar;°c°^^br	 ,y. 5spectr2yl R[IHBERS	 nvern Ge {nenn} gvalSty(fliBh! date)	 RELIEF
raane 55 	0-5^	 5-30L	 >30f	 Fully	 Pertly	 (Croce ono.)	 UNF.NLARUEO
	 ENLARGED
	
ra 
	
io^T^be n•	
Sg
eyn4a
Pllo typj
	
(70 ® Ior 5190A; (4 X [ar 5L90Ai
	 ^`l°~,tc^e^pstw J°11 S•t	 °33-Inch for S1906)	 2 X [or-g1900)	 +l
SKYLAB 3	 1
48 46 F•:A.	 I	 192 A-3.5-+ A- 2.5 (a_
9190A Color 166-19B
{1^)
196-198 195 1.86-194 a 9
No.
	 190-195)
III. (194-200)
n • 2.5
C = 3
B°3
C-3
0 (ce. I5) (crt^ ^) 3.5 3 2 0 3 .3
1, 050 -056^ - Ia.	 (195-197) 0• 3.5	 6°3.2 D = 3	 P.'2.9
W16/73) 45 A-2 A 1.5
Color - IR Do. Do. no. Do. 8 - 2 .5-3 B -3 (co. 30) ne. 25(cn. 4D) 2.5 3.5 4 1 1.5 '.20. 5-O. bap(2443)
C•2.5
D•2.5	 F=2.h
C-2.5
D-2,5	 E-2.4
44 A-2 A-1
D/W-IR Do. Da, Do. Do. n-2.5 n-2.5 (a) > 50 1 1.5 0 1 1 1
(2424) D-3	 E•2.5 D-3	 E•2.2
43 A.1.5 A-1
D/W-IR
0.7-0.8pm Do. Do. Do. Do.
B°2 62 0
{	 }
> 60(> 8o} 1 1 0 1 1 1
(2A24)  R. 2	 g- 1.8 D ' 2	 E• 1.7
47 A-4 A2.5
B/W-red De, De. Do. Do. n- 3.5G---
R'3
C-- (ca. 15) (en. 10) 3.5 2.5 1.5 D 3.5 3.50.6-0.7ppm
SO-022) D'3.5	 E-3.7 D'3	 E-2.8
L) A-2 A-1.5
B/W-green Do. DO. Do. Da. 0.1.5 C.1.5 (Ca. 15) ca• 1 1 1 0 1 10, 5 -0.6^aa (ca. 25) 1.5.(50-022) D° 3	 F' 2.2 D' 2.5	 E. 1.8
3190B 48 BB Eon- rf{221^2 21) A'4 A=3 I
1 Color 2io-22T 219-222 223-224 210-218 1 11 W. 321ItmjTi,nl.	 217-222 0 . 3.5C'4 B'3.5C'4 60-0 1	 5(ca. 8) 4 4 4 d 3 3.$(9/16/73) 0.4-0.7}m1(50-242) (212-223) M-227 D' 3.5	 E- 3.B D-3.5	 E' 3.5
31 40 S.D. (056-059) A- 2-3 A-2 155190A Color ti73-060 Net. (053-057) B-2-3 D-3 RA Co• 1- 1-2 1 0 1_Z 1-2 130/^^ 0.4-0.7yt1 (053-059) - 060 o53 -o59 D 3 G-1.5-3 O=i.5-2.5 (en. 12) 2.5I" {90-3561 D-1.5-3	 F-2.4 D-2.5	 E.LA ;	 J
(9/lD173) 39 A= 2 A-1.5
Color - IR Do. -- Do. Do. D'2 B - 1.5 NA ca. 10(en. 12) 1 1 0 1 1 1.	 !
(2447)
L'2
D-2	 E-2.0
-2C
D-2
	
E•1.8
38 A-1.5 A'1 '-	 !
RAN-IR Do. - Do. Do. D=1.5-2
--
6.2 IM en. 25(ce. 35) 0 6.5 0 1 0.50.8-0. 9)sa C C.-(242A) D-2.5	 E -1.9 D-P.5	 F-1.8 '.
37 A-2 A'1 : 1
B/W-IA Do. - Do. Do. 1g-.5 6.1. 5
--
RA co. 25{ca. 35} D 0.5	 0 0.5 0.5
-
rO.^
-*0.7-0.apm
( 2424) C•-D-2	 E.1.8
g
D • 2-2.5
	
E-1,6
41 A-2-3.5 A-2
B/W-red Do. --_ Do Do. B= 2-3C•-- R+2C-^- KA
Ce. 7
(ce. l0) 2-3 2 1 0 2 1-20.6-0.7pm(SD -022) D-3	 E-2.1 D-2	 E-2.0 i
42 A+1-2.5 A-14
 I
n/W-Dr"n Do, _ ^, Do D-1-1.5 B-1 RA ca. 10 D.9 0.5 0 0 0.5 O,50.5-0.6pm C.- C--
stl-0221 1 D-3	 E- 2.0 D-3	 E'1.8
5190D 31 85 O.D. (39^ 1 -ho3) A- 3-4 A-3-4
30/I6 $^W 369-40h Deb. (369-397 B-2 B.;?
ca. 10(ca. 20) ea. 5(cs. 7) 2_3 2-3 1 D 2-3 2.3{389-403} - - 38%-403 0 8 n(9/10/73) (SO-S414) -2.5	 E=2.7 D-2.5	 E=2
27 34 Ia.	 {258-259) A-2.5-3.5 A-3 155190A
30^44
Color
0.4-0.7,m 252-264(25 1 -259) 257-259 256 252-25526v-264 2 2
S.D. {25a)
Reb. {254-258)
B-2-3
C-2-3
B-3
C'3 NA
ca. 
B10)(co. 2-3 2-3 1 n 2-3 2;	 .
r3
(50 356) Kra. {254-255} D-1.5-3	 E-2.6 D12.5-3	 F-2.9
(9/6173) 33 A-2.5-3 A-2.5
O.So O. BR M. Do. Oo. C-2-3 Ca3 (. Z2c 2.3 D 1-2 2
2 D-1.5-2 5 £°2.3 D-3	 E+2.9 J
A=1.5-2 A11.5
IR
D.9pm
De. Do. Ds. Do.
8-1.5-2
C•- C.- RA
p=3:
(as. 35) 0
l25" 0 1 0.5 0:5
) D•3	 E-2.2 D-3	 E-2.5
A-1.5-2 A-1.5
IA
D°' Do. Do. Ia.
A-1.5 B°3 UA ce.25 o 1.5 0 1 0.5 0.5
0. apm
p
{ca. 35)
=2.5-3
	
E'2.0 D -3	 g-2_5
A-2.5-3.5 A-3
cd u.1.5-3 B-1.5 co.
0.7PM po.
Do.
t
b
Do. Do. C. - C.- RA 10) 1-2 1.5 0.5 a
022 D-1.5-3	 E-2.5 D-1.5-3	 E-2.3
A-I.5-2 A•l-2
reen bo. po, Do. Co. RZIC-- 0.50.6Um
D•1C°- IIA ca 	 l0(ea 	 12} O_5 0.5 0 0 0.5
Oe2) D=0.5	 E-0.9 D-1.5 -2.5 	 E-1.5
91906
Be .	 021	 12 A•3-3.5 A-2.5-3-5
^I
4^1 4) D3tl-o34 029 Cp6 028 5 3
Eaa. (026.027)
S.D. (032)
8-2.5
C°2 3
B'•2.5
C	 -3 150
_ ca. 7 2.5- 2- 0.5 C 2.5 2.59/ 0.7ym (024-0 Ia.	 (032 034) D'2-3	 F=2.7 D"2-3	 E°2.6
(ca.:8) 3.5 3.5 2 3.5 3.5.
lFrapes listed in parenthesis are wholly or portly within the proj ect FOOTNOTFSE -4 7valun .tisn of utility
 for napping geoearp.Ij3eregion.
Numerxigl ratlpe a yvste	 for phntagr¢@hie gvali .ty and solit^ far P,eo-
3 Nuc6ers not in parenthesis rater to unenlnrged trans-
arenclen; nuobere In parentheata apply to tranaparency booed on areas in the dnenterged trcnsparellc.hone.	 A ran re	 in	 is	 ailf values
	 given where ai a
-geeaorphic Cra e a dnPP^na2 	0 - none (nit); 1 = poor; 2 • fair;
3	 good; 4	 excellent. nlargementa. See last sheet for detailed discussion orPkatectibility tt ana and/or photographic exposure or proeese
 measurements. utillty of the enlar gements is } to I rating:
S See Ta6(e 5ivr rer:sod spectra) ranges 
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MM RM HAPPIRC YEY CM4MP11 )C/GWMWIIIC CIIARAC7ERSSISCS2'4
FIIOT.GR"'AIC QUALiTY2
PC tran.pa renei a44
13ETECTTBILITY3
tnimnm dimena ion
a
►^ 	 °	 ti°	 OEUERAL REMARKS4 ►^ 	o^ (3d Cc on atlon)A' nhnrpnena of detailB'
in me LCrg) to q 
a► 
c° ^P r'•a
	
to 	, a
°^a^	i3 tt 	°^a°9	 ►teat ►^  at°b a t^^c on treatC- color balanceD' erpeaure
^:
n tOtoti dace°	 ti	 bt	 46
y.ti
t	 ^t° ^	 ti9 	 a	 ^P° a cB' °se	 l
t- average
	 (men") quality
v
a
-
"'
BTEREO-
RELIEA
ROADS `^° °	 a'o	 t	 at	 ^°	 c^	 t	 s°
e°ti	 ► 	 t	 ^d+	 a	 individual b¢hda:	 5umeall for flightt4	 ►oo	 ti	 °	 at	 tie	 od	 quality and utility	 ( all bands)
ed4a yet: '1`	 °	 i	 t b°• c►°	 pQ°o°?UNF.RLARCF. p 1311LARGED(70 om for S19QAi
s-1a.h rn. eaon.t (4 Y, far SIWAla .. - arena} i► ° ^ c^	 ti~	4	 ►~	 t°	 a°	 o;°►9	 J^° O°	 J°	 ri	 to	 .}e q°	 31 	t'a
R'2.5
C'3
D'3	 0C=3 (ca. 15}
co. 7
(ca, 10) 3.5 3 e D 3 3 1-3 4D'3.5	 E-3.2 D' 3	 E•2.9
A'p A-1.5
8-2.5-3
C-2,5
R 3
C•2.5 ke, 30)
ca. 25(ca_ 40) 2.5 3•S a 1 1.5 2 2 3 1.5
D-2.5
	 E	 2.4 D • a.5	 E-2.4
A'2 A'I
D'2.5 n-2.5 (0} > 50 1 ^1,5 0 1 1 1 1- 0.5C'- C'- (> 70) 3.5 1
D'3	 R-2.5 D'3	 F. 0.2
A. 1.5 A•1
D' 2C.- B' 27°- (0) > 60(> ^) 1 1 0 1 F 1 1-3 0.51D•2	 g. 1.8 D•2	 E.1.7
A•2.5
R-3 (ca. 15I ca,5
 
103.5 2.5 .5 0 3.5 3.5 1-5 3
v3	 E-2.8
HD'2.5
A'1
B-1.5
°(ca. 15) ca,12(ca. 25)E. 1.8
A' A•3
D3.5'C'4 B'3-5	 6o-C'4	 0 RA
<5(ca. 8) 4 4 4 0 3 3.5 1-3 4]).3 .
	
R '3.0 D a
 3.5
	
E'3.5
A-2-3 Art
	
15B' 2-3 B• 3 IfA ca. 8 1- 1-2 1 0 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-C'1,5-3 C•1.9-2.5 (ca. 12) 2.5 2.5D^1.5-3
	
R-2.4 D
- 2,5
	
8'2,4
A'2 A'1.5
B - 2 A'1.5 NA es. LO 1 1 0 1 1 1 1.5 1_C=2 c=2 (ca. 12) 2.5
13=2
	 E'2.0 0°2
	 E°1.8
'A-1.5 A-1B ,
 1.5-4 R=2 IIA co. 25 0 0,5 a 1 0,5 0.5 0-5-0. 5
41'2.5
	
E-1.9 D-2,5	 E-1.8
A-2 A-1g-1.5 g=1.5 IIA ca: 25 v 0,5 0 w,.5 a,5 0,5 0.5 0.5
c- - C°- (ca. 35) 2.5
D • 2	 E-1,8 D-2-2.5 	 E-1.6
A'2-3.5 A•2
H'2-3 8-2
rM co. 7 2-3 2 1 0 2 1-2 0 'S 1-
ca	 20
D-3	 R-8.7 D-2	 £•2.0
A-1-2.5 A'1-2
6.1_l.y g'1 AA ea. 10 0.5 0.5 0 a 0.5 0.5 0.5 1
D-3	 E. 2.0 D • 3	 E•1.8
A'3-4 A-3-4
B-P R'2	 60 ee. l0 ca. 5 23 2-3 l 0 2-3 2-3 1 3
0a 2.5
	 E-2.7 D-2.5
	
E-2.7
t'2.5-3.5 A'3	 15
;;g 3 0'3 PIA ca. 8 4( ca	 , l0 ) 2-3 2-3 1 0 2-3 2-3 1
7.1,5-3	 E = 2.6 D-2.5-3
	
E12,9
F-2.5-3 A'2,5
12_3 D-3 1N co. 10 2- 2 0 1-2 2 2 1.5- 3:°2 C '3 (112) 2.S -3 3)s 1.5-2.5 E-2,3 0 '3	 F•'2.9
A•1.5I.1.5-2
171.5-2
-
B-3
C'- RA
ca. 25 0 1.5- 0 1 0.5 0.5 1.5- 0.5ls 3 E'2.2 1) . 3
	
E'2.5 (ea. 357 2 2.5
2.6 70 
© tap, to near-excellent and ^^ traat fairly good,
	vegetation cover) far Ga rapping.
rak
ing them very uoetul for GG mspplug. Graininess or the Fepper
-
aad-salt pattern of clouds
RR ;J?amlderobly lcpsirp their utility. Eadlap 0-1% in
	
and cloud-atadouo aver most of
70 mm tap have poor aharpaeass but ratr7y good contrast 	
IM SW o region 	 ne ereg 1IMt
very grainy, whieb deerenaea	
ton SR of tyfarCOChicago)severely 1lnita
1.8 and 	 bnlancr. Fb1. are a	 the utility ear 	 capping.LhRir utility for W mapping, 	 However, in spite of Been
degradation by haze of the color
10 a tap are quite grainy. enl, extrrzaly no, making them and green beads, photo quality
1.1 of little utility for GO rapping. Difficult to diatinguiah of 70 m tap color, CIA, and red
cloud nbedows from lakca and ponds, 	 banda (moat useral onra for GG
rapping) ire fairly good to very
91mi1ar to above, except loan contract, paaeibly because
	
good, Erl, are raaaidera4ly less
somewhat aver-exposed.	 sharp than they ohm" be.
lea
70 a tap are hoar-excellent photo quality and very me
4 r2. oe GG rapping. Pal. are very Braley and somewhat leas
Be Cal.
IFair photo quality (home degradcn centreat and shaspnee
0 .9  or detail); lca.t useful band for GG upping.
cloud -ahmdow pattern ever coat of project region severely reatricta v:litty for CG Capping.
3.6 Photo quality of 5-ineh tap in memr-excellent; cal, are quite sharp and have good color.
4onti7 6o$ endlnp; v-L% endlnp In IIB end. 	 -
0 mm in eastern V . takata 1057-060)me somewhat under-	 Utility very limited beeswe
1.3 exposed, which, with soma hewn, reduces eharpnens, contrast of excessive cloud cover and
nd color balance. Pal. are emewbat better exposed but 	 haze. Photo quality (70 rm sad
moderstel,y grainy and fuzzy.
	 cal.) fair to mostly poor. Poor
time-af--pear for GG mppiag.-
ta are poor quality, considerably under-exponed (too	 vegetative cover tends to abocure
1.0 ark) and quite grainy. Eat. are even poorer. very B rainy. W features.
Very low utility for ca capping.
are very grainy and furry= eat. are extremely
0,6 godnl' and law resolution. Iroarly useless far CC rapping.
0.5
1.5 rtion by haze. Era, are amewhat grainy and fuzzy.
70 as and cal.) the least useful far GG rapping.
f/erg a3=arp detail but somewhat undar-arpoaad (too dark), especially in eastern South Dakota,
1 '9 Be
EIL_f,
_ich. with alma haze, uw;ewhat reducon abirpnese, contrast, and utility far Ca mapping.Be t
	 cndlap than S19aA.
egraden cantran", sharpness, and color balance; 256-257
	
and are mostly haze-free, frame2.0	 smewltat under-expoard; 252-255 are well exl=ed but
	
252-255 and 261-264 have very
avc much clouds & haze. Eal, are better exposed.
	 limited utility because of eueb
.Cloud cover and haze. FrsesSmiler to abavc, except somewhat lama sharp.
	 258-261 in 70 m forest are
1.9 - badly under-exposed (too dark)
In the color, CM. B/R red and
B/W green banda; enL are better
onura good far all framea. Low eharpneaa, cepeeially
	
exposed. lack of stereoscopic
- cnl. which axe very gram but have better cantraat
	
coverage reatrlcta utLlity for
0.8 Jun the 7U mm. Very lief+md utility Car CG rapping) ah a	 -mppia+g•
manly the larger streams, lake$, & reservoir..
,-1,5-2 A- 1.5 to above, except loan contrast.
I=1.5 B.3 co. 25 0 1.5 a 1 G,5 G.5 1.5- a.5 0.8
'- C (co. 35) 2.5
1.2.5-3
	
E-2.0 0 . 3	 E-2.5
-a.5-3.5 A=3 'ame framen arc too dark under-exposed 	 fathean	 color and
x.1.5-3 D=1.5 ca: 8 Mbands; aharpneaa in fairly good to very grad; contract
: C'- TEA (ca. 10) 1-2 115 0.5 0 1 1 0.5 3 111 In fairly poor to good (70 um) or fairly poor (enl.).i-1,5
-3	 E'2.5 D=1.53	 E -2.3
.°1.5
-
2 A'1-2 framea as in the valor and CIA bands are extremely
.70.5 D•1 ca, 10 ark (uadcr-exponed), thus coat of frames in the relatively
°0.5
C-- (co, 12) 0.5 0.5 D 0 0,5 0,5 0.5 1.5 0.8 loud and haze -free arras arc ancentially ngeleoa far GG
E•0.9 D'1.5-2.5
	 8'1.5 - pping.
A'2.53.5 .0 	 are mostly aloud and bane-free and show ,
 very good detail far ca rapping;
•2.5 D'2,^
15 co. 7 2.5- 2_ 0.5 2.5 2.5
024-028 have	 cloud ewer and hams.	 Lack or atft"oncopic coverage limits utility.onsiderablo
x2 3 Gs 2-3 0 ILA (ca. 8) 3.5 3.5 2 2.5 4 2.4
Irrame
em G G 
.2-3
	
E-2.7
-D-2-3	 E'2.6
ADTRS 4 RZ:V lAT	 n
a: ra fer to unonlarged trans-
Evmluution of utility for mapping geomorphia -geographic ( GO) characteristic a to Da. ditto enl.	 ' enlargements
thwdia ¢pply to transparency based on areas in the unentargedhnze.
trnnaparencie ¢ that ore free of clouds and dcnac
in	 ,ands-
B/W - black-and-vhlte t-enl.	 unenlarged
V
.
	'ur actailed discussion of
A range in valuea to given where a, igniffannt variatiomu ntmospheric CIA ° color Snfrnred ma	 ' millimeter
tined and/or photographic exposure or preoeoainr occur along, a Cl I ght. Commonly the GC	 ° feamorphie -gcorrnphie I)A	 not applicable
utility of the enlarF,eeento I n } to 1 rating unit laver far most characterlatica. TR ' Infrnred top.	 tranonarencles =
See Tab le Sfiar feviseo SPdd al rJES Far 31W 5190A 15-0.
FOLDOUT F
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TABLE I. EVALUATION CHART FOR SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHS OF ILLINOIS, IOWA, KANSAS, MISS
;RILISY FOR HUPIIi3 KD
P'1117DORAPRIC pQALITY 2
	DESECTIBILISY3
of tranaparrnai4a inimun dlm pAalOn	 o(Id generation)	 in meters) ay44yAa aherpness of detail --
HOLE H0.	 USABLE FRA1[°_G	 B=- contrastCLOUD COVER	 Total	 no, in	 ati	 ^•SYSSEIf	 P$.us/	 C= color balance	 4ey	 ^c
ORBTT
	
Band	 project	 area STATE CDYRRAOE 	 w	 te+	 y^ye ,^;
FRALEl	 D° aa	 a	 c'c	 s
Track	 NUMBER	 E° average (mane) quality	 a	 STEREO-	 AOASISd	 NUMB RS (flight date)	 Spectral	 RELIEF	 Jy	 +°yo 	+
ran gaS	 psp-5x	 §-3 	 >10b	 Fulty	 Partly	 ( frame nob.)	 UHEHLARGED	 EHLAABED	 R1	 wa4°v
film typi	 5-Inch for 5190AI (2 R far 519003
	
^Ry 
SKYLAB 3
Ia,	 (@55-263))	 AY1-'.5
	
A'1-2	 15.
3190A	 51	 color	 251-267
	
251-261	 III. (262-26$)	 C'1-2	 P=1-2	 60	 ca, B	 1- I-p 0.5
3 3	 s0- 56	 0.3	 E-P.)	 A'3	 a°P.0
P.4-0.7pm	 (255^265)	 ^"	 263-267	 O	 3	 c'2	 C	
Ica. Ro)	 ;ce. 9)	 2.5	 2.7
45	 4.1-2	 A 3-2(9/£0173)	 5'3	 B-3	 ce, l0	 LCoior-Ift
	 Do.	 --	 Do.	 Do.	 .5	 (ea. 45)	 cs. 32
	
1-2	 2.5
	
0	 1	 1
0,5-0.88p
	
C'3	 c°3.5
(2G43)	 P'3	 E"2.6	 D =3.5	 E°3.0	 a
44	 A'1	 A'1
8/W-IRDo.
	
..-	 Ile.	 Do.	 Cr-	 0 -
B°L5	 B.2	 ca, 30	 0.5 0.5	 0	 1	 0.i0.8-0.9ym	 (0)	 (ta. 40}
(2424)	 0=3	 E'1.B D =3	 E=2.0
43	 A°0 .5	 A=0.5	 j
E/W-In	 Do.	 -	 Do..	 Da.	 -	
Cql	 B =3.5	 (0)	 (ra. 50)
	
0.5
	
0	 D	 0.5 0.^
(2424)
p,7-0,epe1	 B°2	 E'1.2	 D-2.5	 E-1.5
B/W-red	 DO.Do.	 Do.	
0=2-3
	
B+3.5	 {ca. 2p} 
47	 A'3.5	 A13.5	
ce. 6	 L5- 1.5-	 1	 0	 i.:
(80-022)
	
C13	 E-3.0	 D-3.5	 e13.50.6-0.7 m	
C.-	 C°-	 (	 ]	 2.5	 5
48	 -	 A'1-1.5 
3/W-Breen
	 Do.	 -	 Do.	 De.	
C.	 -	 C=2.5	 (ca. 30)	 (CA:
 ca9)	 1	 1.5	 0	
0	 1
0.5-0.6T	
P,3	 c-
(SO2	 D	 E°1.© D'3	 R=P.4
S190C51	 88	 111. (328-339)
	
B'e-5	 B.L.
33	 Color	 310-342	 326 327	 5	 310-324	 i	 4	 t'2.5	 C'2	 10	
ca. 14	 co. 5
	 2.5	 2.5
	
1	 0	 2.1
(9/^/73)	 (.4	 .7 1m	 (317-339)	
328-342	 D=3	 E=2.6 D-2.5	 E-2.1	 (ce. 12]	 (ce. 7}
S190A	 28	 Color	 276-303	 M. (297 298)	 n=1-2.5	 D71-2 :	 60	 (ce. 20)	 CA. 8	 1-2 1^2	 1-2	 O	 1
Is.	 (7-297)	 h-13	 -	 A-1-3	 15
0.4-0.7ft	 ( I-297)	 -	 -	
27o-303
	
0	 4	 GQ2	 C=2	 Ice. 10)	 2•.
44AS
	 (SO-356)
	
D-3	 E-2.0 D-3	 E-2.2
(9/7/73)	 33	 A°I-2	 A10.5.2
-	 Color-In
	 Do.	 -	 -	 Do.	
B-2	 0-2	 (ee. 60}
c-2	 0.2.5
	
(ca. 32)
	
1- 
P.
5 	(+ -1	 1-2 2
0.5 0,88pn 
(2443)	 A=2.5	 E'2 A D'2.5	 E°2.1
32	 A-0.5.1 	 A'0.5
BA-IR	 Do.	 --	 -	 Da.	 R'1,5	 C'0.5-
a.5
	 (0)	 {ca. 60)	 S 0-1	 0	 1-2 l=
o.S-0,9pm
2 2 )	 P'2	 E'1.4 D'2	 E°L2
31	 A-0.5-1	 A'0.5
B/W-IR	 ib.	 -	 -	 Da.	 3°0.5	 R=0.5-1	 (0}	
ce. 40	
D	
a-	 0	 O.5
p.7-111	 C•-	 C'-	 (ca. 60) 	 0.5	 -	 1.5.1:
2 2G	 D°1.5	 EaO.^	 p°1.5	 E°0.935	 A°0.5-3
	
A-o.5-3
D/W-red	 Do.	 --.	 -	 DO.	 913	 B°1-3	 (ea. 30)	 ca. 6	 0.5- 1-2	 0,5	 0	 C
0.6-0..7pm	 c°-	
C---	 I--n. 7)	 1.5	 1.5.
(30-02Z1
	
D-2.5
	
F=2.4 D =2.5
	
R.P.1
36	 A°a.5-2.5 	 A-0.5-2
C/W-Crean	 Do	 ^.	 -	 Do,	
C•p.5-2	 Da0.5-2
	 (ca. 30)	 co. 9	 0-	 1-2	 0-1	 0
0.5 -0.6pm	 Q=...	 0^	 fee. 9)	 1.5
SO-022)	 ID=P.S	 F.°2.0	 D=2.5	 E'1.7
S1903	 2a	 86	 Ta.	 (OB74-097) A'L 3	 A-1-3	 ca. 9	 ca. 5
44/58	 Color	 069-M	 -	 _	 9 =1-3	 B11-3	 60 {ce. 10)	 (ce. 7) 	t-P 1-2 0.5p.4"p. :1	 7imS	 (Y-037)	 069-107	 0	 o	 C'1.2.5	 C-1-2.5
(9/7/73)
	
(SO-242)	 D'3	 E-2.2 D 3	 E'e.2
-	 yen. ('P2S-230)	 A-1-2.5
	
411-2.5
	
60
5190A
	 35	 c	 13 1	 B'I-2	 ca. 10Color
	 1.5 1.5
	
0.5
	
0
0.4-0.7Nm	 228-233	 -	 228-23L	 232-233	 0	 3	 C°1	 C^1.5	 (ca, 10)
62	 (so-3%)	 (22B-23o)	 D°1	 E-1-2	 D°3..5	 E=1.6
(8/5/73)	 21	 Ayl-2 	 A=1-2	 j
Color-Ift - 	..^	 B=4	 B°3.5	 ca. 12
- Do.	 ]Io.	 Do.	 C'4	 -	 c=4	 -	 1.5	 3.	 1	 O
2	 D'	 g =3.k	 p=i	 E=3.30.5-0.""	 -	
4	 ^	 (ca. 12} 1
oD A°7.5	 A°1
B/W-IR	 3h.	 -	 Da.	 Da.	 a=2,5	 6^3	 ia. 35
0.8-0.9pm	 C-	 D-3	 (ca. 46)	 1	 1	 1	 0
(2424)	 D°3	 E=2.3	 0°3	 E'2.3
3/W-IR	 Do.	 --	 Do.	 Do.	 ^^^.	 -=, •^5	 D.5 0.5
	
0	 0ca. 16
0.7-0.8pm	 p=2.5
	
E.1.B	 'D	 -5	 E.1.7	 Ica. 37}	 )2 2	 d
23	 4a3	 Ar1-2.5
B/W-red-	 C	
B=1-I.5
	
I
Uo.
	
DO.	 Do.	 C_	 C'-	 ce. 7	 I-	 0	
}
-	 05o-022pm
	
-	
D-3	 E=2.7	 D-1.5	 E-1.5	 ;ca. 10)	 2.5
- 124	 A-I-2	 -	 A=2	 -
R/W-rrcen	 Do.	 -	 Do.	 Do.	 D.1	 9 1.5-2	 ca. 13
m	 C 	 C°""'	 (ca. 131	
1	 1	 0.5
	
0
0.5-0.6p
30-022]	 D=l.:	 R°L2 D*.5	 Fn2
5L90B	 15	 83	 Kan. (197-204)	 A 2.5-4	 A-2 5-3.5	 ca, 5
	
^ 5^	 1-Color	 197-207	 197-199	 200 205	 -	 1	 7	 R-2.5-4	 C^.,5-3.5
	 I	 15	 (^• 6)	 4	 3.5	 3 5	 oArb. (196-194)	 D'2..5-4	 B°?.5-3.5	 5062	 0.4-0.7pm	 (L97-204)	 206 207(8/5f73)
	
(10-024	 -	 -	 D h	 -	 Ey3.4	 D3.5.	 ".1
FOOTNOTES- 
1Fraa6a listed In parenthesis are wholly or partly within the profeat 	 3	 _	 4 Evaluation of utility for mapping g^
region..	 Humhere. not in parenthesis refer to unanlar.ged trans- 	 bnsed-oh areas In the .nnant.r2ed tr
2Ham	 ical ratsn¢ n3ata	 for phatograpbic quality and utility for gee- paren p iea; n=bere in parenthesis apply to tronaparencq 	 haze, A range 1n values is riven. ah
morpg c-geograpxce mapp ne. O - note {nil); 1 • pear; 2 ' fair; 	 enlargements. See last sheet for detailed discussion of	 tions and/or phetarr.aphle expssure
3 ` good] 4	 excellent.	 detectibillty measure	 a.	 utility of the enlar pe=Rnts to k to
°5ee Table S- tor rev:scd spectral ri
FOLDOUT FRAM jr POOR
iil
rOGRAPHS OF ILLINOIS, IOWA, KANSAS, MISSOURI, NEBRASKA, AND SOUTH DAKOTA (page 3 Of 5
V[ILLIY DQR 1LSPPIKG KEY GiCHORP111C (GiOCRAPI[1 C CIIARAtfi7U5TIC52,4
PIIC TOGRAPAIo QUALITY2
of trnnneratiof
on
r)¢(3d
DETEOTIRILFTY3
inimum dimonaimp
ti°	 a
ti^	 ti~g>>
GENERAL RENAAKS
generati ,Aa eterpnesq of detai l. .. in m4tCrt)	 - •+to s°	 a°	 4c`c^.Qtav ea
	 o h`
 a^	 °	
ti^i
B• contrast
C = molar halonoe
.^. ^b^a l,.dt14^air 	 4°^	 Qe	 tiaay'•i	 c^1totl °°o^ ^a	 c	 y	 y	 a
_
.D • expanure a 4°ti 4'tr .g:	 S'1 to	 atp L;cb {%0 OkaiE =
	average	 (mean) .lLiallty q STEREO- ROADS °	 ti4	 p	 ^^	 qo'+ 	a	 m`L
Individual banda:
quality and utility
Summary for flight(all banda)
aRR1A5QU	 C ENLARGED P+ RELIEP ta^^,yo 
^yti ;y	 mot ^tia . ah'	 y^aa 	 ro°
a^Q(70 m for SL90Al (4 X for St90A: - 6ye .	 e	 t	 c	 a^°	 t'E	 1w	 Sa	 ti~	 °d`"	 'e°	 bt
5«inch for S190BIl z v fa- 5190x1. I- ti•ta^e Tf	 ^°	 y*.	 ,s	 ^eq	 d+.	 tr _	 -_	 _
_	
_.	 .. __	 __	 _	 _-
A°1-2.5 A-1-C 15- Photo quality in areas with least clouds and haze is Only 3 partly unable traces
B-1-2 B-^2 ca. 6 1- 12 D.5 '0
1- i- 1 1- 1.3 fairly road (70 ass) to fair (eel.).	 ttaao degrades because of Wnspread clouds and
F-2 0-2 (ce. 20} (ca. 9) 11,5 2.5 2.5 2.5 ahmpnena, contrast, and color.	 Eel, have tiny irregular dense haze.	 Claud-free arena In
D-3
	
£-2.1 0.3	 £-2.0 brown mottles.
patter haze perntration than color band but very grnLry,
these frames (P61-263, in EE.
lows front Muacatine to ea. 300
Yn went of Iowa City) am variablyA'12 A 1-2
B=3 0 3.5 (ee. 45) ce. 10lea' 1 0 1-p
1- 0 1 1.2 1-1-2 2 5 1-2.5 1.3
hence poor to tafr ubarpnean of detail; otherwise, photo
is ¢'..d (Loth 70 sa end en1.),quality degraded by local thin highC =3 Ca3 5i , 2.5 clouds and haze, especially in
D- 3 	 F'2.6
y
;	 3.5
	
^'9.0 the color and Green 	 CIR
A'1 A=1 Poor a	 nose	 very Brainy	 cspcctally the eel. 	 Much penetrates the haze better than
p=1.5 D=2 30
Lena use(ul far GG capping than the color sad Cllt bandn. the color band but m-derete,
^,- C"-' (0)
.
(eac . 40) 0.5 0.5 0 1 0.5 0.5	 1-2 0.5 0.6 graininess results in law sharp-
D=3	 £•1.0 D =3	 E=2.t
Very pavr nharpneaa (extremely grainy) sod poor contrast,
case of detail. 	 R/W red band
ban beat sharpness and beat
utility for GG Sapping.A °0.5 A=0, 5D-1 9=1.5 (D) ca. 4o D.5 0 0 0 .5 0.5 0 .5	 1 0.5 0.5
Almost uraleaa for GG capping.
Cam- {ca. 50) 1.5
Q'2	 E-1.2 n'a.5	 E-1.5
A'3.5 A'9.5 Photo quality Hood very good (70 mil) and very goad (enl.).
9-P-3 11.3.5 {ca. 20}  6 1.5- l.y 1 0 1.5- 1,5. 0.5 2- 1.5 test useful bend for GG capping.'G*- C--- (Co.ca. 8) 2.5 2.5 P.5 2.5 3.5
D-3
	 E=3.0 D-3.5	 E=3.5
A =1-1.5 A.1-2.5 - Rnme much degrades cantrant and nhorpnesa, making this
D.1 0=2.5 (Co.30) ca. 8 1 1.5 0 0 L.5 ri.5	 0.5 1. 0.9 band of relatively little value far GO mapping. M. -C=- C-' (ca. 9) 2.5 have the bast contract and aherpacna.
D=3	 t-.IA D73	 E'2.4 I
A°2 A° Sly 5 frozen	 in UK Town	 have areas free or cicada end deans Unite, even these areas have
B-2.5 B = -° some Uwe and local thin clouds that degrade shnJacao, contract, and color balance. 	 Fra.
E-2.5 C7 10 (ca. 12) {ca. 7) 2.5 2.5 1 0 ?.5 2.5	 1.5 ?.5 1.9 are quite grainy and rummer than they uhoulA be. 	 ErAln	 raatly 60{,.D =3	 -	 E • ? . 6 D"2.5	 g=2.1
A=1-3 A=1-3 15 Dee c=mmy for flight. 1CO% clouds over prodeat region.
13,1,2.5 9'1-2.5 60eg.(ca. 20) 8(Cis	 10) 1-2 1-2 1-2 tl
1- 1- 0-1 1-3 1.1 except for frames 894-297. 
In RE
C'2 C12 es 2 5 2.5 and central Iowa. which have
O = 3	 11'2.0 D=3	 E-2.2 } 70% . clouds and much haze in the
cloud-free areas.	 F=entlally
unuanble.	 60% endlop betweenA'1-? A'0 .5-2 no,
11=2 D=2 -{ce. 60} ca. 10 1 2 1- 0-1 1-2 1-2 1-2 -fames 293-E96: 1% between
C=2 C -2.5 (ca. 12) 2.5 -.5- 12 3.5 1.329'I
D-2.5
	
E-2.0 D-2.5
	
E=2.1
A-D.5-1 a=0.5
40
Do.
e-1.5
re.-
B=0.5-1.5 (0) an.(  GD)
0-
0.5 0-1 0 1-2 1-2
1-	 1-3.5	 2.5 1-3 1.2
D=P	 E-1.4
C^
D.2	 Ea1.2
A=0.5-1 A=0.5 Ib.	 -
P-o.5 D-0.5-1 (0) ea. hQ Q 0- 0 0.5 0.5- 1-	 1- 1-2 0.9 -	 -C=--- c =-- (ca. 601 0.5 1.5 1.5 2.5
	 Q.5 -
D-1.5
	
E:0.9 D-1.5	 V-0.9
A=0.5-3 A'0.5-3 Do,
p=3 P-1-3 (ca. 30) en. 5 0.5- 1 2 0.5 O
0- Q.5- 0A 1.5- 0.9C=^ C=- (ca. 7) 1.5 1.5
.5 1.5 3.5
D'2.5
	
E =2.4 D=2 .5 	 E=2.l
A x0.5-2.5 A-0.5-2 De.
4=0.5-2 0'0.5-2 (ca. 30) en. 9 0- I-2 0-1 0 11-1 0-1	 Q.l IL 0.8C'-- C°-- (ca. 9}. 1,5 3.5
D=2.5
	
E=2.0 t"P.5
	 -	 E°1.7
A-1-3 A •1-3 to% clouds over project region, except for frozen 090-W. in HE and -antral Laws, 'which
R=1-3 B.1-3 60
ca. 9
(zee. 10)
na. 
'7)(ca. ?) 1-2 0.5 0 1-E 1-2	 1 1-3 1.3
5 WA clouds and much haze in eland-free areas.	 Eanantially unuaAble.
C=1-2 5 C-1-2.5
r
D = 3	 F.'2.2 0=3	 E-2.2
A°1-2.5
B=1
A=1-2.5
B=1-2
60 0 ma arc greatly under-exposed	 too dark , which severely
legrodes their photo quality and utility for GG mapping.
70 em tap.recelved ever only
the area Acutheani from vicinity
C'1 0.1.5
ca. 10
(ca. 10) 1.5 1.5 0.5 0 1 0	 1, 3 1.3 °	 .have acrevfmt better exposure.
of Wichita. Keenan. and are
aterconcaplc; parka of only 3D=1	 E'I.2 D-L.5
	
E=1.6 +
region are within the protect
region.	 Ear. received e xtendA =1-2 A-1-2 Ereellar. Photo qunl ty exempt q to Br*inY ana
B =4
C'4
B=3.5
C=4 6e' 32 ) 3 1 0 •5 2	 3 a.5 1.9
sharpnesu.' busrly .to the ltd earner of Kansas
t me not
fDa4	 E=3.4 Q=4	 E=3.3 (en• 12) afloatGreat Dead.	 frames have
few clouda, but SE from Wichita
Ae1.5 TO c and cal. arc very grainy and have poor sharpneas of
D=9.5 13=3 ietail. Eaoentially uncles¢ fur GG repplog. except for considerable haze redueua nharp-
-
C G C=-^ ca. 15(ca. 40). 1 1 L 0 1 C	 3 1 1.2 the larger streams, lakes, sud reservoirs.
	
-	 -
neap, contrast, and Color
balance, and heavy vegctativa
D=3	 E-2.3 0=3	 E'2,3 cover also ltmita utility for GG
mapping.Similar to above,. Iicept aortahst 1005 cwtreat.
B=y2 a1.511-1 ca. 160- (ca. 37) 0.5 0.5 0 0 1 0	 2 0 1.1
- ga1.8p=2.5_ D=2 -5	 Ea1.7 -
-
A' v A=1-2.5 o = "a good quality, aomewhat grainy; salaams much
8a2 „ai^arar qty.	 Raze conewhat degrades contrast and	 - -
G_.
C=_ (ca. 10) 2.5 2 0 .1 2.5 2	 1 2.5 1.7 sherpnean, CnpCCinlly BE OF fiatohinaon, Ennaea•11-3 	 E-2.7 P-1.5	 E=1.5
A-1-2 An To mm mc,aeverelYund er-exposed (drskj and hams caused
B+1 D*1.5 -2 Ca. 13 ch degradation of contract and sharpnesn; encentiellyC^ Ca-	
-
- (ca. 13) 1 1 O. g . -0 1 0.5	 1 1.5 1-0 unclean for GC capping. 	 Ent. are better exposed but a100
- -
D-1	 E-1.2 b l'24	 E-?.l degrMod by haze. 	 -	 -
A-2.5.4 A2.5-3 .5 ioatly cloud-free; Zenerwlly exrcilcnt photo quality, except considerable haze OF fYar
B"2.5 -4
C'a.5_4
B,.S 3 .5
C'0,5
SD ca. 5
{ep. 6)
11.5-
4. 3 ' S
i-
3.5 O
'? 5 2.5
	
1- 4 2.8 dichita, Kansas raducso contrast, 
aharpneaa, and color balance. 	 Stereoscopic eweraPC CE
Dend..	 am-stereoscopic coverage to 1N,1 limits utility far G0
D=4	 K-3.4
-3.5
D'3.5	 E13.1
15 4- 4	 .5 hits vicinity of Great	 i:dnaaa;:
piling in the tti portion. 	 .
IOTKOTES
	
- 4 Evaluation of c.Mty far mapping geomorphic
-geographic (OG) eharacterinticu: is
A[WREVIATIONS
p	 = ditto	 cal.	 = enlargementsi afa refor t0 upenlarged trans- based on arena in the unsnlargad trnnsparencies that -are free of clouds and dense I',% ' black-and -white 	--	 unenl.	 ' unenlarged
ran the sto apply to tranaparoncy haze. A fan gs in Values Is given where aignifieant variations in atmospheric candi- CIR	 color infrnred	 -	 az	 millimeterIcet for detailed discussion of tfona and/or photographic exposure or processing occur along a fli ght. Commonly the OG	 gocmarphie-CevGrnphin	 NA	 = sat applfcnMeSe. utility of the eniarr..ementn. to } to 1 rating unit Iower for rout eharacteria tics, jA	 d^frared	 to	 = trsn¢oereneiea
-See table 7 - ror rev.aeq specFral --5e5 for D1W 519oA bands.
TABLE I. EVALUATION CHART FO R SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHS OF ILLINOIS, IOWA, KANSAS, MISS
-	 DI2	 mm, RAPPING )i
-	 F9OTQa5AFHIO %UALITY2
	DETECTIBILII0
of tranparana3CC a	 iniunm	 direaeiar.(3d geneeratim	 4s{?
ROLL D0.FRAMES	 A' sharpness of detail	
in meters)	
eca
ToUSABLESYST£$	 PASS/	 CLOUD COVER	 D• contract	 t ti a ctai	 a a. la	 ti ti aC° color baiance otiOSa
ORBIT	 Band	 protect	 area STATE COVERAGEpgpi E l	 D• ezpoeure	 e	 ti	 t <rxTrack/ 	NUMBER	 c° e^ 5
(flight date)
	
Spectral	 NUMBERS	 E* aiera¢e (reap) quality	 z	 RELIEF 
_
	 ROADS	 ^itia a me ti^
ranges 	0 - 5%	 5 -30%	 >306	 Futly	 Partly	 ( frame nag .)	 UN£NLARCEC
	
EIILAROEO
6^ ae^get^ a~~fills type}	 {70 as for 5190Ai (4 X for 5190A;	 r^	 ;^d	 e5-'inch for 5190a) 	 2 1 for S1909)	 1F	 e
SKYLAB
82 64 6 7 I11. i{290-296) A° 1-3.5 A' 1-2.5 60
s190A Colo- r 282-3Q0 290-296 284 282-283 Na.	 {2d4-291} Co 1-2.5 0' 
1.5-2 (ca. x5) (ce. 12 03 1 - 0 0 10.40.7pm (284-296} 289 295-288 D. 1-2,5	 E. 1,9 D. 0.5-2	 E. 1.6
Color-IR Do. Da. Do. Do.
A• 1.39° 1-3 A= 0.54.5B° 1 (aa, 15) ca. 12 0.5^ 1 D 0 1(1/12/74) 0.5-0.eey+s C°- C. (ca. 50) 3
(2GG3 } D°.1-2.5	 E e 1.9 n• 0,5-1.$ E• 1.0
A- 1-2
sA-IR Do. Do. Do. no. R• 2-2.5 H° 1-2 (ca. 30) ca. 20 0.5- 0 0 00.0-0.9pm C° - C' - (Ca	 40J 2.5(2424) n= 1-2.5
	
«• 1.7 0- 1-2	 E° 1.5
61 ir' 1-1.5 A- 1
B/W-IR Do. Do. Do. N. C^ 1 B^ I (ca. 86) (> ^) 0 0 0 a 1.Bym(2424)(2G2G D. 1	 E. 1.1 0° 0.5	 E. 0,8
65
A• 1-3.5 A° 2-3.5 a7-
red0/W-.Doe Do Do . Do . By 1.2.5 B. 2.3.5C•- (Ca.	 ) ea. i5(te. 15) 0a5- 1 0 0 30.6-0.7ppm
(SO-022 1
C'-
D• 1-2.5	 Ev 1.9 D° 1.5-3.5 £• 2.7
66 A- 1-3 A° 23
S/W-green D a. Do. Do. bo. C= -- B° 1.5-3C' - ( ea, 15) ea- 12(ea. 12) 1.2.5 1 0 0 30.5-0.6µrc
(HD-022 - Dv 1-3	 E• 2.1 D. 1.5-3	 E• 2.3
31908 82 111.	 115-125 "0.5-3 Av 03-2 d
1 Cnl^ar 103-121
n4-125
1t3, k03-112F 0 ll
Vs.	 (106-116 B• 1-2C°-
a• 1.5
C•-- 80
ce. 8(ca. 2,0) ca, I0(ea.90) 0.5-3 1 0 0 2'°3{S/12/74) D.A-0.7jrn(SO-242 } (1a6-125) 126 127-129 D? 1-2.5	 E- 1.7 D• 1-2	 £v 1.4
5 4 52 3 5 B.D.	 041-048) A- 2.5-3.5 A' 1-3 0
3190A Color 041-Q65 041-044; ^5_ Deb..	 043-050
1%
g ° 2-3 H' 1-2.5 (ca. 15) ca, B 1.5- 0,5- 0 0 1-(041-n61) a63-065 ,••_ In..	 0533 C° 2-3 C. 1-3- (ca, 1aJ 3..5 919 (SO-356 ra.	 (051-059 777 n° 2-3	 E• 2.6 D° 0.5-3	 »• 1.9 1
I11. (054-0a)
5i A• 1-2.5 A' 0.5-2 ce. 12 0.5- 0.5 0.S(11/30/73} Color -IR no, m• - ^^ B° x.5-2.5 13 1-3 (Ca. to) (ce, 14) 2 2 0 C 2d0. 5 -0. ee}a 0. 1-3 C' 13 jj(2443) D• 1.3	 E= 2.0 D° 1-3	 £' 1.6 7
50
-
A°.1.5-2 A- 2 a
-B/W-vt Do, Do. - to.
-
B° 1.5-2 5.1-2.5 -C.- (ca. go', ce. 15{ea. 15) 0-2 0-2 Q Q 0-qO.B-0.9pm C.-2424) D° 1.5-3	 E° 1.9 11- 1.5-3	 E° 2.0
49 A. A°
B/W-IR 0' S'0.7-0.$)Am C C° .
242G p'	 E. Da	 Ee
- A° 1-2.5 A- 1-2.5
- I-
S/^ iced Do. Do. - Do. S' 0.5-2.5 Hv l-3 (ee. 15) 0-=r. ea. 8 0-3 0-3 0 0
.
0.
50-02.7pnl D- 1-3 -	 £" 1.7 D-1.5-3	 -' 2.0 -
54 -2.5 A°1-2.5
H/W- g reen P' 1.5-2.5 g° 0.5-2.5 (ca. 12) ca. 12 1- 1- 0 0 x=
0.5-0:6j:n1 Do. De, - no. C' - C° - (ca. 22) 2.5 2,5 2.
- (50-022) - - D. 1-3	 B° L.7 D° 13	 E° 1.7
5190E 54 90 s.D, ((001-008Seb. (005-0131
Av 2.5-4 A' 2.5-3.5
B' 1.5J 8 5 -
1 9 Color 001-038(001-032) 001-005 -- 006-032 5 6 la.	 (010-018)
B° 1.5-3
C = 2.5-3.5 C° 2,5 60
ca.(ca. 101 ca.(ca, 7) 1-L 1-3 e- 1 0 3..
{11/30/73)
-0.7pm0.4(sQ -242) via:aa6-026) D° 2.5	 E- 2.8 D° 21	 OPI_ i j
65 70 7 4 S.D. ((138-154) A' 2-3 .5 A° 1-2.5 605190A Color 142-1{+^ - ittb. t151-156) B° 2-3.5 °- ' 1-3.5	 - {re. 15} 335 - a 3 0 3^!
19 0.4-0,7pm (138-156+)
145-153 194 155 -162 Ia.	 155-7} C. 3 C. 3 (cs, 8) 3.5
(BO-356) D° 2-3.5	 E = 2.8 D- 1-3.5	 E° 2.3
69 A° 2 3
.(1/18/74 ) -Color-I4 Do. Do. Do. Do. Ge 9
B-
g: p (ea. 15) (ea. 13) 2.5 225 0 0 2.!0,5.0,8
2 G p.2	 £• 2.1 n"1-2	 E. 1.8
68 A°1-xs A=0.5-1.5SA-In
0, 8 -0, 9pm - Da. Da. nn. Do.
-
8»1-3
C° ^--
B * 0.5-3
C°- - (ce. 40) ce. 13(ea. 16) 0-2 I-2 0 0 Q-F
(2c24J D- 1-3	 E. 1.8 D=0.5-3	 E•1.5
67 A= .1.1.5.	 .. .. '0.5-1.5
H/W-IR Do. Do. Do. Da, S. 1-3 D. 0.5-3 (rc. 40)  13ce:15) 0-2 1-2 D 0 o_:0.7-0.Byua
-g 2 - D° 1-3	 R. 1.8 D . 0,5 3	 '-° 1.5 -
71 -	 - - A- 2,315 A
-
-
B/W -red Do. Do. Da. Do.
a• 2-3
C• -
0. 1-3
Cv-- (ce. 15)
ra. 8
(ca. m)
1.
3.5
,_
- 3 0 -	 0 ?.3•:O.fr-0.7pm
a0-022 D. 2-5	 P '2.6 D- 1-3	 E".9
..
72 - A• 2 A- 1-2.5
B/W-$xe6a
DO. -
1 D+1.5-2
-0' -
g•13
C•- (Ca. 25)
ca•
(ca. 12) 1-2 1 r a 1--:0.5-0.6pm De, Do. Da, 1
SO-022) D-2	 E- 1.9 .1.9.D• 1-3	 Sv
8190E 85 92Color 166-195
s.D•	 1	 -17aSieb. (175-181) Av&•3.5 2^. ee- 8 < 5 y  3 2- 019 0.4-0.7pm (IEG;180+) SE6-179.. 180 i8I-195 13 (ca:
(2/18/74)
? S6.	 180-s). C° 3.5 10)
{SO-242) D 3.5	 E°3.5 L• 2,5
1 Frames listed in parenthesis are wholly or pertly within the pr p jeet -.	 FOOTNOTES
-4 Eraluati pn of unlit; far Mapping geao
region.	 -	 -	 -	 --2NUae ical rats	 a ste - far ph ptmgraghie quality and utility For geo-
upping:
	 °	 °	 °
3 Nuvbere not in parenthesis refer to unenlarged trend-
paretscica; numbers in parenthesis apply to traespareney
beaed an areas in the •rnealarged tranzp
hare. A range in •ralcee In gi •ren xheremorphrla-goog.epiic	 0 fair;none [nil)7 I	 poor;	 2
3	 good; 4	 expellant, enlargements. 9oa last sheet for detailed discussion of .Sono and/or photograhicp	 expos re pr.pdetectihillty measoremaats. u`-ilitr ^of the enlaraececta^Ia
	 to I
V-".LUJjvj4_, PAGE IS
	
-	
5ee laKe23 far rtri5ed bre,ttal ra,..'e. f-
F	 OF POOR QuALIi
I	 I	 i	 I	 r
?TOGRAPHS OF ILLINOIS, IOWA, KANSAS, MISSOURI, NEBRASKA, AND SOUTH DAKOTA (page 4 of 5 }
OIILIV fog HAFPINS KEY G=011PHIC/cEOC3APRIC CMACCE11I5TIC52'4
FHOT00RAPHIG ODALITY 2
of dgeneration{3d generation )
DEIECTIBILITY3
inipu4 dimenaiar. -	 ^^	 a	 ^°w^^ta4	 40^ GENERAL RELLlltEa
A + aharpneas of detail ,.	 in cetera) gte^c^a b `a	 v+t^^a4	 ^^ sre4	 ^43' aol tract
- C• 2oleY b alance
>a
._.
tra	 ems•
 t`	 ti	 v	 a	 '.1~1,° t °ti°	 me	 ar	 4^ bt	 ^`.~^
D. exp osure K 4°tie<,G c' ti'1 	e^ t?9 	c*'cg' e`	 ^1E• aversQe	 (eean) quality a	 aTEl3ED- Roans a °cs c4cry4^ o	 ,pt bt	 tie	 °q+4"
pt`	 4^•e	 Individual ban<si
	 summary for flight
â IIEIr"FID-
	 EHLAROEII z RELIEFw t9	 ,o c	 OS	 ti	 -fit	 care a•	 M ab	 as	 •'-	 ^^r^ ^	 m3 quality and utility^m	 (niI bands)(I0 as for 5190AI
	
(4 X for S19OA; °^,y^y^^aa^r^4at^ ,;atiti yvt O~^ ,lep4°tD ^ySy^ c r•SrS Inch for 51909)
	 1 X for 5t9ca) v -
K L ° 4
A- 1-3.5 A-1-2.5 60 Detail and mentra.aL very gooo^l 70 n to Bead en1.	 in	 Cloud-covered frc^ 5d end to with.
0 . 1.2.5 H• 1.5-2 (ea. 15) ea ' 12 0,	 1	 0	 0	 1-3 	 1	 0-1	 2.5 1.1 high -relief, least zna. -c.Versd areas in UZZ Yisemlri & W.	 in a Calf piles Beath of 13aamrriC' -- C°•- (ea..20) 3	 - Illinois, but aver-t pomr-e ca anov-covered plains renders River; entirely anw-ea:•ered
D • 1-2.5 E. 1.9 D . 0.5-2
	 E . 1.6 and contrast poor, especially is central =40mr1hern northeast of the Sdisse%mL River.
A° 1-3 A' 0.5-1.5 Si..iler to above.	 Ertl. are very grainy and no over-expaeed Color end CIR bands are slob over.
9 .
 1-3
C. -
0= 1
C° -- (ca.	 )
ea. 12
(ea, 50)
0.5-
3	 1	 0	
0	 1-3
	
1	 0-1	 2.5 cn anon-covered plains as to be useless for SO napping in 	
exposed in the aura-savored area;
L•1 tbEBa areaal Cal. also haverra^ elongate bright red spats the k X Cal. of those bands are
D.
 1-2.5 F , 1.9 V . 0.5-1.5 E . 1.0 {even outside margins of fraasa).	 so eeverere aver-exposed in theanw.co
	
areas
	 to be unus-
A• 1-2,5 A•
 1-2 vary gralily, espeeielly en1.	 ^1+eu11 poor on soave-covered	 able.	 Photo quality
y
 of B/N
Photo
D= 1.2,5 B• I. 	
-
(ca, 30) ca. 2D' 0.5- 0	 0	 0	 1.	 0.5	 0-1	 1.5 40)
0.7 p)aina, fair elsewhere.- 	 farther near-12 (roll 62) is goad-,
C= - 0= - (ca. 2.5
	 2 -	 HJN veer -1H (roll 61) is badly
D• 1-2.5 i • 1.7 â• 1-2	 E• 1.5 fogged and unusable; 3/N red in
A• 1-1.5 A • 1 Badly fagged) Very grainy, especially Col., details fuzzy;
	
excellent) and 21N green in good,
H• 1 5' 1 (ca, 6D) 50 0	 0	 0	 0	 1.5 0.5
	
0	 0.5 0.3 nearly useless for W upping.
o •  1 E• L.1 n+ 0.5
	
E• O.R
A •
 1-3.5 A- 2-3.5 lint as badly over-Exposed in anov-cevared areas as the col-
C.;I-2,5
C. (ca, 15) 035- 1	 0	 0	 3	 1	 0-1	 2.5 1.2 good azt CIR 
bands.	 Areas with
 sharpness mi contrast. 	 Very useful band far
reCG.:-
(ca, 15)
D . 1-2.5 E . 1.9 m-1.5
-3-5 E' 2.7 mapping.
A- 1-3 A- 2-3
- Hest exposure of all 'anode end better contrast than usual
R= 1.53 2.1.5-3 (ce. 15) ca. i2 1. 1	 a	 0	 3	 1	 0.1 2.5
to
	 this trend in Midwest.	 Almost as sharp as red band1.2C• 1. C• - (ca. 12) 2.5 (slightly more grainy) in least anav -covered areas.	 About
D• 1-3 E• 2.1 D° 1.5-3 	E- 2.3 as useful as red hand for GO mapping.
A• 44-3 A' o,5-2 clouds, haze, and aver -eapeaane limit	 the frames that can be used for GO csppina.
	 Framea-
B-1-2
C• -•-
H• 1.5
C= - 60
ca. 8 ca. 10 0.5- 1 0 0 2. L-2 0-1 1 1.1 107-111 (SII to central tdSeseurlJ Neva > 	 clouds and doase hazel 112-113 have 15-50b clouds
D • 1-2.5 E. 1.7 D . 1-2	 E• 1.4
(ce. 10) {ea. 20) g- 3 and dense haze, 114-125 are eleud-free. 	 Light law cover in dieeeeto! areas in frames 112-117
enhances topographic detail, but over-exposure to anew -covered plains in 115-125 severely
^lirtts that. cuality and utllily .far co.ra-1	 ,
A' 2.5-3.5 A° 1-3 0 st han3 sir cc itifor-atlrn.	 7O =. fr^9s	 x-4	 ace.rha; Q,avd -fret ever "at of Smith -aa-
B• 2-3
C = 2-3
B. 1-2.5
0°1-3 {ea. 3S}
ea. 8 1.5- 0 . 5- 0 0 i-3 1-3
0- 1-3 1,4
er-ezpoaed for a ;r^v c	 eared arena and under-exposed fa-4b
ow-free areas, vn ah ^e	 odes aontraet an	 solar, withrE to ( tY,amos 051-Oi5 have no to
II' 2-3 »^- 2.6 D° 0„3	 E° 1,g (aa. 14) 3..5 3. 2.5 411ist.En3of theme frames pre bettdr ex-tsxor anoonv	 ea ereaa 3^i7^ 90aver exposes 1"or sn 	 ane6
at all de^ fa last; area quite grainy with t 'y br"
ttitles.
few clauds);_ EE from S. Dakota-
ebraska border rnatl • (60
clouds and dense haze.	 Sa=e snow-
-veered areas in South Dakota.
In S.D., Cal= and CIR heads are
1-2.5
B •
 1.5-2.5
A° 0.5-2
8'' 1-3 {ea. 20) aa. 12 0.5- 4.5• 0 0 0. 0.5- 0-2 0.5- 0.9 Like above arctpt rare l,ra'	 es ecie3l	 enl.	 En-t rodnY,	 P	 y
C. 13 0° 1-3 (ce. I4) 2 2 2 2 2.5 a echo (dsfeets].P der-espasrd {too dark) far ^envw-
D,
 1-3 =° 2.0 D • 1-3
	
E' 1.8 free areas and over-exposed (too
A' 1,5-2 A• 2 70 a and enl	 q	 to gta	 , a erpne$s	 ; ve	 expose ight) for snM areas; 3/N red
H° 1.5.2	 - 3' 1.2.5 (aa. 'e0) ce. 15 0-2 0-2 0 0 0-2 0-2 0 0-2 0:8 Por snowy areas, under-exposed. ( too dark) Yer scow-free
end green. hands are well exposed
C • -
D• 1.5
-3
-
E- 1,9
c' -
D • 1.5-3
	
E• 2.0
(ca. 19} -3
-
Greta. far anav-free =sea, but °ver-
exposed for angry areas; B/N
farther near-M band Is wall-
A• A°
2 • H•
-xpoaed for envy areas but under-
exposed for snow-free ones.	 DIN
C• 0°
-tearer IR han3 (roll 491 vas not
D.
_
D• recellea,
A+ 1-2.5 A - 1-2.5 limewhat grainy	 not as sharp &P,sat f-ighte,.. Good
H- 0.5-2.5
C • --
0•- 1-3
C• -	 - (Ce•) (ca.. 
8
10) 0-3 0-3 0 0 0-3 0-3 0-2
ao1-2 1.1
contrast and exposure for-sn
	
-free arena, badly over-
exposed for anwy areas.
--
D . 1-3 E" 1.7 D • 1.5-3	 E • 2.0
A-1.2.5 A- 1-2.5 Very grainy, pant to. fairly good detail; ouch over-exposed
B .0 .5-2.5 ` 0,5-2.5C {ee  12) ca. 12 1- 1- 0 0 L- i- 1 1- 1 2 for anmy areas, well exposed for raw-free ones.(ca. 12) 2.5 2.5 2,5 2.5 2.5D . 1-3 -• 1.7 D• 1-3
	
E* 1.7
A. 2.5.4 A° 2.5-3.5 - - ree over most or @.D.; mostly clouia a.7d bare ^ fry S,l, met, border. 	 Canal. tap,have
0+ 1.5-3
2,5-3.5G'
B.1
 .53
2,5 60
ce, 0
(ee. 10)
ca. 5(' ,L : 7) 1-4 1-3 0-1 0
I-
3.5
I-
3.5
0-3 2-
3.5
1 ,9
excellent detail; en1. are slightly graSriy +rift tiny bxoira mottles but very glad quality.
frem-ea - 001-q?3 arC under-exposed fat' ana^r-free ttrmin (which degrades contract and Color) and
D* 2,5 E- 2.8 G•D' 2-3	 E° 2.6 slightly over-exposed for local am	 -covered areas in fre=es 003-007; ea. are better exposedr].De at. fo	
^rov	
set	 sin 
-
er-e	 as d far snNry areas.	 Snow cover enhances .topographic
A- 2-3.5 A- 1-2.5 = a •	 grainy ; exposure gooor anw-t ee areas, - $sent	 mid-ryes across
B' 23.5 9-1-3.5 (ca. LS) ea. 7 1- 1- 0-3 0 1- 1- 0. 1.5- somewhat aver-exposed far snowy Crean (where many details -moth Takata to Vieux City area,G+ 3 0.5 jam.-8) 3.5 3.5 3:5 3.5 2,5 3 145 are last).	 Enl.-quite graiaywith tinybrownrattles; ve31 farther ET is 100	 c1au3$.
D' 2-3.5 E° 2. 0 D- 1-3.5
	
E- 2.3 exposed far snma-free erea	 but so over-exposed _ for snowya, la riable light anew Corer in east-
ov V. Dakota.	 The light tnev
.veer is	 atagee	 a itA- 2-3 A• 1.2 70 un quite grain	 too blue; nonewhat aver-e 	teed far4	 Y+B A 2
0+ 2
B . 2
C" 2 . (ca. 15) c. 10(Co.: 13) 1- 1- 0 0 1- 1-2 1-3 1.2 1.3 over-exposedsnowy areas.	 Bel. very grainy, tea blue; so over-exposed seaantuat
es
e $ many detail[;l[;s of togo-cr
D° 2 ?° 2.1 D= 1-2	 E• 1.8 2.5 2.5
2.5 far	 to be	 there; well-exposed for$nosy areas as	 useless
snow-free areas,	 Same red spots. aexposed for angowy &scam as t be
A° 1-1.5
B . 1-3 -
A- 0.5-1.5
B. 0.5-3
-
70 nr very grainy, somewhat under-exposed far saw-free sacl.eas there for GG upping.
alum end rid bands tire the cost 	 -
Ca - 0= _ - {en.. 40)
-	 ca. 13
(oa. 16) D-2 2-2 0 0 0-2 0-2 1-3 1 0.9
sr8sa & .ter-exposed for snay ereaa.. Ev1. extremely -
•xslis;7, taro+ DIaCY, m7ttles, so over-exposed for anowy areas ems-'
D-1-3 -- 1.8 D" 0.5-3	 E- 1.5
- s to be useless there.
A'1-1.5 A°o:5
-
1 :Ike chwe,
C. 1-3
.C.= 0.5-3 (ca. k0) (ca. 13 0-2 1-2 0' 9 d-2 0-2 1-3 1 0.9 ..D• 1-3 E+ 1.B D' 0.5-3
	
E' 1.5
A- 2-3.5 A= i-2.5
	 -
-
- 0ra fairly sharp; exposure fair far an=, good for sans.R• 2-3 - - B -1-3 -{ca. 15} ce, 8 I- 1-3 0 0 1- 1-3 0-2 1- 1,4 teaareas.	 Eal. srevkat grainlrTmvch o'er-exposed for 	 -- -C • - 0-- (ca,10) 3.5 3.4 2.5 snow-covered areas.D. 2-3 ^• 2.6 R• 1-3
	
E' 1.9 ..
A4 2.
A- 1-2.5 70 mu slightly grainy and law contrast, exposure fair for 
C • --
B. 1-3
0-- (ea. 15)
aa.
(es. 121 1-2 1 0 0 1-2 1 1 1' 0.4
ooh anmy and snow-frae areas.	 Eal, srtewhat grainy;
wend oartras; gc=d for an-fray wrens, poor for.xpoauxeB= 2 -- 1,9 V- 1-3
	-	 E-1.9
_
nay erase { over-exposed for these).
-A' I ssontial.iy. cloud-free across South rakota to Unto: City - areal farther SE is 19 035 e7ml93.
H' 3.5
D- 3.5
H •2.5
0°2.5
	
-
EO
cn, 0
(ca. 16)
< 5
(ca. 8)
4 3	
^ 3V
-
.5 0 4 3.5 0-3
4 2.9
lerieble Sight snow ewer in eastern 9, Dakota. 	 Caenl. tap. are very sharp vita good exposure
bath snowy sad. ehvw-fret are $..	 Eta. are aoucvhet grainy and over	 {tea light),.
D'3.5 E=3.6 0 = 2	 E=2 : 5 ich degrades calcr turd Contrast a sneer -fr ee areas and e14-4 a&ten  mast detail in snowy
reds= kam= seraterr.	 _.]TlrOTEg
4 Evaluation of utility far mapping geomorphic
-geographic (GO) ehareateriatiea
	
is
a	 Elf A:	 S
-enl.	 - enlargements
. ditto&ie-refer
.0 unanlarged trans- based on ereaa in the utenlarged
- transparencies that are free of clouds and de nee
--xhlta	 unenl.	 • unenlarged	 -aleck-addeatheaia apply to tranep ice",y haze. .. range in values in given )there signt -h aunt variations In atmospheric condi- F/.infrnrcm	 - m1111rotercoloredset for detailed diecuasion a£ tiaras and/or photographic exposure or processing oeour along a flight.	 Commonly the geographic	 IIA	 ° not appliosblegeom..orphic -C. utility of the enlarrements is } to 1 rating unit lower for rest chnracte rlstiea. TA	 infrared	 tar,	 - tranevaranciea
- a•u Ieu,uz; Tar .ar,aeo e(ccrral rao.)c+ }ar b1Ni S176A
ITABLE I. EVALUATION CHART FOR SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHS OF ILLINOISI I01
I
PHOTOGRAPHIC QUALITy2 DETEC
of transparenci s
(3d generations inimu
ROLL NO. CLOUD COVER
USABLE FRAMES
in
A= sharpness of detail
B= contrast
..
„^
in n
SYSTEM PASS/
ORBIT Band
Total
ro ectP	 }
no.
area STATE COVERAGE C= color balance
Track/ NU1'.HER FRAhl7'1NUMBERS
D=
 exposure
average {mean) quality
e
MKS STEREO-+
,flight date) Spectral
ranges 0-5% 5 -30,4 >1W,, Fully Partly (frame nos.) UNENLARGED ENLARGED
z
as
RELIEF
film typo (70 mm for S190A; (G X for 519OA;
I 5-inch for 5190g) 2 X for 5190B)
83 2 11 Neb. (122-130) A=0-2 A^-1.5 03190A oColor
0.4-0.7pm
120-137
(122-135) 131-137 129-130 120-128
S.D. (131-132)
Ia,	 (333-135)
B =0-1
C=-
H^-1
C=-
{ce, 15
3 SO- 56) D=1	 E=0.8 D=0. 5 	E=o.6
69 A=2 A=O-1
Color-IR
0.5-0.88Y ^• Do. Do. Do.
=1B-2.5
C= --
B-0-1
C= (ca. 35 11
(241.3) D=2	 E=2.= D=0.5	 E=0.5
bb A=1.5 A=0.5
B/W-IR 134-137 134-137 0 2 B=1-2 B=0.5.2 (ca..	 601
0,S-0. gym C -- C=-(2424^ D,1.5
	
E=1.5 D=2	 E=1.2
67 2 Il A=1.5 A=0.5
B/W-IR
0.7-D. BNm
122-137
(122-135) 131-137 129-130 120-128
B=0.5-2
C=,
B=0-2
-
(ca.	 601
(2k24 ) D=1	 E=1.2 D--2	 E=1..2. ^
71 A=3 A=0-2 i
B/W-red Do. Do. B=1-2 B=0-1 (ca. 15'0.6-0, 7 m Do. Do. C=-- C=.--.(SO-022) D=2	 E=2.2 D=0,5	 £=0.7
72 A=2.5 A-2
B/W-green 13=0-1 B--2 (ca. 1510.5
- 0 Do. Do. Do, Do. 0- C=-
(50 - D2
2) D=1	 E=1.3 D=1-1.5	 E=1.7
i190$ 83 93 Neb.	 0 9-102 A=3 A=3
color 087-3.01
(089 106) Og4-111 Og0-Og3 087-089 11 7
S.D. (100-105)
la.	 (103-106)
B=1.5
C=-
B=2
0= E0
ca. 8
(ca. 10,
1/14/74)
O.A-242)
(so-z^zl D=1.5	 E=2.0 D=2	 E=2.3 js
35utm1e
BY,
+	 of the
and/or f
the minx
with tbi.
maps, Y
used be('
transom
transp-
Ro
detectil
They pri
commove#3
1
5190E 61 92 Nan. ( 042-055) A=2.5 A--1. 5-2 3
< 151
58O
Color 040-061 042-051 052-055 056-061 11 3
-061
o•	 }
(o54 =2.5B
C=-
S^-2
C°- 60 {ca. 151
1/31/74) O.4-D.7lu}t
0.4-0
(SO-242) (042-061) D--2	 E =2.3 D=1.5-2 	 E°1.7
!Frames listed in _parenthesis are Wholly or partly within the proJect 	
FOOTNOTES
	 4 Evaluatic
region.	 Numbers not in parenthesis refer to unenlarged trans- based on e
2Nume ieal ratan syste for photographic quality and utility for geo- parenciee; numbers in parenthesis apply to transparenc y haze. A =e
morphric-geographic mapp ng: 0 = none (nil },.1 = poor; 2 = fair;	 enlargements. See . last sheet for detailed discussion of tiona ands3 = good; 4	 excellent.:	 de'tectibility measurements. 	 utility 01
FOLDAU' F;^ ORIGINAL PAGE IS	
See f:le s
IL - - .. _
	
^r++_ -FQ4R_ QUALITY
IOWA, KANSAS, MISSOURI, NEBRASKA, AND SOUTH DAKOTA ( page 5 of 5 }
UTILITY FOR MPPING KEY GEOMORPHIC/ GEOGRAPRIC C3lARACTERISTICS2,4
DETECTIBILITY 3 	 0
inimum dimension 	 by	 Stiy	 GENERAL RE}.ULRKS
in meters)
	 °{yqt	 ay	 yp	 y°	 r
0	 401 'ei atia	 a{^ 	a$	 yy{	 ^.^^
a4	 i~ $G	 ^0	 4a	 y	 y
TEREO-	 ROADS	 V10-
k
	Q s{ rt	 py^^	 °	
9ra	
°mg44^	 m^	 c1
0	 o	 ti n` 	o	 e	 ti	 oa	 o^	 fie°	 Individual bands:	 Summary for flight
ELIEF	 y^^a4 
o-. y
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70 mm are considerably over-exposed, but less so than the
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	1 1	 on topographic detail,	 Some thin clouds and dense haze SW of North Platte, Nebraska;
essentially cloud and haze-free to NE. 	 Ent. relatively good quality despite severe over-
exposure of the master film.
3supplamentary data on detectibilLq measurements.--
stereorelief detectibility was determined by examining stereo pairs	 measured or estirated. 	 Each SL photograph was examined under 7 to 20 X
of the transparencies under an Old Daft stereoseope .(4.5 X magnification)	 magnification to observe the narrowest reads detectible.	 To determine
and/or a Kern PG-2 stereopl .otter (5 to 10 X magnification) and ccmnaring 	 the width of the roads, ranging from private driveways to farm roads,
the minimum discernible stereorelief on steep to moderately steep slopes	 county roads, state and federal highways and freeways, the some or
with the actual relief shown on 7 1/2 to 15-minute topographic quadrangle 	 similar roads were measured with a hand 20 X comparator on U-2 or WH-57
maps.
	 For the 8190A photos, only the 4 X transparency enlargements were 	 airphotos of the same or closely similar areas. 	 This type of ground
used because our stereoviewing equipment could not accomodate the 70 tra p 	control from the airphotos eliminates inaccuracies caused by "blooming"
trenaparenciea.	 For the S190B photos,..both the 5-inch unenlarged	 and fuzzy definition of these relatively high-contrast features in some
transparencies and the 2 X transparency enlargements were measured.	 sL photographs (often a road that contrasts . strongly with its background
Roads were used as a convenient means of measuring the minimum 	 shows an the photos as wider than its true width). 	 The measured road
detectitility of linear -features of moderately high to high contrast. 	 widths are restricted to the bare road surfaces and do not include side
They provide the best standard basis for comparison because they are the 	 berms, ditches, or other features of the whole road right -of-way; the
co=nnest easily identifind linear features whose widths can be easily 	 bare road surfaces generally contrast strongly with the adjoining vegetated
terrain.
No S190A coverage received for this flight. 	 Entirely snow-covered.	 Men-1 tsp. sre some-
< 15
	 ca. 10
	
what grainy and aver-exposed (degrades sharpness and contrast).	 Eal, have 	 sharpness
(ca. 15)
	 ( ca. 14)
	
2.5 0-2	 0	 0	 2.5	 2.5	 0-1 1-2	 1.3	  cont acontrast and very limited. utility for GG mapping. 	 dearly cloud-free across Kansas from
near SW corner (longitude 100°) to within 50 km of the Missouri River.	 hear Mi.asouri R. 	 in
NE Xansas . .and adjoining Missouri, frames 052-455 have $-15	 clouds and frames 056-057, 40 to
E0	 clouds: remainder to BE have > 6W, clouds.
ABBREVIATIONS
aluation of utility for mapping geomorphic-geogra ph ic (GG) characteristics is	 Do. = ditto	 enl.	 = enlargements
=d on areas in the unenlarged transparencies that are free of clouds and dense 	 B/V1 = black-and-white	 unenl.	 = unenlarged
 A range in values. is given where significant variations in atmospheric condi- 	 CIR = color infrared	 mm	 = millimeter	 l
a;.and/or photographic exposure or processing occur along a flight. .Commonly the.	 GG . = geomorphic-geograpt • i.e	 NA	 = not applicable
Iity of the enlargements is ^ to 1 rating unit lower for moat characteristics. 	 IR	 = infrared	 tep.	 =. transparencies
s
T:t•le S fir ^r^sed spec #raI rat^gas ^°r i^W S {9^A bands.
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quality. A range of values is given where necessary because of variations in
photo quality or utility along the flight path because of variations in
atmospheric conditions (haze), 'exposure, or photo-processing. Commonly the
utility of the enlargments is 1/2 to *l rating unit lower for most
characteristics.
3.0 GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE COVERAGE, QUALITY, AND UTILITY
OF PHOTOGRAPHS FROM SKYLAB MISSIONS 2, 3, AND 4
3.1 Coverage and cloud cover
About 881,000 sq km or 81% of the total area of Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota was covered by Skylab S190A photography
(Fig. 1). Unfortunately, 48% of the total number of S190A frames that lie
wholly or partly within the project region have >30% cloud cover and only
47.4% have <5 % clouds; of the total number of S190B frames within the project
region, 44.71 have >30% cloud cover and 49.2% have z5 % clouds (Table 2).
3.2 Overall summary
In general, . the quality of the photos increased from the SL 2 through SL 4
missions. However, the SL 2 photos are the most useful because they were taken
at the best time of year for geomorphic mapping and are nearly cloud-free.
In essentially all flights, the S190B photos yield more geomorphic information
than the S190A photos.
3.3 SL 2 Missi.on2
This mission provided only two passes, 6 and 7 ('tracks 19 and 33,
respectively) over the project region, • but . nevertheless, overall, the most
useful photographs, covering parts of Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, and
South Dakota. Most of the photos are of good to excellent quality and
essentially cloud-free, with little haze degradation. Also, both p asses were
flown on June 10, 1973---still early enough in the year to profit from the
croplands having been newly plowed, foliage coverage still very limited in the
croplands, pastures, and woodlands, and soil-moisture conditions being nearly
optimum for . showiug differences in soil drainage. None of the photography
taken on later missions achieved so favorable a combinat3 :on of circumstances
for obtaining maximum information on landforms, soils, and surficial deposits.
. Pass/orbit 6 (-track 19_).---These photos are essentially cloud-free and
properly exposed throughout the project region. Of the S190A multispectra.l
photos, the unenlarged (70 mm) positive transparencies are evaluated as follows:"
the high-resolution color (SO 356 film) band is of excellent quality; the color-
infrared band is quite grainy but otherwise of excellent quality; both B/W
infrared bands are extremely grainy and very poor in sharpness of detail; the .
B/W red band is excellent, and the B /W green band only of fair quality. The
color band provides the greatest amount of information, especially on topographic
detail (land-.surface . form, valley lowlands, and stream order and pattern) and
soil color. The graininess of the color -=infrared photos somewhat reduces the
information they provi_de.on topographic detail; nevertheless, these photos
show soil differences very well.. The B /« red band gives sharp topographic
detail, including stream alinements, but less .i_nformation on soils. The B/W
infrared bands are so-extremely grainy and fuzzy that they yield almost no
Table 2 near here.
Spectral:rravelength ranges of the various film-filter combinati.o^(here called "bands") in the S190A multi.spectral camera array are:
given in Tables 1 and 4 and section 1.2.
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Table	 2 .	 Comparisons	 of Skylab photography of the project region:
(1) total frames received vs those wholly or partly within the project region, and
(2) frames within	 the project region with < 5„ clouds vs those with >307 clouds.
(1}
Mission/ Track	 Total frames Frnaes wholly or	 (of frames within project region)
received partly within the
r project rerzion	 < 5% clouds	 ts-307 clouds
S 190A
SL 2, T 19	 31 30 30 0
T 33	 29 27 18 7
SL 3, T 1	 13 11 2 9
T 30/16	 8 7 0 7
T 30/44	 13 6 3 2
T 33	 17 11 0 10
T 44/58	 28 ca. 10 0 ca. 10
+ T 62	 6 3 3 0
. SL 4, T 1	 19. 13 7 4
•
,
T 19 (11130/73)	 25 21 4 17
T 19 (1/18/74)	 21 ca. 18 9 ca. 9
T 30	 18 14 5 7
Totals	 228 171* 81 82
Percentage of total frames wholly or
partly within the project region ........................ 47.4 48.0
*	 171 x 6 bonds : 1026 total S 190A MSS photos wholly or partly within the project
region.
S 190B
7
SL 2, T 19	 40 39 39 0
T 33	 36 33 23 8
SL 3, T 1	 18 12 4 7
T 30/16	 16 15 0 15
T 30/44	 17 11 5 5	 1
T .33
	 33 23 2 20
T 44/56	 29 ca. 17 0 ca. 17
T 62	 11 8 3 0
SL 4,	 T 1	 26 26 12. 71
T 19 (11/30/73)
	
38 32 5 27
T 19 (1/18/74)	 20 ca. 17 14 ca. 3
T 30	 25 18 13 3
ORIGINAL PAG19 1 T 58	 22 19 10 __s
Op Poop QUAL= Totals	 331 264 130 118
Percentage of total frames wholly or
partly within the project region ........................ 49.2 44.7
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information on topographic detail; however, at this time of year they show
soil-drainage differences very well. 'They also show well the larger water
bodies (because of high contrast) but the smaller ponds and flowing creeks are
not registered because of the very poor resolution. The B/W green band is the
least useful because of reduced contrast and sharpness as a result of atmospheric
scattering and haze degradation,
All the 4 X S190A enlargements are less sharp (fuzzier) than they should
be.
The S190B unenlarged color positive transparencies are excellent quality.
Their superior sharpness (because of high--resolution film SO 242) and stereorelief
capability makes them especially useful for geomorphic-geographic mapping.
Unfortunately,. the 2X enlargements are much less useful, for they are slightly.
out of focus and have severe distortion (when viewed with a stereoscope or
stereoplotter) for about 3/4-inch around their outer Margins, indicating poor
enlarger optics.
Pass orbit . 7 ( track 33 ).--The remarks above also pertain to this track,
except (1) there is considerable cloud cover across South Dakota northwest of
Sioux City, and (2) eight frames of the S190A color and color-infrared bands
and nine of the S190B frames (in South Dakota and Iowa) are considerably under-
exposed (too dark), which impairs their contrast, color balance, and sharpness.
thus reducing their utility for geomorphic-geographic mapping.
3.4 SL 3 Mission
. Photos from this mission were taken at a poor time--of-year for interpreting
geomorphology, soils, and surficial deposits; i.e., late in the growing season,
when foliage cover was essentially at its maximum. (Flight dates range from
Aug. 5 to Sept. 20, 1973.) (The B/W IR bands are essentially useless because
the highly reflective foliage largely obscures any tonal differences that might
be caused by variations in reflectance of soils.) The usable coverage is
severely limited by extensive cloud cover on most flights. (For example, the
photos taken on flight track 44/58, pass/orbit no. 28, are almost totally
unusable because of nearly continuous clouds over the project region.) In
addition, atmospheric haze in the cloud-free areas commonly impairs the sharpness,
contrast, and color, reducing the information content of the photos. Also,
in: several flights
.
, some frames are slightly to considerably underexposed (too
dark) for the ground surface, which further impairs their information content.
Most of the flights on this mission also were deficient in the amount of endlap
of successive frames, so that they do not provide a capability for comprehensive
stereovzewing..
Pass/orbi t48 (track 1).  --Pepper-and-salt pattern of clouds and cloud
shadows over most of the project region (except near Chicago) severely limits
utility for geomorphic-geologic mapping. Despite considerable atmospheric haze,
the quality of the unenlarged transparencies is mostly excellent for the color
(both S190A and S190B) and B/W red-band photos, 'fairly good for the CIR and B/W
farther . near-IR,.and fair for the B/W nearer IR and H/W green-band.photos. The
color and B/W red-band photos are the most useful for geomorphic-geographic
mapping, and CIR band is moderately useful, and the B/W IR and B/W green bands
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are nearly useless. The enlargements are all quite grainy, considerably less
sharp than they should be, except the S190B 2 X enlargements, which are quite
sharp and have good color. Endlap is mostly 60%, but in places changes to
15% and locally to 0% with gaps in coverage.
Pass/orbit 31 (track 30/16 )--Widespread clouds limit the cloud-free
coverage to parts of 3 frames (Sl90A) and 8 frames (S190B), mainly in eastern
South Dakota. Of the S190A photos, the color band is somewhat under-exposed
(too dark), the CIR band is much under-exposed, the B/W red band is well
exposed.; both B/W IR bands are very grainy and fuzzy, essentially useless for
geomorphic mapping; the B/W green band also is useless because of poor .sharpness
and very low contrast caused by haze. The S190B photos were made with high
resolution B/W panchromatic (3414) film and have very sharp detail, although
degraded in contrast because of moderate under--exposure. The S190A 4 X
enlargements are generally quite grainy; the S190B 2 X enlargements are quite
sharp, although poor in contrast.
Pass/orbit 21 ('track 3011.1. } -Cloud cover limits the wholly usable
frames to 2 (S190A) and 5 (S190B), and the partly usable ones to 2 (S190A) and
1 (5190B). All the usable S190A frames are badly under-exposed in the color,
CIR, B/W red, and B/W green bands (not the B/W IR bands). The S190A 4 X
enlargements of the color and CIR bands are better exposed. The S190B color
transparencies (both unenlarged and 2 X enlargements) are good quality and show
good topographic detail. Lack of adequate endlap for stereoscopic viewing
severely limits the utility of both the S190A and S190B photos for mapping
landforms.
Pass/orbit 51 (track 33 )-.-S190A: Only three frames (in Iowa) are
partly usable, because of widespread clouds and dense haze. Cloud-free areas
in these frames are variably degraded by haze, especially the color and B/W
green bands. CIR band has better haze penetration but is very grainy. B/W
farther near--IR band is very grainy, B/W nearer IR band is extremely grainy;
both are essentially useless. B/W red band has best sharpness, contrast, and
utility. S190B: one fully and four partly usable frames with some areas free
of clouds and dense haze, but even in these areas some haze degrades contrast,
sharpness, and color. Enlargements are quite grainy and fuzzier than they
,should be. Endlap is mainly 60% but only 10% for the western part of the usable
coverage in Iowa.
c, orbit 2$(track L.L 58)--Essentially unusable--28 S190A fraines
and 37 S190B frames. One hundred percent cloud cover over the project region
except for four S190A frames and eight S190B frames (in NE and central Iowa),
which have >70% clouds and much haze in the cloud-free areas; also, some of
these.frames have only 15% endlap.
Fass /orbit 1	 -track 62):--S190A: Of the 70 mm transparencies received,
parts of only three frames are within the project region, sout1heastward from
the vicinity of Wichita, Kansas. These fzames have few clouds but considerable
haze, and have 60% endlap. We received 4 X enlargements covering not only the
above area but also extending nearly to the NW corner of Kansas; however, NW
of Great Bend they have only 15% endlap. The color and B/W green bands are
greatly under-exposed (too dark); their enlargements are .better exposed. The
CIR band is quite grainy but has excellent color and contrast. The B/W red
band 70 mm transparencies are good quality, though somewhat grainy; their
enlargements are poor.
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S190B: Coverage extends from near the NW to the SE corners of Kansas,
and is mostly cloud-free but with much haze SE from the vicinity of Wichita.
Excellent photo quality except where haze reduces contrast, color balance,
and sharpness. Stereoscopic (60% endlap) SE from vicinity of Great Bend,
nonstereoseopic (15% endlap) NW of Great Bend.
3.5 SL 4 Mission
Much coverage with few or no clouds (and also much with extensive cloud
cover). Winter season----flight dates range from Nov. 30, 1973 to Jan. 18,
1974. Snow cover ranges from nil to partial to full. Color, CIR (and other
S190A bands in some tracks) are generally over--exposed for snow-covered areas,
and in some cases under--exposed (too dark) for snow-free areas— / . (For Track 30
1Exposure problems reach their zenith in areas with patchy snow cover
(for example, SL-4, T 19 (Nov. 30, 1973), frames 041-043). Exposure that is
correct for snow-free terrain will over--expose the snow-covered areas, and vice--
versa. A possible remedy: use an exposure about half-way between the two
correct values; then, in processing the enlargements, expose one set correctly
for now, the other sew correctly for snow-free ground. (Unlike photos with
partial cloud cover, in those with partial snow cover, both the snowy and
snow-free terrain can yield important geomorphic data, if the photography is
of adequate quality in each type of area.)
(pass/orbit no. 83), all S190A bands are so over-exposed as to be nearly useless.)
In all tracks with snow-covered areas there are almost no shadows because of.
the relatively high sun-elevation angle (the photos were taken nearly at midday
local time) which is unfortunate because details of topography would have been
greatly enhanced by shadowing if the photos had been taken with a low sun-
elevation angle. For snow--free areas, foliage cover is minimal but fewer
croplands have been plowed than in spring (SL 2 mission) and soil differences
also generally are less distinct at this tive of year. Some of the color photos
(S190A and/or S190B unenlarged transparencies) from this mission are the sharpest
of all the Skylab photos--those properly exposed for snow--free areas, especially
the S190B track 19 (Jan. 18, 1974) photos. Utility of the CIA band for geomorphic
mapping at this time of year is relatively poor, and that of the B/W I,R bands
is very poor; the B/W green band . has .less-haze degradation and hence higher
utility than it does from the other SL missions.
Pass/orbit 82 (track I) --Mostly cloud-coveted from SW end to within
A few miles. south of the ^Lissouri River; mostly cloud-free . but entirely snow-
covered. NE of Missouri River, across NE Missouri and Illinois. The color (S190A
and S190B) and CIR (S190A) photos are somewhat to severely over-exposed for
snow-covered areas. B/W red and green bands are well exposed for both snowy
and snow-free areas and have .good sharpness of detail.
Pass/orbit 54 (track 19. flown Nov.. 30, 1973.--Cloud-free over most
of South Dakota; 60-95% clouds and dense haze SE from South Dakota-Nebraska
border. S190A: 70mm color and CIR bands are somewhat over-exposed for snowy
areas and somewhat under-exposed for the snow-free areas; color band has
excellent sharpness of detail. (Enlargements are very over--excposed for the
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snowy areas and grainy.) Other 70 mm bands range in sharpness and contrast
from very poor to fairly good, and in utility for geomorphic mapping from
poor to fairly good.
S190B: Sharpness of detail is excellent.(unenlarged transparencies) to
good (enlargements). Many frames are under--exposed (too dark) for.the snow-
free areas and over-exposed for the snowy areas.
Pass/orbit 85 (track 19.. flown Jan. 18, 1974.--Essentially cloud-free
across South Dakota, but 100% cloud cover southeastward from near Sioux City,
Iowa. S190A: 70 mm color, CIR, and B/W IR bands are well-exposed for snow-
free areas, but badly over-exposed for snowy ones. B/W IR bands are very
grainy. B/W red band is fairly sharp and well exposed for both snowy and
snow-free areas. All enlargements are very grainy and so over-exposed for
the snowy areas as to be useless for geomorphic mapping in these areas.
S190B: UrLenlarged transparencies are very sharp and well--exposed for both
snowy and snow-free areas---about the best-quality photos obtained from Skylab.
Variable light snow cover in eastern South Dakota enhances topographic detail.
Enlargements are somewhat grainy and over-exposed, especially in the snowy areas.
Pass/orbit _83 (track 30)--Entirely snow-covered. Some clouds and
much haze SW of North Platte, Nebraska, few to.none to nc _,heast. S190A: all
bands are much over-exposed and register relatively few details; only the CIR
and B/W red bands have even slight utility for geomorphic mapping. S190B: not
so badly aver-exposed as the S190A color band, hence of moderate utility for
geomorphic mapping. Enlargements are better than usual quality.
Pass/orbit 81 (track_ 58)--No S190A photos, only S190B photos received.
Entirely snow-covered. Mostly cloud-free from SW Kansas to within 50 km of
the Missouri River; some clouds in NE Kansas and NW Missouri; 40 to >60% clouds
farther to NE. Unenlarged transparencies are somewhat grainy and over-exposed
and of only moderate utility for geomorphic mapping. Enlargements have poor
sharpness and contrast and very limited utility.
4.0 COMPARATIVE UTILITY OF THE VARIOUS 8190A
MULTISPECTRAL BANDS AND OF S190B PHOTOS
4.1 General considerations
The comparative utility of the various S190A bands changes considerably
with seasonal changes in vegetative cover, newly plowed land, and soil moisture.
These changes are greatest for the color-infrared (CIR) and B/W IR bands but
are appreciable for the other bands as well. Also, the atmospheric haze
commonly present in this region causes much: scattering, particularly in the
color and BjW green bands, resulting in degradation of contrast, sharpness of
detail, and (in the color band) hue and chroma. The amount of haze degradation
varies considerably between the various flights (Table 1). It is well known
that the CIR and B/W IR wands are the least affected by haze.
4.2 S190A color photos (0.4-0.7 pm)
The color photos are the best in all-around utility of the S190A-multispectral
array at all times of year. They furnish the most total information, in the
greatest detail, because of the high resolution, spectral range, and color
fidelity of the SO 356 color film. Especially advantageous for geomorphic,
soil, and geologic mapping is the fact that this film-filter combination actually
enhances the longer wavelengths in the visible spectrum, namely, the -reddish
hues. (These are mostly lost in aerial color films such as SO 397, which also
has only about half the resolution of the SO 356 film.) However, the plethora
of detailed information, much of it not related to geomorphology, soils, and
geology, commonly is a drawback. Also these photos have relatively poor haze
penetration.
4.3 S190A color-infrared (CIR) photos (0.5-0,88•km)
These photos have good haze penetration and show differences in relief
and soil mosture (soil drainage) fairly well (especially in the SL photos taken
in spring) but they have fairly low spatial resolution (sharpness of detail),
generally being quite grainy. They emphasize vegetation differences much better
than the B/W 1R bands (and, of course, any other bands). The ease with which
the red-hued IR-reflective vegetation can be distinguished can be either an
advantage or a disadvantage. It is an advantage where vegetation differences
correspond to and reveal differences in geomorphology; in such cases the CIR
photos are at least as useful as the color photos. However, where much
reflective vegetation is present the strong reddish hues are distracting noise
that tends to obscure other details of the landscape. Most non-geologists
consider CIR photos to be most useful during the growing season--but we regard
this to be the poorest time of year for landscape mapping. We also find that
in winter the CIR photos are much less useful than color and B/W red photos,
even in snow-free areas--neither vegetative nor soil differences are conspicuous.
i
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4.4 B/W infrared bands (0.7-0.8 and 0.8-0.9 pm)
The two B/W infrared bands have the poorest resolution, particularly the
excessively grainy SL2 photos. Thus they are relatively poor for distinguishing
topographic detail, outlines of urbanized areas, and croplands from woodlands.
They have good haze penetration. The larger open water bodies generally
contrast highly with adjacent terrain because of their negligible reflectance;
however, the smaller streams and ponds cannot be seen because of the poor
resolution. Water bodies that are very turbid or rich in algae or other
vegetation may also be too reflective to be seen. Moreover, lakes and ponds
commonly cannot be distinguished from cloud shadows, particularly in.
underexposed photos. Cross differences in soil moisture/drainage commonly
show well where bare soil, is exposed, as in some SL2 photos; however, where
areas of leafy vegetation are present, soil differences cannot be distinguished
from vegetation differences as well as they can be in CIR photos. In general,
any tonal differences that are evident in either of these IR bands are most
clearly evident in the farther near-IR band because of its somewhat greater
contrast compared with the nearer-IR band. In winter these bands rank among
the least useful bands because tonal differences caused by vegetative and
soil differences are very small, even in snow-free areas.
4.5 S190A B/W red band (0.6-0.7 pm)
The B/W red band has good resolution and fair haze penetration. It shows
topographic and stream-alinement details especially well., with litL'le
distracting noise; also some ;oil-moisture differences are shown. in 121 photos
that supplement those shotm on the B/W IR bands. This band is poor to fair
for distinguishing water bodies. It ranks after the color and CIR bands in
general, utility for geomorphic mapping.
4.6 S190A B1W green band (0.5-0.6 pm)
The photos in this band generally are degraded in contrast and sharpness
because of atmospheric scattering caused by the widespread atmospheric haze
in this region. Scattering is much more pr:-nounced in this spectral band
than in the longer wavelengths. Consequently, this band generally.has . the
poorest utility for geomorphic mapping.
4.7 S190B.photos
The high-resolution So 242 co_`.or film generally used in the S190B Barth
Terrain Camera resulted in extraord'.narily sharp photos, with good color balance,
including enhancement of reddish hue_ (very desirable). The better photos can
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be enlarged more than 10 X without significant loss of detail-- f . Consequently,
from SL 2
The 2X enlargements of 5190B color photos, tiare much less sharp than they
should be--distinctly less sharp than' the unenlarged 5-inch photos viewed under
2 X magnification. Also, when viewed under a high-quality stereoscope or a
Kern. stereoplotter, they have severe distortion starting about 3/4--inch in
from their edges. This is not vignetting. The unenlarged S190B photos do
not have this; therefore the distortion appears to be caused by poor optics
in the enlarger. The 2 X enlargements from SL3 and SL4 are better quality.
the S190B photos invariably yield significantly more geomorphic information,
in greater detail, than any S190A photos of a given area.
On one SL3 Pass, 31,	 B/W high-resolution panchromatic film
(SO 3414) was used. These photos have superior sharpness of detail but
unfortunately those covering the only area in which they were evaluated for
geomorphic mapping (the Sioux Falls test area) are badly underexposed. This,
together wit.b their limited tonal range compared with color photos (and the 	 -
lack of stereoscopic coverage on this flight), severely restricts their
usefulness for mapping geomorphology, soils, and geology.
I	 (	 ^
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5.0 SUMMARY OF QUALITY AND UTILITY OF S192 MULTISPEGTRAL IMAGES
The only S192 multispectLal imagery received was three scenes, taken on
Passes Sl aid 82 of the SL4 mission. One scene, 1,420 km long, covered parts
of northeastern Kansas and northwestern Missouri; another, 1,140 km long,
covered parts of northeastern Missouri and west-central Illinois; and the
third, 1,140 km long, covered parts of west-central and central Illinois..
All three scenes are 80 to 90% snow-covered. Table 3 gives the results of
detailed evaluation off key attributes of quality and utility for the three
scenes.
Each scene is represented by 12 different photo images (positive film
transparencies) from 12 different spectral bands. Bands 2, 4, 5, and 6
cover the visible reflective spectral. region (0.45-0.74 lim); bands 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, and 12 cover the near-infrared reflective spectral region (0.77--2.34 pm);
and band 13-1 (10..07-12.68 um) is in the middle-infrared emissive spectral
region. Precise left, center, and right; coordinates are printed on the
margins of the images to identify the latitudinal/Longitudinal location of
the 1,000 scan--Line near the lengthwise center of each image.
These images provide better spectral resolution, from more bands with
narrower spectral ranges and over a broader spectrum, than ever previously
obtained from satellite multispectral scanners for earth-resource studies.
However, image quality is degraded by data-processing chatter noise,.
semicircular scanner noise, and random scanner-interruption lines.
Semicircular scanner noise varies from slight to severe in its degrading
effect, and is most severe in bands 11, 12 and 13-1 (performance problems
in the 7-3 detector resulted :in very poor signal-noise ratio at these long
wavelengths); in these bands only the larger open-dater bodies and the
larger topographic features in highly dissected areas are discernible.
The images have poor sharpness of detail because of relatively coarse
pixel size and because of differential resolution--resolution along the scan
direction is poorer than it is perpendicular to the scan direction. This is
because the .distance for a detectable change is 1 to 2 pixels along the scan
direction and only 1 pixel perpendicular to the scan direction. As a result,
when the S192 images are magnified more than 4 times the pixels appear fuzzy
with serrated edges, and those that contrast highly with adjacent ones shown
severe blooming.
Poor data processing has produced images deficient in subtle gray-scale
differences. Photographically, all the images are overexposed and too contrasty;
some are extremely_ so, with snow-covered areas appearing washed out and without
detail. Bands 3, 7, and 8 have the best (though only fair) gray--scale
discrimination and snow-covered areas show shcdows in places that reveal small 	 i
relief differences.
The usefulness of these images for geomorphic-geographic.map.ping is
limited by their poor spatial resolution, noise degradation, ubiquitous
snow cover (that conceals soils and surficial materials), and clouds locally.
However, several bands have special attributes that somewhat enhance their
utility: the IR bands (7 to 13-1) all show the larger bodies of open water
much more distinctly than the banes in the visible region. Their spatial
Table 3 near here.
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MISSION: SL4 DATA FOR THE 1000 SCAN TICK 1
	STATE COVERAGE AND KSY GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES:
SYSTEM: 5192 (MSS) GMT: 17:35' 29-9689"	 The Std to NE flight path extends From 40.6 km S14 of Topeka,
20.3 km NE of the Missouri River into NW Missouri. 	 The Miss
TRf.OK:58 CO-ORDINATES
	
(in direction of flight)	 extends from near the south edge of St,Joseph past Atchinson
Leavenworth to near Kansas City. 	 The Kansas River extends f
FLIGHT aATE: 1/ W4 LE FT:
	 N	 Lat. 39026'.9.4"	 (at the south center edge of the scene) to about 35 km west
W	 Long.	 95047'16,2"	 Alluvial lowlands along the Missouri River are 3.2 to 9.5 kn
PASS/ORBIT NO.:	 81 along the Kansas River, 	 3.4 to 4.8 km wide.	 Local relief ii
CENTER:	 N Lat,	 3908'12.2"	
in the highly dissected belts of bluffs that border both riv
GMT START:	 17:35'	 19.4303" L7 Long. 95036'8.2"	 attaining 75-90 m along the Missouri
i but decreases	 upstrean
Kansas River to about 45 m west of Topeka. 	 The uplands behi
GMT STOP	 ;est t d):	 57:35' 39.9806"	 RIGHT:	 N Lat.	 38050'15,1"
	
bluffs are moderately dissected with well-integrated drainag
W Lan,, . 9502513"	 a few relatively level interfluve plateaus.
SCALE OF SCENE:	 ca. 1:800,000
CLOUD COVER	 15 UTILITY FOR MAPPING KEY GEOMORPHIC/GEOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
SNOW COVER (%):
	
90tim
°{Q{0icticIMAGE QUALITY	 ^a°¢^' ^4t 	^y^^y	 ti.4a	 GENERAL. REMkRKS
BANA p=sharpness °€	 OECTIBILITY	 GR c^^ as
	
Sammy{	 J^'`	 individual bands:z
a o	 OMSS SD
detail	 Ly	 a0	 quality and utilityaS	 c' c	 e	 a(minimum	 ¢	 {	 afiB- contrast and	 v  oo be	 dti	 ac°^4	 2{	 ma	 idimension44	 s eetral	 no•w a	 p gray-scale	 o6	 Y"scal 	 {^.a'ti °{	 S{^^^.	 ea	 ^-m	 ranges discrimination	 in meters}	 y^ e	 p	 9	 e^^	 Sry	 ^a
C=average (mean;	 D^.,,° {ca	 tic	 e{ ay	 9^	 {a5quality	 ROARS	 vat	 ^^	 va@^4°s J{ro	 4a`
2 A= o^o.5 Severe scattering in this spectral range reduces contrast tug
0.44-0-52 p m 18 B= 0.5 ca.	 35 0 0.5
0 0 0.5 0,3 and also degrades sharpness.	 Clouds cannot be discriminated;
(blue -green) C- 0.4 C'5 Essentially useless for CG mapping.
Considerable data•-processing chatter noise perpendicular to '.
0, l,9^0, 5G µm 1 A = 1 ca.	 35 1
1 0.5 0
015
0.5 0,7 flight in NE half of scene. 	 poor gray-scale discrimination j
(green) C= 1.0 1.5 sharpness of detail.	 Clouds cannot be distinguished clearly
Very poor utility.
w..	 . Some data-processing chatter noise perpendicular to line of
.4 LJ
H y 0.53-0.61 µm 3 B= 1.5 ca. 30 1 1 0,5 0- 0,5 0.7. edge of	 image. L'!	 uds not	 :learl y divcriniinut.d	 trrr,	 tin„u.(yellow-green' C= 1.3 1.5 0.5 discrimination, poor.
w
5 A= 1 Pixel boundaries are very fuzzy; high-contrast ones commonly.
0.(one
5 l ca.	 35 0.5 1 0.5 0- 0.5 0.6 blooming.	 Gray-scale ;discrimination and contras t are poor.B=
(ora ge) C= 1.0
0 5
shadows cannot be discriminated from ground features.
	 Open
as obvious as in IR bands,.
i
6 A= 0-1 Cray-scale discrimination very poor (washed-out appearance);;
0.6.E -0.75 Am 7 B^ 0.5 ca. 40 D .0 5 0 0- 0.5- 0.3 details are generally obscured, except the larger urban areas]
'red C=G.8 0.5 1
7
7 A= 1.5 Bestfl:and for image quality but utility for CG mapping is poi
0,75"0.90 Am 9 B= 2 ca.	 30 1.5 1-2 0-1 0-1 1.0 gray-scale discrimination shows slight shadowing and enhanc
C=1.8 1 topographic detail in snow-covered uplands.	 Much darn-proe
noise along SE edge;semicirtular scanner noise barely visibll
8 A= I Ground features very fuzzy; rather pear gray-scale discriml
0.90 •-1.08	 }tm 19 B- 1.5 ca.	 35 1 . 015 0-1 0.5 0,8 semicircular scanner noise.C=1.3 1
. $
r 9 A= 1 1- Like above, except more scanner noise
	 impairs identificat
ground features.	 open water of main rivers is defined more1.00-1, 24 }lm 20 B = 1.5 ca.	 35 1 1.5 0.5 0-1 0.5 0.8
L C=1.3 in the visible-region bands.
a °m
W w
z 10 A= 1
Poor sharpness of detail; blooming effect and much -scanner
1.10-1.35
 
fun 17 B= 1.5 ca.	 35 3
1-
1 5 0.5 0-1
0 5
1 0.8
definition of ground features. 	 Fair discrimination of clou 1
C=1,3
(poorer than bands 11-13).
1
lI A= 0.5
Very poor contrast. Strong scanner noise (perhaps inherent i
1.^8-1.85 µm 7Z 8=0-1 > 35
0-
0.5
0-
0.5 0 0-1 0 0.2
instrumentation related to smaller signal- noise
 ratio at Ion
len5;tdts), Very pacer definition of topographic detail
	 (slight'
0=0.8
-
than hand 12). open water is clearly defined. Good discrimil
clouds Vs snow.-	 -	 -	 -
Very poor sharpness and contrast; only very gross topograph
3 2 A= o-o.5
> 35 0 0 0 0-I 0 0.1 are tiisib3e; useless fcr CG mapping. 	 Clouds are clearly di2.00°2 .43
 )im 13 B= 0-0.5 . from snow; open water is very evident.	 Mac1, semicircular s
C = 0.5 probably due to the smaller signal-noise ratio at longer win
wj Strong scanner noise; extremely poor contrast, no viii	 e	 a
cft:ia0^ .2 73 -110.20-12.50	 m 21
A= 0
B=0-0.5 ca.: 40 0 0. 0. 0-1 0 0.1 features.	 (Thermal emissivity of snow covered terra;:, prab9uniform).
	
The only features clearly ev,dcnt are open-«pater
a, Q- 0.3 the Missouri and Kansas Rive s.	 Completely useless for Cf; 9
FOOTNOTES Summary for this SJigltt (all bands): poor processing of the muitispectral scanner digital data has rest
images being too contrasty and deficient in subtle gray-scale differences; also the pixels have fuzzy edges ant
1The S 192 photo images contain. contrast highly with adjacent ones show severe blooming.	 Ground resolution is poorer than that of the better
short tick ,narks every 100 scan-
images:	 Small .towns are not visible, nor are roads narrower than about 30 m.
	 This scene is 905. snow-covered
lines and longer tick marks every covered.	 The snow obscures all information on soils and surficial materials; also the combination of a relati
1000 scion-lines. Only one 1000 elevation angle and coo-concrasty images has largely prevented the accentuation of topographic detail than can 
Stan-line tick appears in each result of shadowing with a low seta-elevation angle and proper gray-scale rendering.	 Bands 2 and 6 show practi
5C[ne, near the Center of the topographic detail from shadowing.	 Bands 11-12	 afford good discrimination between clouds and snow; the othe rpoor discrimination.	 All the IR bands afford Youd discrimination of the lar ger ice-free water bodies, nntabl
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DATA FOR THE. 1000 SCAN TICK l STATE COVERAGE AND KEY GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES:
SS) GUT:	 L7:35'	 29.96891, The sW to NE flight path extends from 40.6 km SW of Topeka, Kansas to
20.3 km NE of the Missouri River into NW Missouri. 	 The Missouri River
CO-ORDITIATES (in direction of flight) extends from near the south edge of st.3oseph past Atchinson and
Leavenworth to near Kansas City.	 The Kansas River extends from Lawrence
?14 LEFT:	 N Lat.	 39026'9.4" (at the south center edge of the scene) to about 35 km w.; ,il	 of Topeka.
W Long.	 95°47'16.2" Alluvial lowlands along the Missouri River are 3.2 to 9.: ,:r wide, and
91 along the Kansas River,	 3.4 to 4.8 km wide. 	 Local relief is greatest
CENTER:	 N Lat.	 3908'12.2„ in the highly dissected belts of bluffs that border both rivers,
19.4303 1, W Long. 95036'8.2" attaining 75-90 m along the Missouri but decreases 	
upstream along the
Kansas River to about 45 m west of Topeka. 	 The uplands behind the
17:35' 39.9dOb"	 RIGHT:	 N Lat.	 38050'i5.1" bluffs are moderately dissected with well-integrated drainage and only
W Lon p,. 95025'3" a few relatively level interfluve plateaus.
ca.	 1.800,000
15
n
UTILITY FOR }SAPPING KEY G£OUDRPHIC/GEOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
go
0
IMAGE QUALITY ^^' ^ePc 	cyGQ^y	 41^^a	 GENERAL RELiAftKS
A=sharpness of	 OETECTIBIL.ITY 4p a	 b Q ^ay<1 axe	 individual bands:detail ';; . {	 ,	 day 	.	 ay".1 quality and utilitySDO g=contrast and	 (minimumdimension az om a.4	 tia 	 co +^ 
a4e 0as
isno. gray-scale {y° 4° a b	 ^o^ {^ ti°^
discrimination	 in meters) y^ ¢	 ^e
C=average (mcana 'y° {ra`'Sea 	 ^`c	 c °as5 piaquality 	 R0AD5 Ya	 yo	 1Q ^a<Q° ^{	 @a
A= 0-o.5 Severe scattering in this spectral range reduces contrast to almost nil
utn 1s B= 0.5 ca,	 35 0 0.5
0_ 0 0.5 0,3 and also degrades sharpness. 	 Clouds cannot be discriminated from snow.
n) C= 0.4 0.5 Essentially useless for GG mapping-
A= 1 Considerable data-processing chatter noise perpendicular to line of
4^ 1 H= 1 ca.	 35 1 1- 5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7
flight in NE half of scene. 	 Poor gray-scale discrimination causes poor
C= l.p sharpness of detail.	 Clouds cannot he distinguished clearly from snow.
Very poor utility.
A= 1 Some data-processing chatter noise perpendicular to line of flight on SE
)un 3 B = 1.5 ca.	 30 1 1- 0.5 0 O.5 0,7 t'dge of image.c:^,ucis not rleariv discriminated tram snow.	 Gray-scale
en ? C- 1.3 1.5 0.5 discrimin ation poor.
A= 1 Pixel boundaries are very fuzzy; high-contrast ones commonly show
)!m 5 B= 1 ca.	 35 0.5 1 0.5 0 0.5 0.6 blooming.	 Gray-scale discrimination and contrast are poor.	 CloudC= 1 . 0 0.5 shadows cannot be discriminated from ground features. 	 Open water is not
as obvious as in 1R bands.
Gray-scale discrimination very poor (washed-out appeatance), terrain
lim 7 B^ 0.5 ca.	 40 0 0.5 0 p-5
015- 0.3 details are generally Obscured, except the larger urban areas.
C= 0.8
Am I.5 Best band fur image quality but utility for CC mapping is poor.	 Fair
AM 9 B- 2 ca. 30 1.5 1-2 0-1 0-1 0,5- 1 0 gray-scale discrimination shows slight shadowing and enhancement of
C = 1 8 1 topographic detail in snow-covered uplands. 	 Much data-processing Chatte r
noise along SE edge;semicircuiar scanner noise barely visible.
A= I Ground features very Fuzzy; rather poor gray-scale discrimination; some
19 B= 1.5 ca.	 35 I 1- 0.5 0-1 0.5 O.B semicircular scanner noise.
C=1.3
5
A=
 1 Like above, except more scanner noise	 impairs identification of srte
}lti 20.8- 1.:5 c..	 'i, 1
_
1.5 0.5 0-1 Q.S 0,8 ground features.	 Open water of main rivers is defined more cle-,riy than
C= 1.3 in the visible-region bands.
Poor sharpness of detail; blooming effect and much scanner noise impair
A= 1
ca.	 35 1 1.5 0.5 0-1
O1 0.8 definition of ground features. 	 Fair discrimination of clouds from snowNm 17 B = 1.5 (poorer than bands 11-13).
C = 1.3
A= 0.5
Very poor contrast. Strong scanner noise (perhaps inherent in
' 
35 0- o- 0 0-1 0 0.2 instrumentation related to smaller signal-noise ratio at longer wave-}+^ 11 B = 0-1 0.5 0.5 lengths). fiery poor definition of topographic detail (slightly better
C= 0.a than band 12). Open water is clearly defined. Good discrimination of
clouds vs snow.
Very poor sharpness and contrast; only very gross topographic features
A=
 0-0.5 35 0 0 0 0-I 0 O,I are visible; useless for CG mapping. 	 Clouds are clearly distinguishedAm 13 B= 0-0.5 from snow; open water is very evident. 	 Much semicircular scanner noise,
0= 0.5 probably due to the smaller signal-noise ratio at longer wavelengths.
Strong scanner noise; extremely poor contrast; no visrsle lan Corm
A- 0 ca.	 40 0 0 0 0-1 0 0.1
features.	 (Thermal emissivity of snow-covered terrain probably was.nea.3
µm 21 B= 0-0.5 uniform).
	
The only features clearly evident are open-water reaches of
C= 0.3 the Missouri and Kansas Rivers.	 Completely useless for GG mapping.
NOTES Summary for this flight (all bands ): Poor processing of the multispectral scanner digital data has resulted in the
images being too contrasty and deficient in subtle gray-scale differences; also the pixels have fuzzy edges and those that
images contain
contrast highly. with adjacent ones show severe blooming.	 Ground resolution is poorer than that of the better Landsat-1.
con
images.
	
Small towns are not visible, nor are roads narrower than about 30 m.	 This scene is 902 snow-covered and 15, cloud-
everys
F tier marks
Sean- covered.	 'the snow obscures all information on soils and surficial materials; also the combination of a relatively high sun-
every
Only one 1000
elevation angle and too--contrasty images has largely prevented the accentuation of topographic detail than can occur as a
.
result of shadowing with a low sun-elevation angle and proper gray-scale rendering. 	 Bands 2 and 6 show practically no
appears in each topographic detail fruit shadowing.
	 Bands 11-12	 afford goad discrimination between clouds and snow; the other bands, only
SNOW COVER (%,:	 90 S~
nrt 0tyQ^
4ytia
IMAGE QUALITY a ^' cc 	e"	 y	 o^	 tinGF,T.ERAI. ft%RKE. A
HAND
a A=sharpnoss of	 DETECT181LITY P °ti'	 Q	 aft{	 i^	 individual bands:;	 b	 y
ax
°
detail w° { a°
	
ay	 ¢	 a'	 -^	 quality and utilityM$S	 SDO
w
a
,_contrast and	 (minimum Le G3ti c;	 yam G^  ti4 a;e 	 ¢ac
w	 spectral	 no.
00
gray-scale	 dimension ca4° o;D 	 ^o^ {	 ° oa 	 (R{ev°ii range discrimination	 in meters) y^y`^"	 ,N	 ^¢
C--average (mean; as do {ca	 4y0 	 ; fie roae 	 ^^ayquality
	 ROADS v^	 5L	 ag •?°^4° 4ti
5
Severe scattering in this spectral range redui.	 contrast
0 .44 -0. 52 µm 18 A= 0, 5 ca.	 35 0 0.5 0- 0 0.5' 0.3
and also degrades sharpness. 	 Clouds cannot be discrimina
(blue-green l C=0.4 Essentially useless for CG mapping.
3 A° 
1 Considerable data-processing chatter noise perpendicular
0.49 -0. 56 4m 1 13 = 1 ca.	 35 1 1.5 0.5 U.5 0.5 0.7
fight in NE half of scene. 	 Poor stay-scale discriminatf
(green} C= 1.6 sharpness of detail.	 Clouds cannot be distinguished cles
Very poor utility.
Some data-processing chatter noise perpendicular to line
m uy,. 0,53 ^0.61 ;un 3 A = 1.5 ca.	 30 1 1- 0. 5 0- 0, 5 0.7 edge of	 image.Ctnuds not cicart y ^iis.ririinat	 d	 tram hn q w.
,m, w (yellow-grK en ; C= 1.3 1.5 0.5 discrimination pour.
a^
v
5 A= 1 Pixel boundaries are very fuzzy; high-contrast ones ccmmc
5 B = 1 ca. 35 0.5 1 0.5 0- 0.5 0.6 blooming.	 Gray-scale discrimination and contrast are pocO.(orange ) )t m
C= 1.0
 0 oF5
shadows cannot be discriminated from ground features. 	 OF
as obvious as in IR bands.
6 A- 0=1 Cray-scale discrimination very poor (washed-out appearanc
0.64-0.75 }An 7 H- 0.5 ca. 40 0 0.5 0 0- 0.5- 0' 3
details are generally obscured, except the larger urban at
!red ) C=0.8 0.5 i
7 A= 1.5
Bestfband for image quality but utility for Cr, mapping is
0.75-0.90 )un 9 B- 2 ca. 30 1.5 1-2 0-1 0-1 0.5- 1.0 gray-scale discrimination shows slight shadowing and enhi
C= 1.8 1 topographic detail in snow -covered uplands.	 Much data-px
noise along SE edge;semicircular scanner noise barely vis
8 A= I Ground features very fuzzy; rather poor gray-scale di5crl
-1.08 AM.0.90 19 B- 1.5 ca.	 35 1 1.5
D,5 0-1 0.5 0.8 szmicircular scanner noise.
C=1.3
9 A= 1 Like above, except more scanner noise	 impairs identificf7 1.00 -1.24 }Am 20 3 = 1.5 ca.	 35 1 11.5 0.5 0-1 0.5 0.8 ground features.	 Open water of main rivers is defined m^
C=1.3 in the visible-region bands.
^ w
W w Poor sharpness of detail; blooming effect and much scanZ y 10 A= 1
ca.	 35 1 1- 0.5 0-1 0 ' 5 0.8 definition of ground features.	 Fair discrimination of C11.10-1.35 }lm 17 B = 1.5 1.5 1 (poorer than hands 11-13).
C-1.3
11 A= D.5
Very poor contrast. Strang scanner noise (perhaps inhere(
> 35
0- 0- 0 0-I 0 0.2 instrumentation related to smaller signal-noise ratio at1.48-1.85 gm 11 A ='0-1 0.5 0.5 lengths). Very poor definition of topographic detail (sli
0=0.8 than band 12). Open water is clearly defined. Goad discrt
clouds Vs- snow.
Very poor sharpness and contrast; only very gross topagrt
12 A= 0-0.5
> 35 0 0 0 0-1 0 0,1 are visible; useless for GG mapping.	 Clouds are clearly2.M-2
-43 }Lm 13 B= 0-0.5 from snow; open water is very evident. 	 Much semicircuIa
C= 0.5 probably due to the smaller signal-noise ratio at longer
ru	 > Strong scanner noise; extremely poor contrast; no visi	 i
.4 h04m
13 -1 A= 0
ca. 40 0 0 0 0-1 0 0.1 features.	 (Thermal emissivity of snow-covered terrain p
..
10.20-12.50	 m}t 21 B- 0-0.5 uniform).	 The only features clearly evident are open--wa
f u 0=0.3 the Missouri and Kansas Rivers.	 Completely useless for
FOOTNOTES Summary for this flight _(all bands): Poor processing of the multispectral scanner digital data has
images being too contrasty and deficient in subtle gray-scale differences; also the pixels have fuzzy edge
1The S 192 photo images contain contrast highly with adjacent ones show severe blooming.	 Ground resolution is poorer than that of the bet
short tickhoto
	every c on scan-
images.
	 Small towns are not visible, nor are roads narrower than about 30 M.
	
This scene is 90;.- snow-cave
lines and longer tick marks every
covered.	 The snow obscures all information on soils and surficial materials; also the combination of a rel
1000 scan-lines. Only one 1000 elevation angle and too-contrasty images has largely prevented the accentuation of topographic detail than
-line tick in each result of shadowing	 ith a low sun-elevation angle and 	 o8	 S	 pr per•  gray-scale rendering. 	 Bands 2 and 6 show prosca appears
ne	 a
near the center theof
topographic detail from shadowing.
	 Bands 11-12	 afford good discrimination between clouds and snow; the a^
scene s
scene,
	
the	 en. po
or
 discrimination.
	
All the IR hands afford good discrimination of the larger ice-free water bodius, not4
the Missouri and Kansas Rivers.
2Numerieal rating system for image . Semicircular electronic scanner noise is present in all bands; and is so pronounced in bands 11-13 . the
quality and utility for but the grosser features.	 Data-processing chatter noise (vertical lines)	 is present in bands 3, 4, and 7,1,
geomorphic -geographic mapping:_ bands 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are approximately equal in quality.	 Band 7 is the best band in the group, 1i
0 = none (nil); 1 ^ poor; utility of all bands for GG mapping is poor; bands 2, 6, and 11-13 are useless or nearly nseiess.
2 = fair; 3 = good; 4 = excellent.
Cemperisen witch Sk,%lrib plintn?rap?ic%
	
No 5190A
	
multispectral photos were received for this flight'
ABBREVIATIONS color photos.	 Although the unenlarged 5190B
	
photos are somewhat grainy and over-exposed (resulting in de
sharpness and contrast), they show much more topographic detail than even the best band (7) of 5191.	 Roa
GG	 = geomorphic-geogr aphic about 10 m can be distinguished on the photos, as well as steroorelief of somewhat less than 15 M.GIRT = Greenwich mean time
Ill	 = infrared'
USS = multispectral scanner Comparison with Landsat-1 M55 images:	 Landsat-1 snow-covered scenes of northeastern Kansas (bands 5.and
SDO	 scientific data output 16340, Dec.	 17,	 1972; 1201-16341, Feb. 	 9,	 1973; and 1202-16395, Feb. 10, 	 1973) were used for comparison wil
Am	 = micrometer images.	 All the Landsat-1 images are superior in gray-scale discrimination, although rather poor in contra
show topographic details more clearly (such as valley-lowland boundaries, local relief of uplands, meander
lakes); also, small towns are visible and details of field patterns and boundaries are much clearer; road
10-15 m can be distinguished on the Landsat-I
	
images (vs ca.. 30 m in band .7 of 5192 }.
jce Table 5 . For revised	 gpeckt`a[	 ranges•
WOE
°syQS s^
IMAGE QUALITY tick"y
	
^hG h	
tiy{^	 GENERAL RE?=FS
A=sharpness of	 DETECTIBILITy Sp G^4 OQ
	
^ayys 	 individual bands:
detail k°ti { F	 ^`'	 y.	 ay 	 quality and utilitySDO	 B=contrast and	 (minimum p`e G3 oS	 ti	 °° .1 	 '0	 9?	 q,	 dDO.	 gray-scale	 dimension {^,T ti° o{a	 ti0 	 shy° ep	 t^
discrimination	 in meters) yJ e
	 y	 tiN	 ^e
C=averaS e Cmcani 4a ti° 4ca	 btio ^{rah'ro^4	 eia,quality
	 ROADS v^ Lh 5L 	 J° Z$^ Q° Jf
A= 0-0.5 Severe scattering in this spectral range reduces contrast to almost nil
m 18 B= 0.5 cu.	 35 0 0.5 0- 0 0.5 0.3 arsd also degrades sharpness. 	 Clouds cannot be discriminated from snow.
C= 0.4
0'5 Essentially useless for GG mapping.
A= 1 Considerable data-processing chatter noise perpendicular to line of
m 1 B	 1 ca.	 35 1 1.5
0.5
0-
0.5 0.7 flight in NE half of scene. 	 Poor gray-scale discrimination causes poor
C- 1.0 sharpness of detail.	 Clouds cannot be distinguished clearly from snow.
Very poor utility.
A= 1 some data-processing chatter noise per pendicular to line of flight on SF
m $ B= 1.5 ca.	 30 1 i- 0.5 0- 0.5 0.7 edge of imagu.i:l„uds riot rleariv discrindoat-1 tram rinnw. 	 Gray-scale
n; C= 1.3 1.5 0.5 discrimination poor.
A= i Pixel boundaries are very fuzzy; high-contrast ones commonly show
m 5 B= i ca.	 35 0.5 1 0.5 0 0.5 0.6 blooming.	 Gray-scale discrimination and contrast are poor.	 Claud
C= 1.0 0.5 shadows cannot be discriminated from ground features. 	 Open water is not
as obvious as in IR bands.
A= 0-1 Cray-scale discrimination very poor (washed-out appearance); terrain
mt 7 B= 0.5 ca. 40 0 O.i 0
0- 0.5-
0_3 details are generally ob scuro'd, excep t the larger urban areas.6	 Y	 P	 b'
C= 0.8 0:5 1
A= 1.5 Best/band for image quality but utility for GG mapping is poor. 	 Fair
un 9 B= 2 ca. 30 1.5 1-2 (1-1 0-1 0.5- 1.0 gray-scale discrimination c4tows slight shadowing and enhancement of
C= 1.8 1 topographic detail in snow-covered uplands. 	 Much data-processing chatte r
noise along SE edge;semicircular scanner noise barely visible,
A= I Ground features very fuzzy; rather poor gray-scale discrimination; some
ue 19 B= 1.5 ca.	 35 1 1.5
0.5 0-1 0.5 0,g semicircular scanner noise.
C= 1.3
Like	 ^^., , a, except more scanner noise 	 impairs identification of some
tm 20 B- 1.5 ca.	 35 1 1.5 0.5 0-I 0.5 0.8
grounu reatures.	 Open water of main rivers is defined more clearly than
C= 1.3 in the visible-region bands.
Poor sharpness of detail; blooming effect and much scanner noise impair
A= I
ca.	 35 1 1 0.5 0-1
0.15 0.8 .definition of ground features. ,Fair discrimination of clouds from snow
dim 17 B= 1 5 5 (poorer than bands 11-13).
C- 1 3
A= 0.5
Very poor contrast. Strong scanner noise (perhaps inherent in
35 0- 0- 0-1 0 0.2 instrumentation related to smaller signal-noise ratio at longer wave-sm 11 B= 0-1 0,5 . 0.5 lengths). Very poor definition of topographic detail
	 (slightly better
C= 0.8 than band 12). Open water is clearly defined. Goad discrimination of
clouds vs snow.
Very poor sharpness and contrast; only very gross topographic features_
A- 0-0.5 35 0 0 0 0-1 0 0,1 are visible; useless for GG mapping. 	 Clouds are clearly distinguished
um 13 B= 0-0.5 from snow; open water is very evident. 	 Much semicircular scanner noise,
C= G.5 probably due to the smaller signal-noise ratio at longer wavelengths.
Strung scanner noise; extremely poor contrast; no visf5le lanatarm
A= 0 40ca. 0 0 0 0-1 0 0.} features.	 (Thermal emissivity of snow-covered terrain probably was neatltm 21 B- 0-0.5 uniform).	 The only features clearly evident are o pen-water reaches of
0= 0.3 the Missouri and Kansas Rivers.	 Completely useless for GG mapping.
VOTES Summary for this flight (all bands).: Poor processing of the multispectral scanner digital data . has resulted in the
images being too contrasty and deficient in subtle gray-scale differences; also the pixels have fuzzy edges and those that
images contain contrast highly with adjacent ones show severe blooming. 	 Ground resolution is poorer than that of the better Landsat-1
every con
images.	 Small towns are not visible, nor are roads narrower than about 30 m. 	 This scene is 9OZ snow-covered and 15. cloud-
s	 scan-
s tick m100 covered.	 The snow obscures all information on soils and surficial materials; also the combination of a relatively high sun-every
. tick one 1000
 ev Only elevation angle and too-contrasty images has largely prevented the accentuation of topographic detail than can occur as a
result of shadowing with a low sun-elevatlon angle and proper gray-scale rendering. 	 Bands 2 and 6 show practically noin each topographic detail from shadowing. 	 Bands 11-12	 afford good discrimination between clouds and snow; the other bands, only
center a£ the
-° cent poor discrimination.	 All the ER bands afford good discrimination of the larger ice-free water bodies, notably those alongthe Missouri and Kansas Rivers.
I system for image Semicircular electronic scanner noise is present in all bands, and is so pronounced in bands-11-13 that it obscures all
1i.'ty for but the grosser features.
	 Data-processing chatter noise (vertical lines) is present in bands 3, 4, and 7. 	 The images from
eaphia mapping: bands 3; 4,	 5,.7, 8, 9, and 10 are approximately equal in quality.	 Bend 7 is the best band in the group, but.the general
1 = poor; utility of all bands for GG mapping is poor; bands 2, 6. and 11-13 are useless or nearly useless.
Sod; k = excellent,
Compari on s:itti Sk; lab phato'raphs; 	 No 5190A	 multispectral photos were received .,3r this flight, only S190B
lATI0t18 color photos-
	 Although the 'uneolarged.sl90B..photos are somewhat grainy and aver-exposed (rt+sulting in degradation of
sharpness and contrast), they show much more topographic detail than even the best band (7' of 51.92 .	 Roads as narrow as
io-geographic about 10 m can be distinguished on the photos, as well as stereorclief of somewhat less than 15 m.
i mean time
-tral scanner Comparison with Landsat-1 MSS images: 	 Landsat•-1 snow-covered scenes of northeastern H,tnsas (bands 5 and 6 of framer 1147-
ic data output 16340, Dec.	 17,	 1972;	 1201-1634.1, Feb,	 91	 1913; and 1202-16395, Feb. 10,	 1973).were used for.comparison with the Sig-.
ar images.	 All the Landsat-1 imagus are superior in gray-scale discrimination, although rather poor in contrast; they alga
show topographic details more clearly (such as valley-lowland boundaries, local relief of uplands, meander scars and oxbow
lakes); also, small towns are visible and details of field patterns and boundaries are much clearer; roads as narrow as
10-15 m can be distinguished on the Landsat-1 images (vs ca, 30 m in band 7 of 9192 ).
^ee Title. S rar rEVr sect	 Spec{r•a i	ranges.
. __
TABLES EVALUATION CHART FOR SKYLAB S 192 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER IMAGES (page
MISSION: SL4	 DATA FOR THE 1000 SCAN TICK 1 	STATE COVERAG	 AND KEY GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES,
SYSTEM: 5192	 (M SS)	 GMT: 16:52' 56.9868"	 The Sid to NC flight path extends from 6 km SW of New Flore
to 3.7 km NE of Carrollton, 	 Illinois.	 The IllinnLi	 fart+r
TRACK: 1	 CO -ORDINATES	 (in direction of flight)	 8.8 km north of Montezuma, ill, to its confluence with the
River at the south edge of the image. 	 The Mississippi Riv
FLIGHT DATE:	 1/12/74	 LEFT:	 N Lat. 34025'6"	 to within 2 km of Louisiana, MO. on the nurth.The Ni::v--uri.
W Long.9105'21"	 the SW part of the scene for 13.5 km.	 Alluvial lowlands a
PASS/OR.BIT NO.; 	 82	 Illinois River are 4.5 lua to 6.5 km wide, alonr. the Hissis
CENTER:	 N Lat. 3907-28"	 6 km to 10 km wide, and along the Missouri River 5.7 kn to
GMT START:	 16:52' 46.4482"	 ^V Long. 90053'17.6'-	 Highly dissected zones border these rivers, with local rel
130 m along the 11i9scuri, and 90 m (on the north) 	 Ln 105 m
GMT STOP	 (est r d): 16:53 1 2.9938 -1 	RIGHT:	 N	 Lat. 38049'50"	 along the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers, 	 t:plantlK hohind
W Lonp,. 90°42-9.1"	 are moderately dissected with well-integrated drainage, ex
SCALE OF SCENE:	 ca. 1:800,000	 several w14:-,relatively level interfluve piateaua, both eathe }tiasi -4ippi.
CLOUD COVER (%): 1 (thin clouds near Mississippi 	 UTILITY FOR ?MAPPING KEY GE02MORPHIC/GEOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
River near Md edge of scene)
SNOW COVER (%);	 80	 ti'0
o^g4^ tc
IMAGE QUALITY	 dace	 tLe	 cyq 
y	
ywi^	 GEI:
A=sharpness of	
ERAL REMARKS
BAND	
y
OErECTI9ILITI
	
P °tip	 4	 at	 e,'	 individual bands:
of S	 rb	 y	 s 	 o	 uality and utility
o	 detail	 5. ti	 a	 ab °y.r	 ea	 41	 4(minimum	 a oa °;	 ^a	 p ti	 ;	 ¢aMSS	 SDO
w w	 spectral	 no.	 gray-scale	 dimension
B_-Contrast and	 a °	 o	 ,^	 a o'a	 a
W	 range-3	 discrimination	 in meters)	 ^y^' ¢	 a@	 os,	 yy,	 syry	 aqcC=average (mean)	 ca ^° ;c	 4ti `Dori roe	 m^quality
	 ROADS
	 ti+a 9 `^^	 a° as Q . `^{	 Qa
Pour cloud-snow discrimination.	 Thin clouds near center o
2	 A= 0.5-1	
ca. 30	 0-1	 0-1	 0-1	 0-i 0.5-	 O.G	 edge blur ground detail.	 Much loss of contrast and sharpn0.44-• 0.52 Fan	 I S	 B= 0.5-1.5
	 i	 because of scattering. 	 Over-expused and washed-out in sno
(blue-green)	 C= 0.9 Ne=trly useless for GG mapping,
A= 1.5	
Fair gray-scale discrimination and utility for CC mapping. s
0,	 9-0.56 }f n1	 1	 H- 1.5-2	 ca. 25	 1-2	 I-2	 0.5-1.5	 0-1	 1	 1.1 semicircular scanner-interruptian lines.
( Green)	 C= 1.6
>	 Field patterns and other features an the Illinois and Missit
4	 A= 1.5	 0.5-	 alluvial lowlands are fairly Weil defined. 	 Quality 2nd uti9
w	 0.53-0.61 F
	
3	 H = 1-2	 ca. 25	 1-2	 1-2	 1.5	 0.5	 l	 1.1
W	 (yellow`gr e en)	
band are comparable with bands 7, 8, and 9. 	 Several semieii
.^i	 0=1.5y m	 interruption lines.
5	 A=1.5	
Somewhat overexposed.	 Cray-scale discrimination is fair in
4.59 -0.67 11iR	 5	 B=0. 5-2	
.2	 1:5	 lines present.ca. 25	 0'5- 0-2	
0.5	 0.5
	
1	 1.0	 areas but very poor in snowy areas. 	 semicircular scanner-i:
(orange)	 C= 1.4
6	 A=O .5-10 5-
	
Severely overexposed and Lou cuntrasty. 	 Gray-scam discrim
0.64-0.75
	
Am.	 7	 B=0.5-1.5	 ca. 35	 0-1	 0-1	 0-1	 0.5	 1	 0.6	 (washed-out) in r;now-covered areas.(xed	 C= 0.9
P
7	 A=1.5Poor to fair contras L, gray-scale discrimination, and utili^
0.75 -0.9C }im	 9	 H = 1-2	 ca. 25	 1-2	 1-2	
-0.5- 0.5	 O.S
 1.5	 1	 1	 1.1	 mapping.	
Open-water discrimination better than in visible l
C= 1.5	 Several prominent semicircular scanner-interruption lines.
8	 Aml.5	 Poor to fair gray-scale discrimination: 	 Open water of the
0.90-1.08 Ftm	 19	 B= 1-2	 ca. 25	 1-2	 1-2	
0.5- 0.5	 1	 1.2	 stands Out better than in the visible spectral range.
C= 1.5	
1.5	 1
a >	 ].O0-1.2 4 Am	 20	 B =1-Z	
ca, 25	 I-2	 1-Z	 1	 015-	 1	 1.2	 clouds improves discrimination of terrain detail in the cla19	
A=1.5Cray-scale discrimination poor ta . fair.	 Good penetration O
C = 1.5	 One very prominent semicircular scanner-interruption line.
tt m	 nrkenin	 in SW corner probabT y related to semicircular seal
x g	 10	 A=1 -U3 w	 1.5	 Gray-scale discriminatioh and contrast is poor to fair.
	
0t':
ti<	 op. 30	
0.5- 0.
1-2	 1-2	 1	 1.1	 mapping nearly s-tme as band 8 and 9.	 Distinct semicircular]
 1..10-1,35	 µm	 17	 B-1-Z	 1	 i
C= 1.4	
over entire iragr; 	 »lens darken.iuc sn FW corner.	 F
i
T (	 Poor gray-scale discrimination. Some tapci;rap!tit
	 i •cis
11	 A=0,5	 0_	 dissected areas. Open water very clearly defjn 	 . Qu, rty.6
1.48-1.85 ram
	
11	 H =0.5-1	 [?.7	
scanner noise (probabIN related to smallerrs3Fna1-no15c
	 ri,
ca. 30	 0-I 	0-•1	 1-2	 0	 0.6	 than band 12 but nearl	 useless for CG ma	 n	 strop	 ;ca,
C= 0.6	 longer wavelength.)
Very poor contrast and sharpness Of detail. 	 1	 €ew capograp^
12	 A=q-0.5	
ca. 35	 0-	 0-	 0	 1	 0	 C1.4	 are '. en in the highly dissected areas.	 Open water nit t:'92.00-2.43 }tm	 13	 B=0-5	 0.5	 0.5	 0.5	 defz:.z.!	 is in band 11.	 Very strong scanner noise-, simflar #
C- 0.4	 and ;:' .•I.	 Useless for GG mapping.
very Strong semicircular stunner .noise; NW half r{ 
a 
.a	 73-T	 AwO	 than 9L half. Very poor gray-scale discrimination. 	 11,,	 ti c-
a	 m	 10.2 7-12.50 ;Am	 21	 B=0"0.5	 ca. 35	 0	 0	 0	 1-2	 0	 0.3	 bluffs along the Illinois, Mississippi and Missouri itivcrs
visible.	 Larger open-water bodies are as distim t -I!; is b
<.	 C= 0.1	 GseIess for GG mapping.
FOOTNOTES	 Summary for this flight - all bands) :	 poor processing has resulted in images deficient in suht:..> gray
differences.	 At more than fi% magnification,. pixels begin to fuzz 	 and show .serrated edges and these that co
with adjacent ones show severe blooming. 	 For this reason, spatial resolution is somewhat poorer than the be
3-The S 192 photo images contain	 images; however, an the sharper 	 S192 images, smell towns are visible and roads as narrow as 25 m. 	 The 80"
short tick marks every 100 scan-	 obscures information on -soilsandsurficial materials. 	 In the.bands with better gray-scale discrimination,
lines and longer tick marks every	 topographic features show by shadowing, even though the sun-elevation angle is relatively high. 	 Thin cloudl00o Scan-lines. Only one 1000	 Mississippi River near NW edge of the scene blurs ground features in the shorter wavelength bands, aspeciall
seats-line. tick appears in each 	 the Iit bands penetrate haze and thin clouds well, and also afford sharp discrimination Of the Iarger ice-fro
scelie, near the center of the	 such as those along the Illinois, Mississippi, and Missouri Rivers. 	 Random semicircular scanner-xnterruptio
bordCr of the .scene. 	 present in all bands. 	 Scanner noise is evident over part or all of bands 9-13 and is se strong in bands tI-
:VALUATION CHART FOR SKYLAB S 192 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER IMAGES (page 2 of 3 )
DATA FOR THE 1000 SCAN TICK l STATE COVERAG7 AND KEY GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES:
ISS) 0117, 16:52'	 56.9868" The SW to NE flight path extends frem 6 l:m SW of Now Florence, Nit:souri
to 5.7 km NE of Carrollton,	 Illinois.	 The Illinois River extends frem
CO-ORDINATES (in direction of flight) 8.8 km north of Montezuma, 111. 	 to its confluence with the Mississippi
River at the south edge of the Image. 	 The Mississippi River reaches
l2/74 LEFT.,	 N Lat. 39025'6" to within 2 km of Luuisiana, Mo. ott the north.The 	 .'lissouri	 Bivrr cro:an:es
W Long.91a5'21" the SW part of the scene for 13.5 km.
	 Alluvial Iowlands aiong the
82 Illinois River are 4.5 km to 6.5 km wide • , along the Mississippi River,
CENTER:	 N Lat, 390 7 1 28" 6 km to 10 km wide, and along the Missouri River 5.7 km to 7.3 km wide.
' 46.4482" V1 Long. 90053'17.6" highly dissected zones border these rivers, with local relief of about.
130 m along the Missouri, and 90 m (on the north) to 105 m (on the south)
I:	 16,53' 2.9933" RIGHT:
	 N Lat. 38049'50" along the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers.
	 Uplands behind the bluffs
W Lamp, 90042'9.1" are moderately dissected with well-integrated drainage, except for
ca.	 I:800,000 several wide relatively level interfluve plateau:., hoth east and west of
1	 (thin tclouds near Mississippi 	 UTILITY FOR MAPPING KEY GEOI,fORPHEC/GEOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTI 	 he '.dississippL.CS
River near NW edge of scene)
80 tie(SY
o {rZ	
LotiyQt a
y
IMAGE QUALITY	 ^a° w'	 ^	 y^ s	 ^^^	 :,E NERAI. REMARKSti e	 e3	 c°
A=ahaxpness of	 D ETECTISILITY	 {P ti2,{e^^rb4	 y
byt'	 individual bands:
detail
o
^. y	 a	 a^	 ti	 ay quality and utility5DO 44B=contrast and	 (minimum	 °e om e{	ym	 4°	 {e
no. gray-scale	 dimension	 tilts %;Q o{a	 tio^	 a^ ° Lt°
discrimination in meters)	 e	 g	 yJ^	 ^y ^°
C-average (mean}	 ra'^o 4c^	 ^4°	 d{fib` . a2.Quality ROADS	 va 5 ht	 a$ ^o'c 4o b{	 P4
A=
 0.5-1 Poor cloud-snow discrimination.	 Thin clouds near center of northern
Ftm 18 B= 0.5-1.5 ca.	 30 0-1 0-1 0-1 1 0-1 O.5 0.6 edge blur ground detail. 	 Much loss of contrast and sharpness of detail
n) C= 0.9 1 because of scattering.	 Over-exposed and washed-out in snow-covered area;
Nearly useless for GG mapping.
A= 1.5 Fair gray-scale discrimination and utility for GG mapping. 	 Some random
pin 1 B= 1.5-2 ca. 25 1-2 1-2
a '5 0-1 I 1.1 semicircular scanner-interruption lines.C= 1.6
A= 1.5 Field patterns and other features on the Illinois and Mississippi River
H = 1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 1-2 O 5 0.5 1 1.1 alluvial lowlands are fairly well defined. 	 quality and utility of this
en) C=1.5 1 band are comparable with bands 7, 8, and 9. 	 Several semicircular scanner-
interruption lines.
A= 1,5 Somewhat overexposed.	 Gray-scale discrimination is fair in snow-free
jim 5 B=0.5-2 ca- 25 025- 0-2 U:5- 0.5 1 1.0 areas but very poor in snowy areas. 	 Semirircular scanner-interruption
C= 1.4 lines present.
A-0.5-1 0.5- Severely overexposed and Lou contrasty.	 Gray-scale discrimination poorPM 7 B=0.5-1.5 ca.	 35 0-1 0-1 0-1 0.5 0.6 (washed-out)	 in snow-covered areas.
C= 0.9
1
=1.5 0. 5- 0 5 0.5 Poor to fair contrast, gray-scale discrimination, and utility for GG)tm 9 $-1-2 ca. 25 1-2 I-2 1 5
.
l i 1.1 mapping.	 Open-water discrimination better than in visible bands.C= 1.5 Several prominent semicircular scanner-Interruptian Iines.
A=1.5
0-.5 0 5- Poor to fair gray-scale discrimination. 	 Open water of the major riversµm 19 B= 1-2 ca. 25 1-2 1-2 0.5
.1 1 1.2 stands out better than In the visible spectral range.
G o 1.5
A=1.5 Gray-scale discrimination poor to fair.	 Good penetration of haze and
20 B= 1_ 2 ca.	 25 1-2 1-2 1 0.5 1 1.2 clouds improves discrimination of terrain detail in the clouded areas.
C= 1.5 1 One very prominent semicircular scanner-interruption line. 	 Anomalous
darkenin g, in SW cornerprobably.related to semicircular scanner noise..
A=1-1.5 0.5_ 0. Gray-scale discrimination and contrast is poor to fair. 	 Utility for GG
µm 17 H=1-2 ca. 30 1-2 1-2 1 1 1 1.1 mapping nearly same as band 8 and 9.	 Distinct semicircular scanner noise
.	 C= 1.4 over entire image; anomalous darkening in SW corner.
A?0.5 Poor gray-scale discrimination. Some topographic detail visible ill highly
ca. 30 0-1 0-1
0-
1-2 0 0.6 dissected areas. Open water very clearly defined. Quality somewhat betterpun 11 B=0.5-1 0 . 5 than band 12 but nearly useless for GG mapping. 	 Strong semicircular
C= 0.6 scanner noise (probably related to smaller signal-noise ratio at this
longer wavelength.)
A=0-0.5 0- 0- 0_1
Very poor contrast and sharpness of detail.
	 A few topographic features
um 13.. B,=0.5 Ca.. 35 0,.5 Ors 0.5 1 0 0.4.
are seen in .the highly dissected areas. 	 Open water not as clearly
C= 0.4
de Fined as in band I1.	 Very strong scanner noise, similar to bands li
and 13-1.	 Useless for GG mapping.
A=0 Very strong semicircular scanner noise; NW hzlf of image is much darker
ca. 35 0 0 0 1-2 D 0.3
than SE half. Ver y
 poor gray-scale discrimination. Highly dissected
xm 21 B =0-0.5 bluffs along the Illinois, Mississippi and Missouri Rivers are faintly
C = 0.1 vise,	 largeropen-water bodies are as distinct 	 is in band 11.
Lseleiblss for Rr	 apping.	 ... m
IOTE,S Summary for this fli ht (all bands) : Poor processing has resulted in images deficient in subtle gray-scale
differences.	 At more than 4X magnification, pixels begin to fuzz
	 and show serrated edges and those that contrast highly
images contain
with adjacent ones snow severe blooming.
	 For this reason, spatial resolution is somewhat poorer than the better Landsat-1
s.every 100 scan-.
images; however, on .
 the sharper	 S192 images, small towns are visible and roads as narrow as 25 m. .The 80%: snow cover
tiek mar3cs
obscures information on soils and .surficial materials.
	 In the bands with better gray-scale discrimination; some subtleevery
Only one 1000 topographic features show by shadowing, even though the sun-elevation angle is relativel) high. 	 Thin cloud cover near the
in each Mississippi River near N14 edge of the scene blurs ground features in the shorter wavelength bands, especially hand 2. 	 Alltppears
center of the the Ili hands penetrate haze and thin clouds well, and also afford spar] discrimination of tite las 	 er ice-free wati:r bodies,such as those along the Illinois, Mississippi, and Missouri Rivers.	 Random semicircular scanner-interruption lines arc
- ene• present in all bands.	 Scanner noise-44 evident over part or all_.of-bands_9 13-and _is.so. strong in_handr._11Ll3..as_ Lo. obs _
o4^Q^ 4s
°e"IMAGE QUALITY ^3G4e gw cypa`°y	 ys'^	 4E::EHAL REMARKS
BAND ULIECTIBILITY SAO 
0	 b 4	 tiay^{	 ,t, 	 individual bands:A=sharpness of
7-.
a detail qa	 afi	 may y• 4	 3`'	 1	 quality and utilityMSS SDO &-- contrast and (minimum ae°tea	 a4e	 Qsbei 	 ^tia aeo?4sla w^ spectral no. gray-scale dimension ti °;	 Yo	 {R^y{Aa
cq range3 _ discrimination in meters)
,
y^ e
	
p	 5	 ^N	 e
C=average (mean) sa'tio ;ea	 titic o^^say bas{3^yROADSquality v'	 5^	 ^° .?a Q° ^^
2 An G.5-1
Poor cloud-snow discrimination.
	 Thin cloud:; near center. u
0.44 -0.52 pm 18 B= 0.5-1.5 ca.	 30 0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1
0.5- U.6 edge blur ground detail.	 Much lass of contra:;t and sharps
(blue-green) C= 0.9 1 because of scattering.	 Over- v,%posed and washed-out 	 in fmo
Nearly useless for CG mapping.
3 A= 1.5 Fair Bray-:;tale discrimination and utility for CC mapping.
0.49- 0 56 µm 1 B= 1.5-2 ca.	 5 I-Z 1-2 0.5 0-1 1 i.l semicircular scanner-.+ nterruptton lines.
(green ) C= 1.6
1	 S
m
w M 4 An 1.5 Fleld patterns anu other features on the Illinois and Mis::
0w o 0.53 O.bl A* 3 B= 1-2 ca. 25 1-2 1-2
a.5-
C.5 1 1.I alluvial lowlands are fairly well defined. 	 quality and ut
ww (yellow-green) C=1.5 1'5 band art- comparable with bands 7, 8, and 9. 	 Several semis:p m interruption lines.H
`^ 5 A=l.S Somewhat overexposed. 	 Gray-scale discrimination is fair ii
0.59-0.67 }tm 5 H = 0.5-2 ca. 25
a25' 0-2 i 5- 0.5 1 1,0 areas but very pear in snowy areas. 	 Semicircular scanner-,
(orange) C= 1.4 lines present.
6 A-0'5-1 Severely overexposed and too contrasty. 	 Gray-Scala discric
75 Am 7 B=0.5 --3.5 ca. 35 0-1 0-1 0-1 0.5 10'5-1 0.6
(washed-out) in snow-covered areas.
fired ) C= 0.9
7 A=1.5 0.5- G.s o.s- Poor to fair contrast, gray-scale diucriminati,i, and util,0.75-0.9G )Un 9 $= 1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 1-2	 1.5 1 1 1.1 mapping,	 open-water discrimination better ti:-tn in visibleC= 1.5 Several prominent semicircular scanner-interruption lines..
a A-1.5
0.5- G.5-
Pour to fair gray-sralc discrimination. 	 open wate* of the
0.90-1.08 µm 19 8`1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 1-2 i.S 1 1 7.2 stands out better than in the visible spectral range_On 1.5
,• 9 A=1.5 Gray-scale discriminatior, poor to fair.	 Good penetration t
xw 1.00-1.24 Am 20 8=1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 1-2 1
015 1 1.2 clouds improves discrimination of terrain detail in the cli
on 1.5 One very prominent semicir_ular scanner-interruption line.
nrkenin
	
in SW corner	 robably related to semicircular sc^
a r
W m 10 A=1-1.5 0.5- 0.5- Gra	 scale discrimination and contrast is 	 oar to fair.	 lhY-	 pH
1.10-1.35
	
11m. 17 B=1-2 ca. 30 1-2 1-2 1 1 1 1.1 mapping nearty same as band 8 and 9. 	 Distinct semicircula;
C= 1 . 4 over entire image; anomalous darkening in SW corner.
Poor bray-scale discrimination. Some topographic detail viii
II A=O.S 0-
0 0.6
dissected areas. Open water very clearly defined_ quality
1.1}$-1.85
	
}fRS 11 B=0.5-1 ca. 30 0-1 0-1 0.5 1-2 _ than band 12 but nearly useless for GC mapping. 	 Strong sej
C- 0.6 scanner noise (probably related to smaller signal -noise ralonger wavelength.)
Very poor contrast and sharpness of detail. 	 A few top graj
12 A=0-0.5
ca. 35 0- 0. G- 1 © 0.4 are seen in the highly dissected areas. 	 Open water not as;2.00-2.1,3 )lm 13 8=0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 defined as in band 11.	 Very strong scanner noise, similar;
C- 0.4 and 13-1.	 Useless for GG mapping.
°^
=0
Very strong semicircular scanner noise; NW Bali of image t
amm 13-1 A than SE half. Very poor gray-scale discrimination. liip ly i
ati.H 10.20-12.5 0 14m 21 B=0-0.5 ca. 35 a a a 1-2 0 0.3 bluffs along the Illinois, Mississippi and Missouri Rivers
C= 0 .1 visible.	 Larger open-water bodies are as distinct. 	 is In >SUseless for GG ma pp ing.	 i
FOOTNOTES Summary for this flight (all bands): Poor processing has resulted in images deficient in subtle gr-^
differences.	 At more than 4X magnification, pixels begin to 	 fuzz	 and show serrated edges and those that c
'The S 192 photo images contain. with adjacent ones show severe blooming.	 For this reason, spatial resolution is somewhat poorer than the b
tick marks every 1 00 Sean- °%
images; However, on the sharper
	 5192 images, small towns are visible and roads as narrow as 25 m.
	 The 80
obscures information an soils and surficial materials.
	 In the bands with better gray-scale discrimination.lines	
longer tick marks every
lO
.1 000[3 . and topographic features show by shadowing, even though the sun-elevation angle is relatively hi&_
	
Thin cloudfl 0 so an-lines. Only one 1000 Mississippi River near NW edge of the scene blurs ground features in the shorter wavelength buods, especiall
scan-line tick appears in each the IR bands penetrate haze and thin clouds well, and also afford sharp discrimination of the larf1,nutr ice-fro'
scene, near the center of the such as those along the Illinois, Mississippi., and Missouri Rivers. 	 Random semicircular scanner-interruptia
border of the scene, present in all bands.	 Scanner noise is evident over part or all of bands 9-13 and is so strong in bands ll-.
2Nulaerieal rating system for image all details of topography except a few details in the highly dissected areas. 	 Images from this scene are so
quality and utility for quality than those from Nf; Kansas-NW Missouri (Sheet I of this series).	 The images from bands 3, 4, 5, 7, 0
geomorphic- geographia mapping: approximately equal in quality; band.3 is the best.	 The above bands have poor to fair GG mapping
.
 utility; 19
0 = none (nil); 1 = poor; have limited use, and bands 12 and 13-1 are useless. 	 j
2 - feir; 9	 good; 4 = excellent.
7
Ccmpsrieon wit!i Skylab photo;^rnphs-,	 Both	 6190A and S190B
	
photos are availablQ,. for this flight . .	 It'
ABBREVIATIONS moderate to severe over-exposure far snow covered areas, they show topographic and cultural features in mutt
(particularly the S1.90B
	
photos) than any of the 5192	 bands.
- GIs	 = geomorphic-geographic
GMT = Green-rich mean time
IR	 = infrared Comparison with Landsat-1 MSS images: 	 Landsat-1 snow-covered scenes from Eastern lows-northwestern lllinoi
USS = .multispectral scanner frame 1144-16163, Dec. .14, 3972) . and north-centr.i Missouri (bands 5 and 6,. frame 1200-16282, Feb. S. 19.73)
SDO = scientific dats output comparison with the	 5192 images.	 The Landsat-1 images are superior in gray-scale discrimination and show i
Am
	
_ micrometer topographic detail in the snow-covered areas.. Small towns are more difficult to distinguish because of pnol
minimum road widths observed are equivalent to the better 	 5192 bands, ie., al:out 25 m.
9
See	 cable	 S +va	 revised
	
spef_+raJ
	
rar743 e5.
MDOUT	 '1IGINAL PAGE S
it POOR QUALZTy
i VI 4	 e{^ 	 y
"IMAGE QUALITY w.°	 ayi 	 cy^^4	 ti}^'	 GENERAL REMARKS
OETECTIBILITY ti^	 4	 a^ {	 a'`	 individual hands:4R c	 a	 4 y^	 .^A--sharpness o fdetail 4°^y^	 ac
e
^`'	 y• q,	 a'	 `^
	
quality and utility
sDO B=contra6t and (minimum Gd 64 Ci	S4 	 Geis 24 	 ^n^
no. gray-scale dimension 4^4 4° °^ a	 4a4 i^titifL oD
	 td
discrimination in meters) y^ a	 y° l ^y	 4,eC-avernge (mcani ac ^° {ca	 4ti° e^tioal oar	 eta9ROADSqualiry 4"+	 yo	 y4 ^4 40 ,^	 ^a
A=
Poor cloud-snow discrimination.
	 Thin clouds near center of northern
un 18
0,5-1
H= ca.	 30 0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1
0,5- 0,6 edge blur ground detail.	 Much Ioss of contrast and sharpness of detail
tj
0.5-1.5
G- 0.9 1 because of scattering.	 Over-expnsed and washed-out in snow-covered areas
Nearly useless for GG mapping.
A= 1.5 Fair gray-scale discrimination and utility for CC mapping.	 Some randum
Jis^ 1 H= 1. 5-2 ca.	 25 1^2 1-2 0.S 0-1 1 1.1 semicircular scanner-interruption lines.
C = 1.6 1 5
A= i.5 field patterns and other features on the Illinois and Mississippi River
3 B= 1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 1-2 1.5 0.5 1 1.1
alluvial lowlands are fairly well defined.	 quality and utility of this
an} C=1.5 band are comparable with bands 7, 8, and 9. 	 Several semicircular scannen
Interruption lines.
A=1:5 Somewhat overexposed,	 Gray-scale discrimination is fair in :;now-free
}!t» 5 H= 0.5-? ca.	 25 0^5 0-2 L 5 0.5 L 1.0
areas but very poor in showy areas.	 Semicircular scanner-interruption
C= 1.4 lines present.
A=0.5-1 0.5-
Severely averexpused and too cuntrasty.	 ,ray-scale di scrimination pour
AM 7 8= 0.5-1.5 ca.	 35 0-1 0.-1 G-1 0.5 1 0.6 (washed-out) in snow-covered areas.
C= 0.9
A=1-5 0.5- 0,5 0.5• poor to fair contrast, gray-scale discrimination, and utility ror GGAM 9 B=1-2 ca. 25 1-2 1-2 1.5 1 1 1.1- mapping.	 Open-water discrimination better than to visible bands.
C= 1.5 Several prominent semicircular scanner-interruption lites.
A= 1 . 5 Poor to fair gray-scale discrimination. 	 Open water of the major rivers
}un 19 H=1-2 ca. 25 1-2 1-2 1 .5" 01 1 1.2 stands out better than in the visible spectral range.
C= 1.5
A=1.5 Gray-scale discrimination poor to fair. 	 Good penetration of haze and
}Am 20 B=1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 1-2 1 0.5- 1 i.2 clouds improves discrimination of terrain detail in the clouded areas.
C= 1. 1 One very prominent semicircular scanner-interruption line. 	 Anomalous
da rkeninp in SW earner probably related to semicircular scanner noise.
A-1-1.5 a 5- 0.
discrimination and contrast is poor to fair. 	 Utility for CG
17 B=1_2 ca.	 30 1-2 1-2 1 1 7
1.1
JGray-5cale
mapping nearly . same as band 8 and 9.	 Distinct semicircular scanner noise}lm
C= 1. 4 over entire image; anomalous darkening in SW corner.
Poor gray-scale discrimination. Some topographic detail visible in highly
A--0.5
30 0-1
0_
1-2 0 0.6
dissected areas. Open water very clearly defined. quality somewhat better
lim 11 B=0.5-1 ca, ,_ 0.5 than band 12 but nearly useless for CC mapping.	 Strang semicircular
C= 0.6 scanner noise (probably related to smaller signal -noise ratio at this
longer wavelength.)
Very pool contrast and sharpness of detail.	 A few topographic features
A=0-0.5
ca.	 35
0- 0- 0- I 0 O.G are seen in the highly dissected areas.	 Open water not as clearlyg	 Y	 p	 Y
}^ 13 $=D.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 defined as in band 11. 	 Very strong scanner noise, similar to bands 11
0= 0.4 and 13-1.
	
Useless for GC mapping.
=0A
Very strong semicircular scanner uai yo; N14 iealf of image is much darl^er
SE
^tm 21 13=0`0.5 ca. 35 0 0 0 1-2 0 0.3
than
	 half. Very poor gray -scale discrimination, flighly disuvctud
bluffs along the I11inats, Mississippiand Missouri Rivers are faintly
C= 0.1 visible.	 Larger open-water bodies are as distinct as in .band 11.
_
Usciess for GG mapping.
CHOTE5 summaTy for this flight (all hands): Poor processing has resulted in images deficient in subtle gray-scale
differences.	 At more than 4% magnification, pixels begin to
	 fuzz	 and show serrated edges and those that contrast highly
a	 images. Contain
with adjacent ones show severe blooming.
	 For this reason, spatial resolution is somewhat poorer than the better Landsat-1
cs	 100
images; however, on the sharper
	 SI92 ,images, small towns are visible and roads as narrow as .25 m. 	 The 80^1 snow cover
every	 scan- obscures information on soils and surficial materials. 	 In the bands with better gray-scale discrimination, some subtle
ar tick marks r very topographic features show by shadowing, even though the sun-elevation angle is relatively high.
	 Thin cloud cover near the
;. Only one 1000 Mississippi River near N14 edge of the scene blurs ground features in the shorter wavelength bands, especially band 2. 	 All
appears in each the IR bands penetrate haze and thin clouds well, and also afford sharp discrimination of the larger ice-free water bodies,
a center of the such c3 those along the Illinois, Mississippi, and Missouri Rivers. 	 Random semicircular scanner-interruption lines are
:gene. present[ in all bands. 	 Scanner noise is evident over part or all of Uands 9-13 and is so strong in .bands 11-43 as to obscur e
ig system for image all details of topography except a few details in the highly dissected areas.	 images from this scetae are somewhat better
Llity for quality than Chase from NE 1;5nsas-NW Missouri . (Sheet 1 of this series). 	 The images from bands 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 area
;raphia mapping: approximately equal in quality; band 3 is the best. 	 The above bands have poor to fair 6G mapping utility; bands 7, 6, 11
1	 pQp r, have limited use, and bands 12 and 13-1 are useless.
rood; 4 =: excellent.
Gomp srisan with Sk:lab plioto;lraphF; 	 Both
	 S190A and 519OB	 photos are available for this flight.	 In'spite of
'fIATI0NS moderate to severe over-exposure for snow covered areas, they show topographic and cultural features in much greater detail
(particularly the S190B 	 photos) than any of the S192 	 bands.i .c.-geographic.
ai mean tine
I Comparison with Landsat-1 MSS images: 	 Landsat-1 snow-covered scenes from eastern Iowa-northwestern 1LLinois (bands 5 and 6,
, ctrnl scanner frame 1144-16163, Dec. 14, 1972) and north- ventral Missouri (bands 5 and 6,.frame 120n .-16282, Feb. 8, 1973) were used for
?ia data output comparison with the
	
S192 images.	 The Landsat-1 images are superior in gray-scale discrimination and show much more
ter topographic detail in the snow-covered areas. 	 Small towns are more difficult to distinguish because of poor contrast;
minimum road widths observed are equivalent to the better 	 S192 bands, ic., about 25 m.
See	 Table	 S	 *ar rerrsec!
	 spec-Fral	 r'aiiges.
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POOL QUALITY
VOLDO UT.-FRA A- /
TABLE S: EVALUATION CHART FOR SKYLAB S 192 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER IMAGES (page
MISSION! S L4 DATA FOR THE 1000 SCAN TICK 1	STATE COVERAGE AND KEY GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES:
pyy	 p ^+ ThLs image is In west-central Illinois and is ti:e NE contj
SYSTEM: S 192 (M SS) GMT:	 16: 53' 12.9691"	 scene r4viewed on page 2 of this series.
iTRACK: J
Tie Std to Na flight path e.:tends from 34.5 km Std of Jacksc
CO -ORDI!'FsTES	 (in direction of flight)	 29.5 km NE of Springfield, ill, The Illinois River crussef
just north of Montezuma, Illinois for a distance of 14.5 1
FLIGHT DATE:	 1/12/74 LEFT:	 N Lat.	 ;9059`14.0"	 the moderately dissected areas to the SW, the terrain is E
W Long. 90o 3'I"	 plains, dissected only by the Sangamon River(which crU3se!
PASS /ORBIT NO.: 82 of the Image and its tributaries. 	 Alluvial lowlands along
CENTER.	 N Lat.
	
39°41`13.9"
	 river are apprnximately 5 km wide; local relief of the adj
GMT START:	 16: 53'	 2.4304" Lt1 Lone.
	
89°51'I9.8"
	 is	 70 m.
GUT STOP	 (est °d): 	 16: 53' 18.9996" RIGHT:	 N Lat.	 39023113.9"
W Long. $9040'15.6"
SGALE OF SCENE:	 I:800,OOG
UTILITY FOR ?SAPPING KEY GEOMORPHIC/GEOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICSCLOUD COVER (1: 0
SNOW COVER	 90
a4y4 	 41,2	
°L^' i4e	 y^ Qy 	 GENERAL REMARKSIMAGE QUALITY	 tr e
	 m o	 'r
yBAND
2z
_	 ess of	 OETECTIBILITY	 94ti^	 Cp	 a^G	 individual bands:A--sharpn
	
X04 {o ^4	 y	 y
 quality and 	utility^	 9y
MSS
	
SDO B=contrast and	 (minimum	 °o°, ao4	 o ^t ^Se Ica°
W w	 spectral	 no. gray-scale dimension	 4^ym 4 04	 do 	44^ti	 °b 	 L
`c	 range3 discrimination	 in meters)	 ^^ a a^
	
o^	 yy^ ^^N	
^^m
aC--average (means	 a do	 ti Q^4rh	 °a	 zfquality	 ROADS	 vas y y{4	 am~ ° 4° v4	 ¢^
Overexposed and washed-out in snow-covered areas, much ter
2
0.4.E-0.52 Am 18
A=0.5-1
B=0.5-1.5 ca.	 25 0-1 D-1
0- 0-1 p,5- 0.5 invisible.	 A few semicircular scanner- interruption lines]
(blue -green) C= 0.9
0 5 1 utility poor.
3 A=1.5 Gray-scale discrimination poor to fair, some subtle topagT
o.nb µm 1 B=1.5-2 ca.	 2D 1.5- 1.5- 1-1.5 0-1 1 1.3 show by shadowing in the snow-covered areas. 	 Random semid(gre a
n(gree) C= 1.6 2 interruption lines.	 Best band in series for GG mapping.
aW,r 4 A=1.5 ray-scale discrimination poor to fair, nearly as goad as
i
'
H 0.53-0.63 pm 3 H=1-2 ca.	 20 1-2 1'	 - p,5_ 0-1 1 1.2 Semicircular scanner noise over entire ima a and severalg
Z (yellow-green? C= 1-5 2 1:5 inr:rruptian.lines.	 Quality and utility of band for GG and
^ m fa.
U Somewhat overexposed. Contrast and gray-scale discriminat
5 A=1-1 5 D 5 Pixel boundaries are very fuzzy; high-contrast ones COMM01
0.59-0,67 um S B=1-1.5 ca.	 20 1-2 1-2 1.5 0-1 1 1.1 blooming.	 Semicircular scanner noise over entire frame;(orange) C=1.3 ifnterru tinn )inns.	 Quality and utility for mapping neari
r	
an
6 A= 0.5-1
ca. 40 0-1 0-1
0_
D-I
0.5_
0.5
Severely over-exposed and too contrasty.	 Gray-scale disc'.
(washed-out) in snow-covered areas, where terrain details0.64-0.75 AM 7 B=0,5-1.5 0.5 1
!red) C= 0.9 invisible.	 Poor	 xility for CG mapping.
7 A=
Contrast and gray-scale discrimination poor to fair. 	 Scan:
0.75-0,4C }im 9 B= i 2 ca.	 25 115 I-2 0 . 5 0 i' 1 1.1
noise more evident than in previous bands; several scanne'
G= 1.4 lines.	 Comparable in quality and utility with bands 8 a
Gray-scale discrimination poor to fair. 	 Shadowing in sn
B A=1.5 1..5- 0.5 0,5- reveals some subtle topographic details. 	 Several stanne
0.90-1.08 }im 19 B = 1-2 ca. 25 1-2 2 1.5 1 1 1'2 lines.	 Semicircular scanner noise over entire image, wiqC=1.5 darkening at center of NE edge.	 iJ
Poor to fair gray-scale discrimination, pixels begin to
.^ 9 A=1.5 1.5- q .5- 0.5- than 4X magnification. 	 Several scanner-interruption lint
> 1.00-1.24 }Lm 2 0 B=1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 1 1.2 scanner noise covers entire image but generally does not;M .^
C= I.5 .	 Darkening of image at center of NE edge;0 Ill:, stronger than in band 8.
z m TO A=1-1.5 0,5- 0.5- -0.5-
Strong scanner noise over entire image	 especially darken
thru center third of frame (lengthwise) 	 Open-water of 11H
3,1'1-1.35 µm 17 B=O - 5-2 ca. 30
1-
1.5
i_2
1.5 1 1
1'1 more distinct than inprevious Fends but not as disinctCray-scale discrimination and contrast are fairly poor.
0=1.3 GG mapping than band 9.
11 A-0.5 Somewhat over-all better quality than band 12. Very 
stro,
ca.	 35 0- 0- 0- 1- 0 0.4
scanner noise; random scanner-interruption lines. 	 Topogt
1.48 -1.85 Am 11 B=0-1
=0.5
0.5 4:5 O.S 1.5 visible only in highly dissected areas.	 Open-water alongis very distinct.	 Useless for GG mapping.0
Darker and stronger scanner noise.than band 11; several
12 A=0-0.5
'35
0- D- o- D_ .
0 0.2
interruption lines.. 	 Very poor contrast and sharpness of
detail is faintly	 highly dissectcd areas. 	 0ppvisible in2,00-2.43 )IM 13 B=0-0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 D t; distinct than in band I1
0=0.3 GG mapping.	 1
=0
Be st band for open-water discriminaticra: but only the Iaf
Mp h
13-1 A
>35 0 0 0 0,5_ 0 D.2 be seen, e.g., Illinois River, Lake Kincaid SE of Spring]1fl.E0-22..50 ym 21 . H=D 'Q 5 1 5 Topographic detail isof Sangamon River and. Salt Creek.	 5
In	 highly dissected	 £'scles.s for;visible	 the more	 areas.'
w [ C=0.1
u 3
FOOTNOTES Summery for Vnis flight (all bands)' .  These images are generally similar in quality to those review
this Table, and somewhat better than those listed an Sheet 1. 	 Claud-free, but 907, 	 snow cover obscures
lThe 8.192 photo images contain.
soils and surficial materials.	 Bands 3,4,5,7,8,5, and 10 are approximately equal in qualit't (band 3 is th
poor to fair utility for GG mapping.. Bands 2 and b are badly over-exposed (washed-out) for the. snow-cnvere
short tick marks every 100 scan- very limited utility for GG mapping. Bands 11, 12, and I3-i are useless beeIInse of very poor sharpness and iy
line	 m	 s
s and )anger'	 marks e.	 veryline	
r
discrimination resulting from high noise- to-signal ratio_	 The IR bands show open-water bodies more cleurl {1000 sand-lines	 acOnly region bands--albeit only the larger water bodies
scan-line tick appears in each Even the best-quality band (3) has poorer ground resolution than the better Landaat-1 images.	 In aI
scene, near the center of the Pixels begin to fuzz under ma gnification greater than 4X; they also show serrated edges and those that co
FOLDOUP^^
:VALUATION CHART FOR SKYLAB S 192 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER IMAGES (page 3 of 3)
DATA FOR THE 1000 SCAB TICK 1 STATE COVERAC-F AND KEY GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES:
IS ^^++J)
This image is in west-central illinuis and is the NE continuation of the
GMT,	 16, 53'	 12.9b9l" svene reviewed on page 2 of this series.
Thai S11 to NE flight
	 path extends	 from 34.5 l:m S14 of Jackeionville, 	 Ill.	 to
CO -ORDINATES (in d ire e^ion of flight) 29.5 km NE of Springfield,	 111. The Illinois River crosses the NW corner
.Just north of Muntezuma, Illinois for a distance of 14.5 km.
	
Except for
2/74 LEFT:	 N Lat.	 390 59'14.0" the moderately dissected areas to the 514, the terrain is gently rolling
W Long. 90O VI" plains, dissected only by the Sangamon River which crosses the cant half
82 of the imageland its tributaries. 	 Alluvial lowlands along the Illinois
CENTER:	 N	 Lat.	 39041'13.9" river are approximately 5 km bide; local relief of the adjacent bluff!;
3'	 2.4304" W Long. 89051'19.8" is 70 m.
16:	 53' 18.9996 11 RIGHT:
	 N Lat.	 39o23113.9"
W Lon. 89040' 15.6"
1:800,000
0 UTILITY FOR MAPPING KEY GEOtdORPHIC/GEO GRAPH IC CHARACTERISTICS
90 tivc
MAGE QUALITY ey^a^y	 ti^ 	 GEHERAL REMARKS
A--sharpness of	 06TECTIBILITY
SQ ctiw a 4	 ^ayi,4	 S`^	 individual bands:
detail (minimum	 e^aA 4 a	 a	 cyti^
o f	 o	 y, y	 quality and utility
lea	 3s1SBO B.contrast and	 a oa b;aa0no. gray-scale dimension	 ;wyti o;	 ^o	 ^ti^ti	 cadiscrimination in meters)	 a^y`^	 a^ cAC=average (mean:	 a do ^c	 tih 	 e^ a	 a5quality ROARS	 Val	 5^ Js ^a^Q
Overexposed and washed-out in snow-covered areas, much terrain detail
can	 25 0-1 0-1 0- 0-I 0.5- 0.5
invisible.
	 A few semicircular scanner interruption lines.
	 GG mapping
}un 18 B;0.5-1.5 0.5 1 utility poor.
)n I C= 0.9
p-1.5 Gray-scale discrimination poor to fair, some subtle topographic features
ftm 1 B=1.5-2 ca. 20 1.5-
i.5- .1- 0-I I 1.3 show by shadowing in the snow-covered areas. 	 Random semicircular scannerC= 1.6 2 2 I.5 interruption lines.	 Best band in series for GG mapping.
A=1.5
ray-scale discrimination poor to fair, nearly as good as band 3.
3 B=1-2 ca. 20 1-2
I.5- 0.5- 0-1 1 1.2 Semicircular scanner noise over entire image and several scanner-µm
yen; C= 1.5
2 F,5 interruption lines.
	 quality and utility of band for GG mapping poor to
fair.
Somewhat overexposed. Contrast and gray-scale discrimination poor to fair.
A=1-1.5 0.5- Pixel boundaries are very fuzzy; high-contrast ones commonly show
5 H-1-1 5 ca. 20 1-2 I-L 1.5 0-1 1 1.1 blooming.	 Semicircular scanner noise over entire frame; random scanner-
C= 1.3 5nterru Cion lines.	 Quality and utility for mapping nearly as goad as
A= 0.5-1 0- 0.5. Severely over-exposed and too contrasty. 	 Gray-scale discrimination poor
µso 7 B=0.5-1.5 ca. 40 0-1 R-I 0.5 0-1 1 0.5 (washed-out) in snow-covered areas, where terrain details commonly are
C= 0.9 invisible.	 Poor utility for GG mapping.
A= 1-1,5 Contras, and gray-scale discrimination poor to fair. 	 Semicircular scann er
}un 9 B°1_2 ca.	 25 1- 1-2 0.5 0.5 1 l.I noise more evident than in previous bands; several scanner-interruption
C= 1.4
1.5 1.5 1 lines.	 Comparable in quality and utility with bands 8 and 9.
Gray-scale discrimination poor to fair. 	 Shadowing in snow-covered uplanek_
A-1 ' S 1.5 0.5 0.5- reveals some subtle topographic details.	 `Several scanner-interruption
Jim 19 B=1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 2 1 5 1 I 1.2 lines.	 Semicircular scanner noise over entire image, with anomalousC-1 5 darkening at center of NE edge.
Poor to fair Pray-scale discrimination, pixels begin to fuzz with greater
A= 1.5 1.5- 0.5- 0.5- than 4X magnification.	 Several scauner-interruption lines, semicircular
}ins 20 B=l-2 ca. 25 1-2 2 1.5 1 1 1.2 scanner noise covers entire image but generally does not seriously
C= 1.5 degrade detail. 	 Darkening of image at center of NE edge to Springfield,I11., stronger than in band 8.
A=I-L 5
Strong scanner noise over entire image 	 especially darkened NE .e ge and
thru center third of frame (lengthwise] 	 open-water of Lllinois River is
17 =0.5-2 ca,	 30
1- 1-2 0.5-
:5
0.5- 0.5= 1.1 more distinct than in previous hands but not as distinct as in band lI.
µm B 1.5 1 1 1 Cray-scale discrimination and contrast are fairly poor. 	 Less useful for
C=1.3 GG mapping than band 9.-
A_ 0. 5 Somewhat over-all better quality than band 12. Very strong semicircular
ca. 35 0- . 0- 0- 1- 0 04
scanner noise; random scanner-interruption lines. 	 Tnppographic detail
in	 River11 B=0-1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 , visible only	 highly dissected areas	 Open-water along Illinoisis very disinct.
	
Useless for GG mapping.C=0.5
Darker and stranger scanner noise than band 11; several scanner-
A= 0-0. 5 0- 0- 0- 0- interruption lines.	 Veryoor contrast and sharpness of detail;t.: ogr'lP1pan highly dissected	 oppen	 aplong} 1 3 B=0-0.5 >35 0.S 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0.2 detail is faintly visible	 area	 waterIllinois River. is somewhat less distinct then in band 17. .Useless for
0=0.3 GG mapping.
A= 0
Hest band for open-water discrimination; but only the larger bodies can
B=0-0,5 a35 0 0 0
0.5 0 0.2
be seen, e.g., Illinois River, Lake Kincaid SE of Springfield, and parts
Rm 21 15. Is	 faintlyof Sangamon River and Salt Creek. Topographic detail 	 very
G=O , i visible in the more highly dissected areas. 	 Useless for GG mapping,
MOTES Summary for this flight (all bands): These images are generally similar in quality to those reviewed On sheet 2 of
this Table, and somewhat better than those listed on sheet 1.	 Claud-free, but 9OZ	 Snow cover obscures information on
sails and surficial materials.	 hands 3,4,5,7,8,9, and 10 are approximately equal in quality (band 3 is the best) and have
o images contain poor to fair utility for GG mapping. Hands 2 and 6 are badly over-exposed (washed- out) for the snow-covered areas and have
ks every sears- very Limited utility for GG mapping. Hands 11, .12, and 13-1 are useless because of very poor sharpness and gray-scale
2r tick marks every discrimination resulting from high noise-to-signal ratio.	 The IR bands show open-water bodies more clearly. than the visibb
s. Only one 1000 region bands--albeit Only the larger water bodies
mapgears in each Even the best-quality band (3} has poorer ground resolution than the better Landsat-1 images. 	 In all the bands, the
IMAGE QUALITY2
0 4	 S
°^^ ^	 REMARKS^as'c
	cy'ca4y	 ti^ 	 GENERALBAND A sharpness of	 OST&CYIBILITY {P GtiS e4	 tiayy{	 ^^^	 individual bands;
x derail 4° t a°	 D'	 e3	 fi^	 quality and utility^qw MSS SDO B^contrasC and	 (minimum a 3^ i	 sc	 G` '^	 t	 :°r'	 va°	 pc 	 1ti	 m°°?
m 19 spectral no. gray_- scale	 dimension ti °4	 ,wo	 as	 'S^	 .4v^ range3 to meters) ay,a^yyoe CbG	 ^G9 
c{C=SVeragei(mcanj
y	
°S'quality	 ROADS vat
	
41	
^°^ ,?aL4J{4	 Q411
Overexposed and washed
-out in sno,e-covered areas, much tee
0.44-0.52µm 18
0.5-1
B^0 . 5-1.5 ca.	 25 0-1 0-1 0- 0-1 0.5- 0.5 invisible.	 A few semicircular sr.nner -interruptiun lines.(blue-g reen61 reen 1 C= a.9 0 . 5 1 utility pone.
$ A=1.5 Cray-scale discrimination poor to fair, some t ubtle topagt
0.1,9 -0.56 FLm 1 B = 1.5-2 ea. 20 1''- 1 ' S 1- 0-1 1 1 . 3 Show by shadowing in the snow -covered areas.	 (random semic
(green) C= 1.6 2 2 1.5 interruption lines.	 Best band in series for G 3 mapping.
m
4 A	 1 ' 5
ray-scale discrimination poor to fair, pearl- as good as
m uV -0,610.53	 }xm 3 B=1-2 ea. 20 i-2 1.S- 0.5- 0-1 1 1.2 Semicircular scanner noise over entire image aced several s
{yellow-green} C= 1.5 2 1.5 interruption lines. 	 Quality and utility of sand for GG ma? fair.
.^. Somewhat overexposed. Contrast and gray - scale discriminate,
5 A=1-1.5 0.5 Pixel boundaries are very fuzzy; high-contrast ones common
0.59-0 . 67 AM 5 B-1-1 . 5 ca. 20 1 -2 1-2 1.5 0-1 1 1 . 1 blooming.	 Semicircular scanner noise over entire frame;(orange) C= 1.3 interruption line's. 	 Quality and utility for map
,	 noel 4.	
ping near:
.:gt111
6 A= 0.5-1 0- 0.5_ Severely over-exposed and too contrasty,	 Gray-scale discs
F0_6
0 . 75 ;tm 7 B=0.5- 1.5 Co. 40 0-1 0-1 0.5 0-1 1 0.5 (washed-out) in snow-covered areas, where terrain details:
ed} C= 0.9 invisible.	 Poor utility for GG mapping.
7 A=1_1 , 5 Contrast and gray-scale discrimination poor to fair.	 Sem:
0.75 - 0.9C gm 9 B= 1_ 2 ca.	 25 1 1-2 0 . 5- 0.5 1 F.1 noise more evident than in previous bands; several scanned
C= 1.4
1.5 1.5 1 lines.	 Comparable in quality and utility with hands B anu
Gray-scale discrimination poor to fair.
	 Shadowing in snot
8 A=1.5 1,5 0.5 0.5- reveals some subtle topographic details, 	 Several scanner-
0.90-1.08 Nm 19 B= 1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 2 1.5 1
1 1.2 lines.	 Semicircular scanner noise over entire image, wit1
0=1.5 darkening at center of NE edge. 	
81
Poor to fair gray--tale discrimination, pixels begin to fi
9 A=1 . 5 1.5- 0.5- 0.5- than GR magnification. 	 Several scanner- interruption line,,
? 1.00-1.21, }lm 20 B= 1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 2 1.5 1 1 1.2 scanner noise covers entire ima8e but generally does not a
,1.4U C=
 1 5 degrade detail.	 Darkening of image at center of N£ edge0
W m 111., stronger than in band 8.M
W 10 A=1-1.5
Strong scanner noise over entire image
	
especially darken,
thru center third of frame (lengthwise$. Open-water of I1;
.w, 1.1 0-1 . 35 }im 17 B= 0.5-2 ca. 30
I-
1 . 5 1-2
0.5-
1.5
0.5-
1
Q.S
1 1.1
more distinct than in previous bands but not as distinct
Gray-scale discrimination and contrast are fairly poor.
0=1.3 GG mapping than band 9.
11 A=0.5 Somewhat	 -all better quality than band 12, very stronj
ca,	 35
0- 0- 0- (1
1scanner
1 0.4
noise • random scanner-interruption li °
in
ivery dis t inct,	 llseless for GG mappng
over
B = 0-1 0.5 0.5 0.5 i.5 visible only	 highly dissected areas.	 Open-watet d^..og
G-0,5
Darker and stronger scanner noise than band11; several sj
12 A=0-0 . 5 0- 0- 0- 0_' interruption lines.	 Very poor contrast and sharpness ofdissected2,00-2, k3 )im 1 3 B= 0-0.5 >35 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0.2 detail is faintly visible in highly 	 areas.	 OIllinois River is som what less distinct than in band 11.3
0=0.3 GG mapping.
w>
.4 -1i3 A=0
Best band For open-water discrimination; but only the lard
>35 0 0 0 0.5- 0 0.2 be seen, e.g., Illinois River, Lake Kincaid SE of Sppringae+w 10 . 20-12.50 }Lm 21 B- 0-0.5 1.S of Sangamon ,fiver and Salt Creek. Topographic detail is %r,
E C=0,1 visible in the more higbly dissected areas.	 Useless Foru
FOOTNOTES Summary for this flight (all bands) : 	 These images are generally similar in qua" _y to those reviawi
this Table, and somewhat better than those listed on sheet 1.
	
Cloud-f ree, but 90%	 si.ow cover obscures
'The soils and surficial. materiels. 	 Bands 3 , 4,5,7,8 , 9, and l0 are approximately equal in quality (hand 3 is thS 1.92 photo images contain poor to fair utility for G,' mapping. Bands 2 and 6 are badly over-exposed (washed-out) for the snow-covers
short tick marks every 100 scan- very limited utility far CC mapping. Bands 11, 12, and 13 -1 are useless because of very poor sharpness and
lines and longer tick marks every discrimination resulting from high noise -to-signal ratio.	 The IR bands show open-uater bodies more rlearl
1000 sewn-lines. Only one 1000 region ba-is--albeit only the larger water bodies
scan-line tick appears in each Even the best-quality band ( 3) has poorer ground resolution than the better Landsat-1 images. 	 In all
scene, near the center of the pixels begin to fuzz under magnification greater than 4X; they also show serrated edges and those that can
border of the scene. with adjacent ones show severe blooming.	 Random scanner-interruption lines are present in all hands, and s
2Numerieal rating system for image scanner noise is present in all bands except 2,3, and 6. 	 In bands 9 and 10 the scanner noise ir; strong, a
Quality and utility for it is so strong that it obscures all topographic features except the larger ones in the most highly dissec
geomorphie -geographic mapping;
0 = none (nil ); 1 = poor;
Anomalous darkening of the NE edge of band 9 and of the central third ( lengthwise) of band 10 results in dd
sharpness of detail.
2 = fads; 
.3 = good; 4 .= excellent,
Comparison with Skylab pbnto.-raphs: 	 This scene is a northeastward continuation of the scene evaluaq
ABBREVIATIONS preceding page; compar«sons with Skylab photographs and Landsat - 1 MSS images Generally similar.
GG	 = geomorFhic -geographic
GMT - Greenwich mean time
IR	 = infrared Comparison with Landsat-1 MSS images: 	 ( See above).
}hSS = multispeetral scanner
SAO = scientific data output
pn	 = micrometer. .
See Tabfe	 5	 C ar rey isP_d	 t5pect-rt 	 ratilges,	 f
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IMAGE Ql1AI.TTXQw' ,boy`	 ch^e^^	 GENERAL REMARKSti%s
A=sharpness of	 DETECTIBILITY oti^	 4	 ado{	 e;'	 individual bands*t	 b ~ c,	 O
dctaii quality and utility
V	
^yGC^q3ST30	 0-onnCrast and	 (minimum 0
G4q	
"r9 ojteaa	 mac}0{
no.	 gray-stale dimension {tio 1 o{b 	4ot ^r^^tio ab
	
^9
discrimination	 in meters) e	 s	 A	 y^ 	 t^i	 4ic
C=average (moan ab^ do {c^	 tie LGS <` a9w oat	 w{9yqualit y ROADS YT	 5^	 ^^ ?& 40 *^{	 C,
Overexposed and washed-out in Snow-covered areas, mach terrain detail
m IS B=0.5-1.5 ca.	 25 0-1 0-1 0-1
0.5-
0'S
invisibly.	 A few semicircular scanner-interruption linca.
	 GG mappinq
C = 0.9
0.5
1 utility poor.
A-1.5 Gray-scale discrimination poor to fair, some subtle topographic featufep
Jn 1 A=1.5-2 ca.	 20 1.,- 1.5- L- 0-1 1.3 show by shadowing in the snow-covered areas.	 Random semicircular scannerC= 1.6 2 2 1.5 Interruption lines.
	 Best band in series for GG mapping.
A=1.5 :ray-scale discrimination poor to fair, nearly as good as band 3.
3 B=i_? ca. 24 1-2 ^'- 0.5- 0-1 1 1.2 Semicircular scanner noise over entire image and several scanner-
nj C= l.5 1.5 interruption lines. 	 Quality and utility of hand for GG mapping pour tofair.
Somewhat overexposed. Contrast and gray-scale discrimination poor to fair.
A=1-1.5
0.5- Pixel boundaries are very fuzzy; high-contras[ ones commonly Shaw
tm 5 5 ca.	 20 1-2 1-2 15 0-1 1 1.1 blooming.	 Semicircular scanner noise over entire frame; random scanner-
C° 1.3 nteeru Lion lines.	 quality and utility for mapping nearly as good asban
A=0.5-1 0- 0.5- Severely over-exposed and too contrasty. 	 Gray-scald discrimination poor
im 7 B-0.5-1.5 ca. 40 0-1 0-1 0 , 5 0-1 1 0.5 (washed-out) in snow-covered areas, wher, terrain details commonly are
C° 0.9 ! invisible.	 Poor utility for GG mapping.
A=1-1.5 Contrast and gray-scale discrimination poor to fair.	 Semicircular scann er
im 9 13= 1_2 ca. 25
l 1-2 0.5- 0.5 1 1.1 noise more evident than in previous bands; several scanner-interruption
C= 1.4 1.5 1.5 1 lines.	 Comparable in quality and utility with bands B and 9.
Gray-scale discrimination poor to fair.	 Shadowing in snow-covered uplands
5
1.5 0.5 0.5- reveals some subtle topographic details.	 Several scanner-interruption19 B = 1-2 ca,	 25 1-2 2 1.5 1 1
1.2 lines.	 Semicircular scanner noise over entire image, with anomalous
C=1.5 darkening at center of NE edge.
Pour to fair gray-scale discrimination, pixels begin to fuzz with greater
A=1.5 1.5- 0.5- 0.5- than 4X magnification.	 Several scanner-interruption lines, semicircular
elm 20 B=1-2 ca.	 25 1-2 2 1 5 1 1 1.2 scanner noise covers entire image but generally does not seriously
C = 1.5 degrade detail.	 Darkening of image at center of NE edge to SpringfiL • d,
Ill., stronger than in band 8.
A=1-1.5
Strong scanner noise over entire image 	 especially darkened NE edge and
thru center third of frame (leagthwisej 	 open-water of Illinois River is
17 B= 0.5-2 ea.	 30
1--
1--
0.5- 0.5- 0.5-
1'1
more distinct then in
	
vevious bands but not as distinct as in hand 11.
Gra
	
scale discrimination and contrast are fainF^
C=1.3
1.5 1.5 I 1
GG mapping than band 9. 	
Y Poor.	 Less useful for
A=0 5 Somewhat aver-all. better quality than band 12. Very strong semicircular
11 B=O-1 ea.	 35
0- 0- 0- 1- 0 0.4
scanner noise• random scanner-interruption lines. 	 Topographlc detail
µm 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 highly dissected	 Open-water along Illinois Rivervisible only	 n	 areas.is very dis { nct.	 Useless for GG mapping.OnO.5
Marker and stranger scanner noise than band 11; several scanner,
A=0-0.5 0- 0- 0- 0- interruption lines.
	
Very poor contrast and sharpness of detail ;t o Uograpbr
)im 13 B=0-05. >35 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0.2 detail is faintly visible	 n highly dissected areas. 	 Open water :..ongIllinois River
	
less distinct	 in band 11.	 Useless foris somewhat	 thanC-0 3
mapping.
A=0 Best band for open-water discrimination; but only the larger bodies canto seen, e.g., Illinois River, Lake Kincaid SE of Springfield, and parts
>35 0 0 0 0.5- 0 4.2µm 21 B=0-0.5 1.5 of Sangamon River and Salt Creek. Topographic detail is very faintly
0=0 .1 visible in the more highly dissected areas.	 Useless for GG mapping.
MOTES Summary for this flight fall haLIs):	 These images are generally similar in quality to those reviewed an sheet L of
this Talie, and somewhat better than those listed on sheet 1.
	
Cloud-free, but 90`/.. 	 snow cover obscures inEormation on
soils and surficial materials.
	
Bands 3,4,5,7,8,9, and 16 are approximately equal in quality (band 3 is the best) and have
images contain poor to fair utility for Gr mapping. Bands 2 and 6 are badly over-exposed (washed-out) for the snow-covered areas and have
s every 100 scan- very limited utility for GG mapping. Bands 11, 12, and 13-1 are useless because of very poor sharpness and gray-scale
r tick marks every discrimination resulting from high noise-to-signal ratio.	 The IR bands show open-water bodies more clearly than the vi4ihh
. Only one 1000 region banns--albeit only the larger water bodies
appears in ee3h Even the best-quality band (3) has poorer ground resolution than the better Landsat-1 images. 	 In all the bands, the
.center of the pixels begin to fuzz under magnification greater than 4X; they also show serrated edges and those that contrast strongly
eene. with adjaren` ones show severe blooming..
	
Random scanner-interruption lines are present in all bands, and semicircular
g system for image scanner noise is present in all bands except 2,3, and 6.	 In hands 9 and 10 the scanner noise is strong, and in bands 11-13
lity for it is so strong that it obscures all topographic features except the larger ones in the most highly dissected areas.
raphie mapping: Anomalous darkening of the NB eege of band 9 and of the central third (lengthwise) of band 10 results in degradation of
1 = poor;
	 .
sharpness of detail.
ood; d = excellent.
Comparison wit', Skylab p?ietn:-ran? r 	 This scene is a : ortheastwatd continuation of the scene evaluated on the
'TATIONS preceding page; comparisons with Skylab photographs and Landsat-1 USS images generally similar.
ic-geogranhi2
h mean time
Comparison with Landset-1 MSS images: 	 (See above).
ctral scanner
io d2ts output
er
See Ta-bIre	 5	 f-ur rev i s ed	 syecir`at 	ra Y.ges.
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Iresolution is too poor, however, to show the smaller water bodies. In
addition, these bands have good capability to penetrate haze and thin clouds;
bands 10, 11, and 12 provide good discrimination between the thicket clouds
and snow--covered terrain.
In conclusion, bands 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are nearly equal in ground
resolution and image quality, and have poor to fair utility for geomorphic-
geographic mapping. Bands 2, 6, 11, 12, and 13-1 are extremely poor to poor
in ground resolution and image quality and nearly to entirely useless for
geomorphic--geographic mapping.
'I.'t?e better  Lai,.dsat-1 IISS images are superior to the better 5192 MSS
images ins spatial resolution and gray-scale discrimination---and the Skylab
S190A MS photos of these same scenes are much superior in both respects,
despite overexposure for the snow-covered areas. For example, loads as
narrow as 10 m are detectable on the S190A photos, as narrow as 10-15 m on
the Landsat-1 images, vs. 20 m on the best S192 images.
I	
l^
6.0 GENERAL COMPARISON OF SKYLAB S190A AND S190B
PHOTOS AND 5192 MULTISPECTRAL IMAGES WITH
LANDSAT--1 MULTISPECTRAL IMAGES
Table 4 gives our evaluation of the relative overall quality and utility
(for geomorphic-geographic mapping) of the S190A aiid S190B photos compared
with 5192 and ERTS (Landsat)-1 multispectral images of this region.
Table 4.--NEAR HERE
Strong advantages of the Landsat-1 images are: the somewhat overlapping
orbital paths and repetition of images of the same scenes every 18 days
enabled complete, cloud free, and multiseasonal coverage to be obtained of
the entire project region. The repetitive images are valuable for detecting
time--variant phenomena such as flooding, erosion, sedimentation, and changes
in soil moisture, vegetation, and agricultural practice, as well.as man-made
ground disturbance and construction activities. The images not only have high
planimetric accuracy but also each image provides a synoptic overview of a
large region at the same sun-elevation angle. These attributes, together with
the moderate ground resolution, provide a capability for distinguishing the
larger landforms, landform assemblages, and geologic linears with greater
clarity than with Skylab and ultrahigh aerial photographs (where these features
become more difficult to pick out of the wealth of detail). In addition, much
more information is recorded on the digital tapes than can be reproduced on
photographic film (under the standard processing format), and the digital data
can be manipulated and enhanced by computer in various ways. Disadvantages of
the Landsat-1 images are moderate spatial resolution, relatively broad spectral
resolution, and limited capability for stereoscopic viewing, due to the slight
overlap between adjacent flight paths and to the la.mited parallax from the
high orbital altitude.
!3 Side overlap ranges from about 15 to 25% at the latitudes of the project
region.
The. chief advantages of the Skylab multispectral photos are their
superior spatial (but not spectral) resolution, and, for many SL flights,
full stereovisi.on capability--a great advantage for geomorphologic and geologic
investigations. Also, they have high.planimetric accuracy due to the.high
orbital altitude and the high quality of the camera lenses. The S190B photos,
of course, have even better spatial resolution than the S190A photos.
Adverse features of the SL photography of.the Great Plains-Midwest are:
(1} spotty coverage by high--quality photos free of clouds and severe haze;
(2) very limited repetitive, multiseasona?. coverage--the EREP flights were too
infrequent. to catch, for most areas,.the test atmospheric conditions, the
least vegetative cover, and the optimum differences (spread) in soil-moisture
conditions; for many areas, the best-quality photos were taken in summer or
q*inter, when either heavy, vegetation or snow concealed information on soils
and surficial materials; (3). although stereoscopic coverage was obtained on
many flights, the relatively high orbital altitude refits in a low base--height
ratio and limits the capability for detecting s ight^di ferences by.stereovision.
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TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF SKYLAB PHOTO GRAPHS/MULTISP ECTRAL IMAGES and LANDSAT-I 	 MULTISPECTRAL
^`	 tiJ 
	
J
IMAGING SPECTRAL. ATTRIBUTES
	 p	 co	 y	 ^	 \Ar'	 44	 n	 O	 o	 {
SYSTEM HAN04 4 1	
^y	
yyG	 yer	 ,\O	 , '^C'•	 ^`	 Cep	 yP^	 C4
^.,cyc	 q6	 yp	 ti3	 `^^	 m M	 .ice	 {y	
+Cy	
{ye c
	 p
u0 	 pC	 C	 ♦y	 o^d Gy
	[q	 v	 ^	 4	 yp ^1
q	 }CC	 Q	 q{ aC^C^~	 o	 ^u C	 C4np	 avOp4k`	 b''6pk hp 	 p^ pC	 C'^	 ^~	 yV
ey 4` 	c ^1.	 ti ,:	 o c	 c`	 c^	 °c`'	 °a o^ 	ti°	 o'^	 pC	 a a{C	 La	 arCCU.ICp	 {uJb
	
^ Q~N	 ^v^^q^
	 CG4	 ^4yA	 C^bG	 O9`^sy	 ^^	 '0r	 ^y	 ti1'^G
L p	 p	 {^ ti	 ^' W	 Q	 ti	 yp 4	 L Gq	 y^'	 {	 Ja	 4	 C'	 ^r{	 'e	 w	 .y	 { bq {	 O	 c	 mV	 y{
5^L4	
t \`pl	
^4	 gyp 4y
G`^y^` 	 h~`kyy	
^r^	 4CQ^	 ^cdLq^Q	 yy^	 yC^
G	
a^
color
3-3.5 3-4 3-4 -- 2 2-3 2 2.5 0-2.5 3 1-2.5 2 0.5 2-3 3-3.5 3-3.5^(0.4-0.7 :+m)
color-infrared 2-3 3-G 2.5-3.5 - 3.5 2 2 2.5 0-2.5 3 2-3 1 0 3.5 2»3 2-3{0.5-0.86 um}
SKYL,1â 5190A
B/W infrared 0.5-1.5 - 1-2 - 3 1 2 2..5 0-2-5 2.5 1-3.5 1 .0 0.5-2 1 0.5-1jMâLTISPECTRAL (0.7-0.8 um)
PHCTOGRAPHSI
e/W infrared 0.5-1.5 - 0.5-2 _..... 3.5 1 2 2.5 0-2.5 2.5 1-3.5 1 0 0.5-2 0.5 0.5
(0.8-0.9 pm)
â/W red 3-3.5 --- 2.5-3.5 - 2 Z.5-3.5 2 2.5 0-2.5 3 1-3 1 0 2.5 3 3-3.51
(0.6-0.7 um)
B/W green 2.5-3 --- 1-2.5 - 1 1_ 2 2.5 0-2.5 3 1 0.5 2 1 1.5-3 1-2.59
(0.5-0.6 un) 3
3
SKYLAB 5190 â
EARTH TERRAIN CAHERAI .
color 3.5-4 3.5-4 3.5-4 - 2 2-3 2 2 0-3 3.5 1-3 2 1 2-3 3.5-4 3,5-44(0.4-0.7 um)
(0.44-0.52 um; 0-1 - 0.5-1.5 3 0.5 0 0.5 015 0 2 0-1 0 - - 0.5 0-12	 blue-green)
(0.49-0.56 um; 1-1.5 - 1- 2 3 1 0.5-1 0.5 0.5 tl 2 0-1 0.5 - - 0.5 1-2 j1	 green) j
4	 (0-53-0.61 um; 1-2 3 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 0.5 - - ^ 015 1-7 1
yellow-greco)
-- (0.59-0.57	 um; 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 0.5 - -- 0.5 0.5-V
5	 yellow-red) 1-1.5 -- 0.5-2 3 2 0.5
,
SKYLAB S192 6	 (0.64 -0.75 Um; p-1
- 0.5-1.5 3 2 0 0.5 O.5 0 2 0-1 0 - - 0-015 0-1
red)
-	 MOLTISPECTRAL 7	 (0.75-0.90_µm; 1-1.5y - 1-. 2.5 3 0.5-1 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1.5 2 ---- 0.5-1 _1-2
near IR) - -
SCANNER (A155) g	 (0.8 um' 1-1.5 - 1-2 2 3 .0.5-1 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1.5 2 --- - 015 1-2
near
ear IR
iR)
P3(0T0 IMAGES 9	 (1.00-1.24 um;
-
1-1.5 - 1-2 2 3 0.5 0.5 0.5 .0 2 0-1.5 i - -0.5 1-2
near IR) - --
10	 (1-.10-1.35 um;
near IR) 1-1.5 -- 0.5-2 1.5 3 0 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 2.5 - - 0-0.5 1-2
11	 (1.49-1.85 um; 0.5 - 0-1 I 3 0 0.5 0.5 0 2 1-2 3 - -- p 0-1
near IR)
-. - 12	 (2.00-2.43 um;
near IR) 0-0.5 - 0-0.5 015 3 0 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 3 - .-. 0 0-0.5'
13-1 (10.20 12.50um' 0-0.5 - 0-0.5 0.5 3 4) 0.5 0.5 0 2 E 0 -- - a 0
middle IA)
LA60SAT--1 (E.RTS-1) 4	 (0.5-0.5 um;
-
0.5-2 - 0.5--2 2-3
	 - 1	 - 1 4 4 1.5 3,5 '0.5 0.5 2 0.5 0,5 0.5-Igreen) -
MOLTISPECTMI,
5	 (0.6-0.7 um} 2-2.5 - 2-3.5 3.5 2 3 4 4 1.5 3.5 I-2 1 2.5 1-3 1-2.5
SCANNER (1455) red)
-PHOTO IMAGES 
	
-
-
6	 (0.7-0.a um;
IR)near 2_
- 2-3 3-.5 3- 2.5 -	 4 4 1.5 3.5 2-3.5 1 0 2	 - 1-2.5 1-2
7	 (0.8-1,1 Uo:: 2 - 2-3.5 3.5 3.5 2.5. 4 4 i-5 3.5.. 2-3-5 '1 0 1	 2 I-3 14:5near IR ) .. - ..
FOOTNOTES:
Iâotter-qualityunenlarged 3d-generation transparencies of the project region.
	 -	
3Better-quality photo images (70 mm and/or 1:1 nillio:i-scale Eormats)of the
text Table 5 for revised wavelength ranges for the various Skylab spectrSee2llnscd on 3 snow-covered scene Erom 5L 4 misaien, Tracks i and 58 (son Table 3.} 	 5
..	 Numerical rating system.	 l=poor, Z-fair,.3.=good, 4^exeellent,
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COMPARISON OF SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPH S/MULTIS P ECTRAL IMAGES and LANDSAT-1 MULTISPECTRAL IMAGES 	 I
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color 3-3.5 3-4 3-4 2 2-3 2 2.5 0-7.5 3 172.5 2 0.5 2-3 3-3.5 3-3.5 2-3
2.6
(0.4-0.7 pm)
color-infrared 2-3 3-4 2.5-1.5 - 3.5 2 2 z.5 0-2.5 3 2-3 1 0 3.5 2-3 2-3 2-3 2.4(0.5-0.88 Um)
B/W infrared 0.5-1.5 - -	 1-2 - 3 1 2 2.5 0-2.5 2.5 1-3.5 1 0 0.5-2 1 0.5-1 0.5-1.5 115
(0.7-0.8 um) -
is1W infrared 0.5-1.5 - 0.5-2 - -- -	 3.5 1 2 2.5 0-2.5 -	 2.5 1-3.5 1 0 0.5-2 0.5 0.5
0.5-1 -	 1.3
(0.8-0.9 um)
R/W red 3-3.5 - 2.5-3.5 - 2 215-3.5 2 2.5 0-2.5 3 1-3 1 0 2.5 3 3-3.5 2.5
2.3
(0.6-0.7 pm)
2.5-3 - 1-2.5 - 1 1 2 2.5 0-2.5 3 1 0.5 2 1 1.5-3 1-2.5 0.5-1 1.7
_H/W green
(0.5-0.6 um)
3.5-4 3.5-4 3..5-4 2 2-3 2 2 0-3 3.5 1-3 2 1 2-3 3.5-4 3.5-4 2.5-3.5
2.7
;RA1 (0.4-U17 Lim)
(0.44-0.52 un; 0-1 - 0.5-1.5 3 015 0 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 0 - - 0.5 0-1 0.5 0.7
2	 blue-green)
(0.49•-0.56 um; 1-1.5 - 1-2 3 1 0.5-1 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 0.5 -^^ - 0.5 1-2 0.5-2 1.1 3	
green)
4	
(a,53-0.61 pm; 1-1.5 - 1-2 3 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 0.5 - 0.5 1-2 0.5-2 1.1
yellow-green)
(0.59-0.67 pm; 0.5 o.5 0 2 0-1 0.5 - - 0.5 0.5-2 0.5-2 1.1
s	 yellow-red) .1-1s --- 0.5-z j 2 o.s
6	 (0.64-0.75 um; 0-1 --•- 9.5-1.5 3 2 0 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 0 --- 0-0.5 0-1
1 0.8
red)
7	 (0.75-0.90 um; 1-1.5 - 1-2 2.5 3 0.5-1 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1.5 2 -- -- 0.5-1 1-z 2.5 1.4
near I&) -
g	 (0.90-1.08 Jim;
1-1.5 --- 1-2 2 3 0.5-1 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1.5 2 ---- --- 0.5 1-2 1-2 1.3
near W
9	 (1.00-1.24 pm; 1-1.5
-- 1-2 2 3 0.5 0.5 015 0 2 0-1.5 2 - 0.5 1-Z 1-2
1.2
near IR) - - - - -
10	 (L 10-L.35 UR: 0.5-2 1.5 3 a 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 2.5 - - 0-0.5 1-2 1-2 1.2near IR)
11	 (I.48-1.85 um; 0.5 •---- 0-1 1 3 0 0.5 0.5 0 2 1-2. 3 - -•--- 0 0-L 0-0.5 0.9
near IR)
12	 -(2.00-2.43 pm; 0-0.5 -- 0-0.5 0.5 -	 3 0 0.5 0.5 0 2 0-1 3 - - 0 0-0.5 0 0.8
near IR)
13-1 (10.20-12.50tm • 0-0.5 - 0-0.5 0.5 3 0 0.5 015 0 2 1 0 --- - 0 0 0 4.6
middle IR)
L)	 - 4	 -	 (0.5-0.6 um; 0.5-2 --- 0,.5-2 2-3 - 1 1 4 4 1.5 3.5	 - 0.5 0.5 2 0.5 0.5- 0.5 0.5-1.5 1.6green)
5	 (0.6-0.7 l=mi 2-3.5 3.5 2 3 4 4 1.5 3.5 1-2 1 0 2.5. 1-3 1-2.5 2-3.5 P.3
red)
6 .7-0.8 pm; 2-3 3.5 3 -	 2.5 4 4 -	 .1.5 3.5 2-3.5 1 0 2 1-2.5 1-2 Y.5-3 2.4
near n)
12-2.5
7 (0-8-1.1 pm ; 2-3.5. 3.5- .3.5 2.5 4 4. 115 3.5 2-3.5 1 0 2 1:3 1-2.5 .1.5-3 . 2,4
.	 near IR)
-	 rww^nwira:
klarged 3d-generation Lransparoneies of the project region.
	
	
3Setter-quality photo images (70 mm and/or l:l million-scale formats) of the pr
4See text Table 5 for revised wavelength ranges for the variaasSkylab spectral
tared aecncs From SL 4 misaipn, Tracks 1 and 58 (ace Table 3.) 	
SNumerical  rating system: lapeor, 2-fair, 3-good, 4-excellent.
jA
Table 5. Revised determinations of the wavelength
ranges for the spectra. bands . in
 the S190A multi-
spectral camera array (B/W bands only) and in the
S192 multispectral scanner (according to the Sensor
Performance Evaluation, Final Report., vol. 1 (S190A),
dated May 12, 1975: NASA L. B. Johnson Space Center,
Houston,.Texasp p. I-43).
S190 A 51.92
Stat-
ion Band name
Wavelength
Hand (Pm)
gaud Wavelength
Sand (Nm)
1 0.41 to	 0.45
6 B/W green 0.48 to 0.63 2 0.45 to	 0.51
5 B/W red 0;58 to 0.72
3
4
0.50 to	 0.56
0.54 to	 0.60
0.66
1 B/W IR 0.68 to 0.78
5
6
0.60 co
0.65 to	 0.74
2 BMW IR 0.75 to 0.90 7
8
9
10
li
12-
13
0.77 to	 0,89
0.93 to	 1.05
1.03 to	 1.19
1.15 to	 1.28
1.55 to	 1.73
2.10 to	 2.34
10.07 to 12;68
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S190B photos are only slightly better in this respect than the S190A photos4/-n_
their sharper resolution commonly slightly overcompensates for the Jower base-
height ratio caused by the longer focal length of the S190B camera
Note in 'fable 1 that stereorelief detectibility for the better S190A
photos is 15-20 m, and for the better S190A photos, 8-10 m.
f/Vertical exaggeration present in a stereoscopic airphoto model is
directly related to the base-height ratio. The base-height ratio is controlled
by, and inversely related to (a) the focal length of the camera lens, (b) the
altitude above the land surface, and (c) the amount of overlap of the airphotos.
Thus, the 6-inch focal length of the S190A cameras gives a higher base--height
ratio than the 18-inch focal length of the S190B Earth Terrain camera.
Skylab photos Caere much less successful than the Landsat-1 MSS images
in providing enhancement of topographic detail in snow-covered areas. In the
Landsat images the enhancement of topography in snow-covered areas commonly
is striking (Morrison, 1975; Morrison and Hallberg, 1975). The snow cover
masks the distracting tonal differences caused by variations in soils, rocks,
and vegetative cover. Also, the low sun-elevation angle characteristic oil
all winter Landsat images of this region results in shadowing and emphasis
of eve-a minor topographic features, akin to a detailed shaded relief map. The
enhancement of topographic detail is optimum in regions of low to moderate
relief such as the Great Plains.-Midwest. Skylab 4 photos provide less
shadowing enhancement of topography in the snow-covered areas, for two reasons:
(1) the photos -were taken near midday, when the sun was near zenith; (2) nearly
all the SU photos are overexposed for snow-covered areas, particularly the
color and CTR bands, because of the relatively small latitude of exposure for
these films.
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7.O ANALYTIC GEOMORPHOLOGIC MAPPING
7.1 General considerations
A key means of testing the usefulness of Skylab photos for distinguishing
landforms and surficial materials was their use for making maps of "analytic
geomorphology." The units shown on these maps stress features that can be
determined directly from study of the SL photos, with minimal use of ground
control and higher levels of inference. The geomorphic maps were prepared
entirely by photointerpretation, without field studies, but using available
ground control ranging from topographic maps to geologic and soil maps and
reports and high altitude airphotos. This work was done at the USGS facilities
at the Denver Federal Center, with Fuller, Muhm, and Prohaska assisting the
Pr-acipal investigator.
The objectives for this mapping were (a) to develop and utilize a
system for mapping the significant elements of the geomorphology of large
parts of the Midwest-Great Plains, in as much detail as possible from the
SL photos, and (b) to identify geomorphic anomalies that may reflect local
tectonism, remnants of ancient moraine :s,.ice-marginal drainage or other-
drainage diversions and filled valleys, and other abnormalities in landscape
development. Key factors used for differentiating the map units are: (a)
land-surface form- -with subfactors of slope, local relief, and profile (which
will be discussed later), (b) stream density and pattern, and (c) soil
characteristics--both soil-color (from the color band) and soil drainage
(from the TR bands). Thus, the analytic geomorphology maps are considerably
more detailed than the "geologic-terrain" maps prepared from ERTS images of
this region---largely because of the superior ground resolution of the Skylab.
photographs.
The aim of the geomorphic . mapping was to map natural landscape units.
At the scales of our maps, generally it is not possible to map individual
landforms (except the chief valley lowlands); it is necessary to map
assemblages of landforms. The assemblages can be distinguished on the basis
of the factors listed above, commonly on a semi -quantitative basis. Some
boundaries of the landscape units are sharply defined by distinct topographic
discontinuities, such asavalley lowland bordered by steep -sided hills, the
scarp of a stream terrace, and, commonly, the edge of an upland plateau.
Other landscape-unit boundaries are gradational and can be drawn only
approximately, at the mid-point of a zone of change in significant landscape
factors (e.g., local relief, profile, soil characteristics, etc.).
Systematic mapping and geomorphic analysis of the landforms of this
region has hardly begun, although Landsat-1 MSS images were utilized in an
earlier project (Morrison and Hallberg, 1975) for mapping gross landscape
units. The superior ground resolution and synoptic overviews provided by
the Skylab photos make them especially favor able for systematic geomorphic
mapping. Such mapping, in the detail and comprehensiveness possible from
the Skylab photos, will provide better information on the distribution,
nature, and origin of the Earth ' s natural surFaces. These maps ought to be
of value to users such as land- -use planners who need accurate characterizations
of the laudscape ;,engineers who require a comprehensive picture of terrain
^r•
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in selecting sites for highways, airfields, watenlays, dams, and reservoirs;
and to environmentalists who wish to determine the present state of the land
and then estimate the consequences of man's projected activities.
A key objective was the identification of discontinuities between
landscape units. Continuity of landforms indicates continuity of geomorphic
process (Bloom, 1969); conversely, discontinuity of landforms indicates
discontinuity of geomorphic process, and thus may be an important clue to
details of the history of landscape development. In some cases, landscape
discontinuities are indicated by the boundaries between our map units, in
other cases, by other types of geomorphic anomalies that will be dicussed
later.
Ancillary to the mapping of landform and soil characteristics was the
more inferential identification of surficial deposits within the basic
geomorphic map units, as well as the identification of various geomorphic/
geologic attributes that may be significant for land-use planning and land-
resource development. However, the Denver group attempted only very
generalized designation of the probable character of surficial deposits and
of other aspects of environmental geology within the map units [which are
primarily defined on their geomorphic (and soil) characteristics]---conventional
mapping of surficial geology or of engineering geology was not our objective.
Because we generally had little or no geologic ground control, relatively high
degrees of inference were involved in making many of these identifications;
consequently, the inferences on surficial materials and environmental geology
are stated in very general terms.
Dr. Merlin Tipton, of the South Dakota State Geological Survey, reviewed
our analytical geomorphic map of the Sioux Falls study area and commented on
our questions about various geomorphic/soil anomalies in the light of
available knowledge on theglacial and other surficial deposits. Likewise,
Drs. Marvin P. Colson, and Rex Paterson, and other members of the Nebraska
Department of Conservation and Survey reviewed and commented on our mapping
in the Fremont, Sioux City, Broken Bow, and O'Neill 10 x 20 quadrangles
in NE Nebraska. Dr. William H. Allen, Jr., of the Missouri Division of
Geological Survey and Water Resources, evaluated our mapping in the Quincy,
St. Louis, and Moberly quadrangles, NE Missouri. In particular, Dr. Jerry A.
Li.neback, of the Illinois State Geological Survey, not only evaluated our
mapping of the Illinois portions of the St. Louis, Quincy, Burlington, and
Peoria quadrangles, but also contributed the section in the Appendix of this
report "Mapping  Illinois geology from space," in addition to preparing a
report published by the Illinois Survey (Lineback, 1975).
7.2 interpretive procedure for mapping analytic geomorphology
Conventional photogeologic techniques were used for the analytic
geomorphology mapping, except less emphasis was placed on observing topographic
features by stereovision, and more emphasis was given to land--use characteristics.
As explained above, the S190A and S190B photos (even the sharper .ones) offer
only moderate capability for stereoscopic viewing--an average of about 12 to
15 m and at best only 7 m relief detectibility--so many of the finer
details of topography cannot be seen unless they are emphasized by differences
in vegetation, land use, or shadows. Essential for maximum detail of mapping
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are both superior sharpness of detail and good gray-scale discrimination (for
B/W photos) or hue/chroma/value discrimination (for color and CIR photos).
Deficient gray-scale or color discrimination generally is caused by haze
degradation and/or by poor exposure or processing.
Somewhat less emphasis was placed on land-use characteristics than was
done in the interpretation of ERTS-1 images of this region, because of the
better ground resolution and stereorelief of the Skylab photos. The patterns
of fields, pastures, woodlands, and rural roads reveal, much about topographic
details, and hence, about landforms and landform associations. The sizes and
shapes (rectangular vs. irregular) of fields are controlled by the topography.
Concentrations of very large (greater than 80 to 160 acres) fields with regular
shapes and sharp boundaries generally indicate'areas of very low relief and
low drainage density, such as broad flood plains and flat or gently undulating
uplands. Conversely, small, irregular fields show that hills and valleys
impose topographic limitations on farming. The distribution of woodlands
provides information on the character-of valleys and escarpments. In areas
of productive soils, woodlands are restricted to slopes too steep to be farmed;
in the more and parts of the regi.on.the steeper slopes commonly are partly
woodland or brushland and partly pasture. Many rural roads are visible on the
images. In areas of low relief, they are straight and rectilinear in pattern,
generally following section lines. Bends in the roads commonly indicate valleys
with steep slopes; markedly sinuous roads indicate hilly, much-dissected terrain.
However, land-use features can either aid or hinder geomorphic interpretation.
Landscape-unit boundaries generally are easy to detect where sharp changes in
slope affect land use, for example where a wooded bluff adjoins fields on a
valley lowland or upland plateau. Where slopes change gradually, however, the
Meld boundaries may extend across significant "breaks in slope," obscuring
the geomorphic boundary. Transitions from nearly level to gentle slopes are
very difficult to detect because of this problem, coupled with the limited
stereorelief detectibility of the SL photos.
Nevertheless, details of microreli.ef are well displayed that involve
elevation differences that are much smaller than the detectable stereorelief.
These details are shown by differences in color (on the color and CIR bands) or
tone (on the B/W bands) that presumably are caused by changes in vegetation,
soil moisture, and in some cases, field pattern, with slight changes in
elevation. Good examples are the mottled appearance of the Wisconsinan drift
plains in the Sioux Falls study area.
The limited stereoscopic.capability of Skylab photos can be partially
overcome by analyzing drainage to interpret relief. Drainage analysis is of
great importance because the location and development of streams is determined
by variations in resistance to erosion caused by differences in lithology and
structure of the underlying bedrock, as well as by surface irregularity
produced by deposition and erosion of glacial, alluvial, and eolian surficial
materials. Thus, stream density, depth of dissection, type of drainage pattern,
and interfluve profile characteristics are important criteria for characterizing
the various geomorphic landscape units.
Surficial materials are harder to identify than landforms; generally their
interpretation involves secondary and.tertiary levels of inference. Key data
supplied from the images are landforms, land-use characteristics, and tonal.
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variations indicative of soil conditions, either (1) soil-drainage conditions
(best seen in infrared photos taken soon after rains in late fall or spring),
or (2) degree of development of soil profiles (best seen in color photos taken
in, spring). Adequate "ground truth" is essential to control the inferences
if a reliable map is to be produced. Sources of ground-control data are
published geologic and soil maps, topographic maps, unpublished geologic snaps
and file data, subsurface data (especially drillhole logs), and field
observations by ourselves and our collaborators in the state geological surveys.
7.3 Viewing techniques/procedures for the photointerpretive mapping
. We experimented with several techniques and instruments to determine those
most efficient and accurate for the evaluative photointerpretive mapping:
(a) Viewing the S190A 70mm and S190B 5-inch unenlarged photos under
the B&L zoom stereoscope, at 5 to 20 X - magnification. This method is
useful for rapid evaluation of photo quality and detection of specific
features, but is unsatisfactory for comprehensive mapping because the
stereoscope we used lacks a scanning capability.
(b) Projecting S190A 70mm transparencies onto a screen or, preferably,
onto either a transparent-film overlay on paper 1 0
 x 20-quadrangle maps
or directly onto 1:250,000-scale green-line prints of these maps on
drafting film, using a 2 1/4-inch slide projector. This method is the
most practicable for Skylab photos that do not provide stereoscopic
coverage, like SL3 Pass 27.The quality of the mapping, however, is
inferior to that produced by methods (c) and (e).
(c) Examining the transparency enlargements under an Old Delft
magnifying scanning stereoscope at 1.5 or (chiefly) 4.5 X magnification.
Most of the maps included in this report were prepared by this method.
The interpretive mapping was done on transparent overlays to the 4 K
enlargements of the S190A color, CIR, or sometimes the B/W red and B/W
farther IR bands, and/or on overlays to the 2 X S190B color enlargements.
The quality of the enlargements obviously determines the detail and
accuracy of the mapping. Unfortunately, some enlargements are less sharp
than they should be and/or are deficient in color balance or contrast.
This method is relatively rapid but transfer of data from the overlays
to. 1:250,000-scale base maps takes considerable time. and is likely to
result in loss of accuracy because of the nearly 3 X enlargement required.
(d) Viewing S190A color 70mm transparencies with an ER-55 stereoplotter.
This instrument provides a.less sharp and.less well illuminated (very dark)
image, with less stereorelief, than the Kern stereoplotter (technique e).
Also, although the ER--55 magnifies the image 10 X, its pantograph could
not be adjusted to our base-map scale (1:250,000). In addition, the
color-viewing headset is. noisy and unconfortable to wear. .
(e)Using a Kern PG-2 stereoplotter both for interpretation and for
plotting data directly onto 1:2.50,000-scale base maps. Both the 5-inch
unenlarged S190B and the 4 X S190A enlargements were used, and the pantograph
was adjusted to the 1:250,000 scale of the base maps. The superior optics
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and illumination of this precision instrument, plus the one-step operation,
make this a relatively accurate and efficient method for photo interpretive
mapping. The stereoimage can be scanned as readily as with the 0ld Delft
stereoscope and it is sharpen and better illuminated. Both mega- and
micro-features and relationships can be seen, because each stereomodel
covers about 15,500 sq km and can be viewed under various magnifications
up to 10 X. The stereomodel from the 4 X color S190A transparencies from
SL Track 30 is sharp at 5 X magnification; it begins to lose detail at
10 X but still is useful at this magnification. The model from the
5-inch color S190B transparencies is exceptionally sharp at 5 X magnification--
and barely fuzzy at 10 X.
In the July 1, 1974 progress report we stated that where the photos
provide stereoscopic coverage, interpretation and mapping are do pe most
efficiently in a single operation using . a Kern plotter. This conclusion was
based on early studies and is not borne out by latex, more extensive ones,
using several different photointerpretexs. The later experiments used mainly
color photos (4 K enlargements of S190A and unenlarged S190B) from SL2, SM ,
and SL4 missions for mapping large areas in Nebraska, South Dakota, Iowa,
Missouri, and Illinois. They caused us to conclude that the Kern plotter was
less advantageous for work with the SL photos than we first believed, for the
following reasons:
(1) We used 1:250,000-scale base maps. The overall accuracy of
our interpretive trapping does not warrant so large a scale, because of
the mediocre stereorelief and fairly moderate ground resolution of the
SL photos. The only other standard .base maps are at 1:500,000 scale,
which is more appropriate---but these maps are of relatively poor
photogrammetric quality.	 .
(2) The difficulty and time needed to set up the stereomodel in the
Kern plotter makes it generally not feasible to change and compare
varl_-u spectral bands of the same scene.
(3) Only one Kern plotter was available at USGS in . Denver that has
a pantograph capable of adjustment to the 1:250,000 scale of the base
maps. This plotter was almost continuously in use by other geologists
and our access to it was very limited.
We did not experiment with optical enhancement techniques (such as
additive color composite made by viewing with a Mi.nniaddcol additive color
viewer, "sandwiches" of various bands o.f.the same frame printed on transparent
Diazochrome in different color, or electronic density slicing) because our
experience with the previous ERTS (Landsat)-1 investigation of this region
showed that optical enhancement techniques contribute little or no new
information. to that given by the unenhanced transparencies.
In conclusion, the final maps given in this report were prepared mostly
by technique (c); i.e., by mapping on transparent overlays to the enlarged
SL photos (chiefly color, occasionally GIR, B/W red,. and B/W farther IR)
viewed under an Old Delft scanning stereoscope. In several cases this mapping
was supplemented and checked by viewing under the Kern plotter. These
techniques were used, of course, only where stereoscopic coverage is available.
In some cases additional information was obtained from flights without
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stereoscopic: overlap, either by viewing the transparency enlargements under
magnification on a light table and mapping directly ou transparent overlays,
and/or by projecting the 70mm.unenlarged transparencies (using a 2 1/4--inch
slide projector) onto 1:250,000-scale "greenline" prints on drafting film of
the base maps and drawing the map-unit boundaries on the image on the film.
Stereoscopic viewing of the same scene at different times of year
proved invaluable. Spring (SL2) photos are the most suitable because
extensive crop growth does not interfere or add unnecessary "noise" to the
imagery, especially if one is more interested in mapping soils and.surficial
geology. Comparison of spring, summer, and winter photos of the same area,
however, was very useful.
7.4 Selection of areas for study
For the analytic geomorphic mapping, six general areas were selected
for intensive photointerpretive analysis and mapping. The selection was
based on meeting as many as possible for the following criteria:
(a) Coverage by good-quality S190A and S190B photos having not
more than 30% clouds. The instruments available at the U.S. Geological
Survey in Denver for stereoscopic viewing cannot use 70mm transparencies
effectively; therefore, good-quality 4 X enlargements are essential.
(b) Stereoscopic coverage (about 60% endlap).
(c) Duplicate coverage, by either approximately coincident or
crossing Skylab passes.
(d) Late-spring coverage, at the start of the growing season after
plowing of croplands is completed. For this project area, space photos
taken at this time of year provide maximum information on geology and
soils--consequently, SL2 coverage is preferred over SM.
(e) Congruence with or partial overlap upon one . or more of the
19 areas (mostly 10
 x 20 quadrangles) studied during our ERTS-1
investigation of this region.
(f) Terrain of special environmental-geologic interest to . the
respective State Geological Surveys.
(g) Terrain of special geomorphic and geolo gic interest as
determined from.our own preliminary evaluation of the Skylab photos
and/or from our ERTS-1 studies.
Our goal was to apportion the test areas as evenly as possible among the
six states. This objective could not be realized fully, however, because of .
limitations in meeting various of the criteria, especially items (a), (f), and
(g). Some states, especially Nebraska, have extensive cloud-free coverage
in areas of interest, whereas others., notably Kansas, have little such coverage.
The areas selected for study are of various sizes and shapes because of
the irregular distribution of high--quality cloud-free coverage by SL photos
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t(see Fig. Al.I in Appendix). Generally they include only parts of the
following 10 (latitude) by 20 (longitude) topographic quadrangles;
Table 6. Study areas and portions of 1 0 r 20 quadrangles included
General study area
	
10 x 20 topographic quadrangles
(Numbers refer to sections in the 	 (portions) included:
Appendix in which they are
discussed; see Fig. A1.1)
A2 NE Missouri--western Illinois
A5 Central and southern Illinois
Moberly, Quincy, St. Louis, Jefferson,
Centerville
Sioux falls
Broken Bow, Fremont, O'Neill, Sioux
City, Omaha, Nebraska City
Belleville, Burlington, Davenport,
Decatur, Paducah, Peoria
A3 SE South Dakota-NW Iowa
A4 NE Nebraska and western Iowa
A total of about 163,000 sq km were . mapped., at scales ranging from about
1:713,000 (the scale of the S190A 4 X enlargements) to 1:250,000.
7.5 Ground-control information
Ground control for the analytic geomorphology mapping was chiefly from
topographic quadrangle maps (10 x 20), supplemented whete possible by 15-and
7 1/2-minute quadrangle maps. The entire region is covered by 1 0 x 2 0 maps;
coverage of our study areas by 15 and/or 7 1/2-minute maps (1:62,500 and
1:24,000 scale) ranges from 100% in Illinois, Kansas, and Missouri, to about
95% in Nebraska, and to about 60% in Iowa and South Dakota. Such maps give
important information on landforms but little on geology. All the study areas
are covered by maps of bedrock (pre-Quaternary) geology at 1:500,000 or larger
scales, but these maps either ignore or minimize the surficial (Quaternary)
geology. Available (mostly published) up-to-date comprehensive maps of
surficial deposits at scales larger than 1:500,000 provided about 60% coverage
of our study areas in
.
 Illinois
.
 and _:ansas, about 20% in South Dakota, and less
than 5% in Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska--a net average coverage of less than
25% of the entire area we mapped. None of the study areas was completely
covered by large to intermediate-scale maps of surficial deposits. Coverage by
geomorphic maps of 1:500,000 or larger scale is negligible. Soil maps provide
complete or nearly complete coverage of many study areas, but they proved to
be generally of limited value for interpretation of surficial geology and
geomorphology.
Important additional information also was provided in several areas by
high-altitude airphotos taken by NASA for the earlier ERTS-1 project and for
this project, as follows (Fig. 2).:
Figure 2.--NEAR HERE
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1) One U-2 flight line covered about 2,160 sq km in the west--central
part of the Sioux Falls study area in CIR (2443 film) at ca. 1:125,000
scale.
2) A single U-2 flight line covered about 830 sq km in the northwestern
part of the NE Missouri study area, also in CIR (2443 film) at ca. 1:125,000
scale.
3) Three WB-57 flight lines (not overlapping) covered much of the
western part (ca. 5,200 sq km) of the NE Missouri study area,. in botb
color (2445 film.) and CIR (2443 film) at ca. 1:120,000 scale.
4) Three WB-57 flight lines (overlapping) covered the entire north
half of the Omaha study area (ca. 5,800 sq km), also in both color (2445
film) and CIR (2443 film) at ca. 1:120,000 scale.
7.6 Land-surface--form factors
A primary objective for our geomorphic mapping was to develop a matrix
for describing the most significant elements of land-surface form for characterizing
different landscape units in this region (in terms identifiable from the SL
photos) as objectively and quantitatively as possible. We wished to have the
smallest possible number of categories and subcategories that will provide the
necessary degree of sensitivity for distinguishing geomorphic discontinuities and
anomalies peculiar to this region. Several different matrix models of
descriptive/analytic factors were tried out before the matrix described here
was adopted. The matrix we finally chose is derived from that developed by
E. H. Hammond for the Land--Surface Form.maps in the National Atlas of the United
States (Hammond, 1966). Hammond uses 3-item symbols to distinguish three MLin
properties of land-surface form: slope, local relief, and profile type. We
retained Hammond's four-fold division of the slope factor without change, but
the subdivision of the local-relief and profile--type factors required modification
in order to be suitable for the limited ranges of local relief and profile type
in the Great.Plains-Mi.dwest,3nd. provide the sensitivity necessary to reveal
geomorphic discontinuities in this region . Table 7 compares Hammond's and our
subdivision of these factors.
Table 7.--NEAR HERE
For the slope factor, we adopted Hammond's definition of gentle slope,
namely, an inclination less than 8% (40 34`).. This limit, according to Hammond
(1966), falls "in the range within which the difficulty of machine cultivation
increases rapidly, erosion of cultivated fields becomes troublesome, easy
movement of vehicles becomes impeded, and in general one becomes highly conscious
that he is dealing with a sloping surface."
Local relii^ is defined as the maximum difference in elevation within a
local area. Hammond used a unit area of six miles across for his US map. We
used unit areas of one to two .miles on a side for our snaps, depending on the
complexity of relief and detail visible on the Sig photos. We adopted much
smaller elevation ranges for subdivisions of local relief than those used by
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Table 7.	 Our subdivision of the factors of land-surface form compared with
the subdivision made by E. H. Hamman^	 For the ;.and-Surface Form map of
the United States (published in the U.S. National Atlas)..
Our subdivision for
Ladd-surface-form maps
Our subdivision for the prepared (as ground
Hammond's subdivision for the Analytic Geomorphology control) from 7 1/2-
Land-surface-farm map	 of the maps interpreted from minute topographic
United States: Skylab photos quadrangle maps
SLOPE (Capital letter)
A More than 80% of area gently (Identical with (Identical with
sloping Hamaond's
.) Hammond s)
B	 50-80% of area gently sloping
C	 20-50% of area gently sloping
D	 Lass than 20% of &:- 	 gently
' sloping
LOCAL RELIEF/DEPTH OF DISSECTION (Arabic numeral):
0-100 feet 1 < 30 m (e 100 ft)	 1	 c 75 ft (< 23 m)
2 100-300 feet 2 30-50 m (100-200 ft)	 2	 75-150 ft (23-45 m)
3 300-500 feet 3 > 60 m (> 200 £t)	 3	 150-225 ft (45-6B m)
4 500-1,000 feet 4	 225-300 £t (68-90 m)
5 1,000-3,000 feet 5	 > 300 ft (> 90 m)
6 Over 3,000 feet
PROFILE TYPE (lower-case letter
for uplands and plains other than valley lowlands)
a More than 75% of gentle a Undissected plains:	 Flat to gently undulating,
slope is in lowland without appreciably entrenched stream valleys
(slope class A).
b 50-75% of gentle slope b Slightly dissected plains: 	 Wide flat to gently
is in lowland sloping interfluves; few, widely spaced valleys
(Slope classes A and B).
c 59-75% of gentle slope a Hilly uplands, moderately dissected, with many
is an upland gently eloping interfluve plateaus (slope
classes B and C):
d More than 75% of gentle d hilly uplands, much dissected, with some to few
slope is an upland gently sloping interfluves (slope class C).
e Hilly ullands, highly dissected; no gently
sloping interfluves (slope class D).
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Hammond, because local relief in the Great Plains Mdwest rarely exceeds 100 m.
Only three subdivisions of local relief (see Table 7) were made for the maps
interpreted from the SL photos., because the limited capability of the photos for
determining stereo-relief does not warrant finer subdivision. Five subdivisions
were used for the land-surface form maps prepared front 7 1/2-minute topographic
quadrangles.
We also adopted a five-fold subdivision of profile type that differs
considerably from Hammon.d's four-fold subdivision., because our map units are
much smaller than Hammond's (our map scales are an order of magnitude larger).
Our subdivisions are designed to distinguish the store important differences in
profile type found in the Great Plains-Midwest.
7.7 Land-surface form maps compiled from 7 1/2-minute quadrangle
topographic maps
For evaluating the accuracy of the photointerpretive mapping of land--
surface form from the SL photos, two relatively detailed maps of land-surface
form were prepared by somewhat generalizing the topographic information available
from 7 1/2--minute topographic quadrangle maps and plotting this information on
1:250,000-scale 10 x 20 quadrangle maps. The two 10 x 20 maps made in this
manner are the Fremont quadrangle (Nebraska, for which coverage by 7 1/2-minute
quads is complete) and the Sioux Falls quadrangle (South Dakota, which is about
60% covered by 7 1/2-minute topographic maps). These maps were prepared by
outlining in heavy lines on the various 7 1/2--minute topographic maps the
various land-surface-form units, then photographing these maps using a Hasselblad
camera, so that the scale of the photo negative is exactly 1:250,000, and then
directly tracing the boundaries from the negative onto a superposed greenline
mylar transparency of the 1:250,000-scale 1 0 x 20 base map.
7.8 Environmental landscape units used for the analytic geomorphology
maps
Although several key attributes were noted as a basis for distinguishing
between the landscape map units, no attempt is made to show these attributes
by means of complex map symbols. Instead, the map symbols for the analytic
geomorphology maps are restricted to 1, 2, or 3 characters in order to keep
the symbols simple and easy to read. (The specific map explanations for each
study area characterize each map unit in detail.)
A standard map explanation was developed (Table 8), that is applicable to
all the types of analytic geomorphology maps, in all the study areas in this
region. The distinction of landscape map units is based on the following
hierarchy of distinguishing characteristics (which are indicated in the map
symbols themselves:
45
IMap symbol hierarchy
1 (Arabic numeral)
2 (1st small letter,
where needed)
3 (2d small letter,
where needed)
Distineuishine characteristics
Major lauAscale category (on the
basis of morphogenesis and dissection)
Profile detail or surficial cover or
morphogenetic type
Surficial cover on morphogeretic type
7.9 Comparison with geologic-terrain interpretations from Landsat
. (ERTS)-1 images.
For comparison with the mapping of geologic-terrain units from Landsat
(ERTS)-1 images, two snaps are included that were prepared during the previous
EATS-1 investigation in this region (Morrison and Hallberg, 1975). 74.gure 3
includes part of the northeastern Missouri study area discussed in Arpendix
section 16 2, and also part of the northeastern Nebraska-western Iowa study area,
discussed in Appendix section A4. Figure 4 includes the Sioux FalL3 study. area.
in South Dakota, discussed in Appendix section A3. The greater detail of gapping
achieved from the SL photos should be readily apparent.
T4ble 8~--NEAR HERE
Figure 3.--DEAR HERE
4.--NEAR HERE
-j^
Table 8.	 Standard map explanation for the analytic Map Unit
geomorphology maps 4 Upland 21ains, moderately dissected, local relief generally
	 -^.--	 --
Environmental landscape units c30m
Hap Unit 4 .b Interfluves gently rolling
1 Alluvial lowlands, undifferentiated (local relief < 15 m) 4 be Interfluves gently rolling, cover of loess dominant
1 f lower terraces and Holocene flood plains 4 c Hany flattish interfluves
1 t Higher stream terraces (Wisconsinan or older) 4 cl hinny flattish interfluves, cover of young loess dominant
1 0 Glacial outwasL terraces, channels, and plains 4 cc Many flattish interfluves, cover of alder loess and/or
2 Plains, nearly flat to gently rolling, few streams, shallow till locally dominant (poorly drained soils common)
dissection (local relief generally < IS m) 4 d Some flattish interfluves
2 1 Underlain chiefly by luesa of late Wisconsinan age; well- 4 dl Cover of young loess damtnant
drained soils 4,dc Covet of alder laces and/or tl11 dominant
2 11 Underlain chiefly by young and older loess 4 a Few to no flattiah interfluves
2 c Underlain chiefly by older laces (and till locally); 4 el Cover of young laces dominant
poorly drained soils 4 ac Cover of alder loess and/or till dominant
2 m Underlain chiefly . by till of the last glaciation; soils 5 Uplands, deeply dissected; local relief 30-60 m
mostly poorly drained 5 b Interfluves gently rolling
2 $ Underlain chiefly by till of the last glaciation; aoila 5 he Interfluves gently rolling, cover of louns dominant
mostly poorly drained; ground moraine S c Many flattish interfluves
2 e Underlain chiefly by till of the lest glaciation; soils
5 cl Cover of young laces widespread
mostly poorly drained; stagnation moraine 5 cc Cover of alder loess and/or till widespread
3 Gently rolling hills; local relief < 30 m, generally < 20 m 5 d Some flattish interfluves
stream density moderate, dissection shallow to moderate 5 dl Cover of young laces widespread
3 1 Cover of young loess dominant, well-drained soils
5 do Cover of older laces and/or till widespread
3 e Cover of older loess dominant and/or till, sails commonly 5 e Few or no Elattish interfluves
poorly drained 5 al Cover of young laces widespread
3 k Bedrock at or class to surface
5 cc Cover of older loess a+.dlor till widespread
47
Map Emit
6 Uplands, very deeply dissected, local relief > 60 m
6 b Some rounded interfluves
6 d Some flattish interfluves
6 dl Loessial comer prominent
6 dx Mixed surficial cover
6 db Mixed surfiaial cover over bedrock
6 e Few or no flattish Interfluves
E'iJ
^
6 e1 LoessiaZ cover prominent
L
6 ex nixed surficial cover
6 eb Mixed surficial cover over bedrock
7 Bluffs and escarpments, highly dissected
7 a Local relief < 30 m
7 b Local relief 30-60 m
7 c Local relief > 60 m
8 Dune areas
S u Mainly U-shaped (longitudinal) dunes, commouly `higbrr then
15 m
8 U Mainly 0-shaped (longitudinal) dunes, but local relief
generally < 15 m
B m Mixed dunes forms, partly longitudinal, partly irregular,
generally low (< 20 m) and commonly poorly developed.
8 1 irregular dunes, dune forms commmnnly distinct, generally
< 15 m high; fairly continuous eolian sand cover
8 ii Irregular dunes, dune forms commonly indistinct and/or
much eroded, generally < 15 m high.
8 id Irregular dunes, dune farms commonly indistinct and scattered;
discontinuous eolian sand cover
8 d Deflation hollows and plains, cammanly with scattered lass
dunes, generally < 15 m high.
Special symbols
T Glacial kama
U Urbanized (built-up) area
M Strip mine, clay or sand/gravel pit, or rack quarry
K Karat (limestone sink-hole) topography
W Lake, pond, reservoir, or large flowing stream
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Map Explanation
MAP UNIT LANDrUM CWACTCRISTICS LAND-USL CHARACTUISIICS SUR FICIAL-GEOIACIC MATERIALS
LOWLANDS
la. Vellery lowlands,	 flood plain s and low car- Fteldm Moderate Co largo, regu- Alluvial •and, g ravel, and silt,	 locally
races.	 Nearly flat lowlands along larger for In shop., except adjoining mantled by looms on terraces (lace
ei reams.	 Oxbow lake, .•ender .Cara, and channels, where they beeme Qmater,ne:4).	 On IR images, tones light-
potnt-bar depesY.	 era common.	 IR rail..- irregular, poorly defined, and on toward present channels, Indicating
tsnce ganerly tan lower Chan In surrounding g tva way to pasture end mood- coarser, better-droln.d •I1WLal salts,
upland., espe
el
cially In a7ring !Magri. lands.	 Inelw a parts of the
major urban errs.
r	 lb. Valley lowlands dls[Ingul enable on IItrs
r Images but too narrow to mar	 •A 444 013,
Terracesalong the Ylacr• andMt.tau 	 s lvor. Fields moderate to lark•.	 Loess, and In plat•.. .ollan sand overle.
Nearly I...I to undulartnR, relief gr •.relly regular In shape; nowe rangy	glacla[ eutam ah send and gravel
lee than 50 ft (15 a), "cope at w ;: 1 '- mud.	 (Wisconsltan).	 On IR 'A"ss, alt 
It 
htly
rlth unit Is, where lot.I rellof am , b . .a darker Coned than surrounding upland n
much as l00 ft (30 n ).	 Includea revs '44 ley. but lighter than unit la.
an abandoned channel of [ho PLet[i b-::"r
(frront quad) and T .Csau PLC• ( TF) along
the Missouri River (Moberly quad).
L0D JUNES
2s. Low sand dunes on terraces of mho Platte Predoslnatly ra naeland; sane Zoltan send and local locos over glacial
RLvr (Fremont quad).	 5relt and svaI. canter-plvot Strlgat.d fields autvash sand and gravel (late Qua-
topogzaphy hest m well J.ra t 	dung .	 Local appeara •mall tl&rt ctcGles. •rnsry).	 Mot t led appearance,ettestm
ram t.f lee. than 50 It (15 m).	 O	 Indicates to variable &ell-dralxuge and vegetation
.Mall isolated ar.aof such dung . differences.
® 2b. Sand dunes on moder:relI dissected older
t.raeas • 	We al ralle( 50 Ca 150 ft.
Zoltan send and 10"1 boas over
alluvial sand and gravel of middle
(15 co 4S m). !'Ielsrocen • 	 ( Illlnaian and older) age.
YOL"G TILL PLAIN WITH LITTLE CR NO LOESS COVER
7, W.onslnan t111 plsLn. 	 Undulating plain Mostly cropland; fields coder. Clayey till (Ltd ulsaonalmn) with
wit
la
h local raltef Eanerelly lea. than S0 ft etc In sls• and re gular In itttte or sea loesalal eover.	 Darker
(15 n ) but se much a. 200 It (BO m) vhera shape.	 Woodlands locally tonen on sprl" IR tmeg.: attributed cc
main ntree @ h.ve cut through ondboraine •Ions stream s where slopes are poorer drat noes of 
theme 
soIle compared
rids es.	 Mostly end motoIn. @ ' some ground s a peso and also bordering co those of Cho Kansan till plains.
norsiM.	 Drainage Is poorly tnt.graCad and aC sea clunnal Is
n•rain.-controlled.	 Dissection is loos than
on the Kansan till plain.
=0 TILL PLAINS WITH IOESSIC CUTER
M. Tourgr_ Kansan till Plain.	 Moderately fields .oderste In else and Widespread lesa@ic mantle (late	 Qua-
4issected pains of h(gbar elovstlona and h1gl+- regular In "Pa.	 iooelands carnary) over glacial drift	 (late
or relief	 (200 feet, 50 asters) than wnlC 2. (dark-COrted on red band In Kansan).	 Bedrock (limestone, anal.
Screens entrenched And altnmenca apprr to Hoer) croon along entrencb- some sandstone, upper Paleosaic and
have bash controlled by a ••rtes .f former ad 
at 
rename. Cretaceous) exposed In places along
and moraines, in .n arcuate paccetn Veral- .tryst valleys.	 I1 Rh[.r Cones on sort"
,1zthe Beats carat no [o [h• rorth. IR images indicate g enerally bettor-
Major ntrraa have
	
narrow !toed plains. drained molls than to unit I.
ab. hart-toned younger Kamen till 7 Lin.	 Iwo Fields larger in n lee than Lit• 3s. except darker tones In a7r1 nL11i
n parse• at	 within it  unIC 3a and darker unit 3s .Heel regular in •type. IIt lase as indicate n alt n generally are
toned on spring IR Ida;dry. 	 Lram d1 aNCCton Woodland. •long entrenched more poorly drained.
and Iwor relief (50-150 feet, 15-+5 meters) streams.
than unit 3a.	 Few entrenched •cream@.	 No
flood plains evident on .215 1=agery.
ee. elder Kahan t111 plain.	 Screens closely On flatter upland•, fields are Widespread totemic mantle of late
spaced 
nd w' 
11 enCr enrhed, with moderately mosrly seall and re gular- Quaternary (Wisconslnan and Illlnotan)
(
vide Co narrow Interfluves. 	 local relief chap d; on •lopes th.v b.cms age, thickset alenA Mt court 	 River
commonly 150-2,00 it (45-60 n ), but as much Izr:au Lerly shaped, and the bluff• and thinning saotward; overlies
as 350 ft (103 m) along the Mls:ourl Riv.r%g •tops a1opme commo •ly are Rlaclol drift of Kansan and locally
blwffs, where d 	 In pie as to eo I wooded.	 "undancc of rangeland Nebraskan ag o.	 Local bedrock out
Intrlcae. as to resabl. badlands.	 Moat Inereeea.	 evrtword fre	 rho e:oPa 11Im.&tone, eh.l., and std.
streams nova 1t	 plat ns, manY of moot ch nre Ml •.burl RSrer. ngene of P.1.oeole std Cra eeeouaboo
rid• •Hough to b• mapped from rRlS tmagas. age) along ntream valleys.	 Uplands
0ratnaga pattern. generally .do 	 not :vggeet apprr IIRht-toned on aprin. IR
control by former .td aoro l na.; images. Indicst ing better-.r.ln d
bc+evsr. In . fw places, poeubl. rollcts tolls tlun In ch• lowlands.
of end Mara In.^	 are lnfarred from
divide relationships, arcuate drainage
patterns, and lln.sr tonal art—, t es•
!actable are the Clark don (I)	 and Cedar
Bluffs ( 2 ) roll CC end "r.l ne5 	 In
Nabraska and Kansee.
&d. Old tilt Plal n. no.t.rataU dtesaec ed, tnt ar- Uplands ulnt y dry-lard crop- Widespread loes@le mantle (late
nedl ate between unit 	 Uern. 4..	 Wlend@ land a.--paacur.land, field. Quaternary) over glacial drift
are tbula, r•I.[lv:1y vld. ant gently nod.rai. In n l&. and regular (middle Quaternary).	 Bedrock (&hale,
t; vellaye are moo crsc sly •pacedundulatl
a
	sy
r
to Map•i ewe re na.land, sandstone, and	 local limestone,
and m*data Cm I, an[r.ncned.	 Local relief lydlcaL.d by absence of field CreraCeows) la mxp0: ad In places
generally I n leas than id0 ft (30 n ). Pattarns. I along deep	 valley:.
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Figure	 3.	 Landsat-1	 map of the Des Moines [ W part), Gmaha, Fremont, Lincoln, Nebraska City,
Manhattan IE%1, Kansas City, and Mob	 i) 1°x T quadrangles, Iowa, Nebraska, lSansas, and Missouri.
Map explanation, continued.
MAP UNIT LANDFORM CHARACTERISTICS LAME-USE CHARACTERISTICS
SURPICIAL-GEOLOGIC MATERIALS
OLDER TILL PLAINS WITH IAESSIC COVER. (Continued)
4e. Upland plaln, moderately dissected; valley. Fields small to moderate In size Widespread loessic mantle (late
closel y spaced, moderato y entrenched;	 inter- regular !n shape; n few are Qusternnry)over glacial drift (middle
strem uplands narrow; local relief coem^onlya -pivotirrigated by center Que[erra[p).	 Bedrock (shale,'aand-
about150 ft	 (45 n ).	 LIRhter-toned than s1stems.	 Large areas of range- stone, and local limestone. Cre-
untt 5d. .and. taceous)	 is exposed in places along
deeper valleys.
4f. Upland plain.
	
with moderately :paced end en- Fields large and regular on the Mantle of loess over t!ll of middle
trenched valleys,	 broad ger.iy undulating broad uplands. moderate to small and locally early Pleistocene age;	 bad-
divides;	 local relief generally less than and irregular elsPuhere; wood- rock	 (mainly limestone and .hale. 	 Pe-
150 ft (45 m). lands on steeper slopes end leosoic)	 exposed	 In places in valleys.
along screams.
LOCSS-MANTLED PLAINS BEYOND THE GLACIAL LIMIT
5s. Plains with broad, gencly undulating uplands; Mostly cropland, some rangeland. Wtdesprt nd loessic cover of lace
valleys widely 6pacel and shallow; local Fields moderate to Large in Quaternary (Wisconsinan and Illlnolon)
relief generall y last than 50 ft (15 n ),
locally as much as 100 ft (30 n ) along
size, regular in shape.	 Some
circular center-pivot irrigated
age, over alluvium of middle Plelato-
cane age.	 Bedrock (shale, sandstone,
entrenched aC[easa. fI•Ida. and limestone of Cretaceous age) is
exposed only along the wore deeply
entrenched streams.
5b. Like 4e except generally darker-toned on Like 4e.
spring 1R images.
WE1I.DISSECIED UPLA-10 PLAINS WITH LITTLE OR NO SURFICIAL MANTLE
6a. Hilly, vell-dissected uil nnd plain:	 valleys Mainly pasture;	 steeper slopes Discontinuous loessle cover over
closely spaced, moderately entrenched Commonly wooded; croplands patchy alluvium and glacial deposit&
except deeply entrenched along Miseaurl concentrated along lowlands. of middle Pleistocene (Kansan) age.
River);	 Interfluves moderately wIda to Bedrock (mainly limestone, 9000 steals
narrow; local relief generally leas than _ and sandstone, of late Paleozoic
100 ft (30 n ).	 Increasing to as muC^h as age) is widely exposed.
350 it (105 n ) near Missouri River.	 Darker-
toned than most of unit 3C.
6b. Hilly, highly dims.Ccod upland plains; Mostly rangeland; few fields Patchy !cams (later Quaternary),
stream s closely spaced and moderately to evident. alluvial send and gravel, and near
deeply entrenched, local relief generally northeastern border, glacial drift
less than 250 ft	 (75 n ). (middle Pleistocene).	 Bedrock (shale
and limestone,	 late Paleozoic) is
' widely exposed but comonly has a thin
mantle of Colluvttm.	 Western boundary
In markn: by a west- fact" escarpment
formed by massive limestone (Permian).
6c. Like 6b. Dedtock (mainly shale and limestone,
®
some sandstone, late	 Paleozoic and
locally Cretaceous) is widely exposed,
nlbelt eomonly mantled with thin
colluvtum on slopes. 	 Interfluvea have
patchy mantle of 1oeaa (lots Qua-
ternary), alluvial sand and gravel
(middle and locally early Quaternary),
and, In extreme eastern part, glacial
drift (middle Quaternary).
7. Urban areas of Topeka (To), Kansas City (KC). Saint Joseph (S1), Lincoln (LI), Omaha (0a), and Council Bluffs	 (CB).
8. Lake or reteryatr.
©	 9. Strip mine.
O	 10. Small isolated area of sand dunes.
X X X 11. [nom or possible moraine-controlled divides of Kansan age. 	 Erosion has removed the original morainal morphology.
and, in some cases, all traces of till.
	 Numbers denote the Clarkson (1),
	 Cedar Bluffs (I), and Nickerson (3)
relict and moraines._
ERTS-1 IMAGES US£Dt
L0t9-16220 8/11/72	 1057-16312 9/18172	 1076-16391 10/7/72	 1167-16445 1/6173
	 12'.,-16394 4/5/73
	 1290-16245 5/9/73
1021-16333 8/13/72	 1057-16334 9/18/72	 1016-15393 10/7/72	 1167-16451 1/6/73
	 1256-16401 4/5/73
	 1291-16341	 5110/73
1022-163&. 6/14/72
	 1058-16383 9/19/72	 1095-16-'.45 10/26/72
	 1184-16383 1/23/7) 	 1256-16403 4/5/73
	 1292-16400 5/11/73
1022-16385 8/14/72	 1058-16390 9/19172
	 1095-16451 10/26/72
	 1185-16445 1124/73
	 1273-16340 4/22/73 1329-16443 6/17/73
1023-16442 8/14/72	 1058-16392 9/19/72
	
1096-16503 10/27172
	 1195-16452 1/24/71
	 1273-16342 4/22173 1329-16445 6/17/73
1039-16332 8/31/72	 1060-16500 9/21/72	 1046-16510 10127/72
	 1201-16395 2/10/73
	 127346345 4/22/73 1346-16390 7/4/73
1055-16215 9/16/72	 1073-16215 10/4172 	 1128-16282 11/28/72	 1237-16340 3117/73
	 1274-16400 4/23/73 1346-16392 714/73
105546221 9116/72	 1073-16221 10/4/72	 1128-16284 11/28/72
	 1237-16342 3/17/73
	 1274-16403 4/23/73 1347-16450 7/5173
1056-16273 9/17172	 1076-16384 10/7/72
	
1165-16335 1/4/73
	 1237-16345 3/17173
	 1290-16283 5/9/73
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Him	 4.	 Landsat-I map of the Mitchell and aioux Falls 1° x T quadrangles, South Dakota and Iowa.
Map Explanation
MAP UNITS LsRU-USE CHARACTEPISTICS LAND-UdE CHARACrtP.ISTICS 	 SURFtCIAL-GEOLOGICAL MATERIALS	 SIGNIFICANT ENV] R014MENCAL-GEOLOGIC ATTRIBLTES
LCWLANUS
la. Valley lowlands.	 Fiood plains and Fields moderate to lsrae 	 In	 alto,
Inregular	 shape; considerable
Alluvial	 sand,	 gravel,	 and	 n Iltt
locally mantled by loses on
Important shallow aqulforsl good sand/gravel deposits{
excavation easy;	 foundation conditions good to poor{
low torturen along major streams.
pastureland.
	
Dark-toned In sunommr terraces, no topographic limitations for road constriction;
red-band Images dun to cropland flood plain portionn subject to recurrent Inundation
vegetation.
lb. Valley lowlands. 	 Distinguishable on
LRIS Images but too narrow to map
In detail.
BLUFFS
'	 20. Highly dissected bluffs and badlands Rangeland and wasteland, partly Predominately Pierre shale (Cre- Excavation generally eas y ; foundation eanditt4no
LJ of the illssourl,	 White, Bed,	 and wooded, taceous) which Is weekly resistant
generally poor, except fair to good on gravel-covered
Keya Paha Rivers.	 Local relief as to erosion.	 Upland divides	 locally upland divides; widespread shrink-swell soil/rock
much as 600 ft (160 m) along the are veneered by alluvial gravel	 of conditions; potential and active landsl amps in many
Missouri	 River,	 Tributaries of main early Pleistocene (4) nge.	 Nfobrare places; surface drainage good, subsurface drainage
rivers are short ravines	 (locally limestone (resistant, 	 Cretaceous) generally poor;	 severe topographic limitations for
called "breaks'l, with very steep exposed In tower elevations of the rood Construction; areas of scenic Interest.
^ gradients,	 Lardslide festurea are Missouri	 And White P.iver trenches.
common.
2b. Highly dissected bluffs of the James Rangeland and vuCelanA.	 Uniform- Glnclal tills or Into and middle
River And Its tributaries.	 Local toned on FATS Ime,gse. Plelacocene age,	 thinly mantled with
relief	 100-I50	 ft	 (30-55 m), loess.
YOUNGER (WISCONSINAN) TILL PLAIN
3a. End and stagnation moraines.	 Level to Ffolde generally moderate In n Ice and Thin loess over clayey till of 	 late Excavation easy, foundation conditions good to poor{
rolling plains with generally less regular In shape, but larger In poorly Wlaconsinan age, covrnonly teem than surface drainage good to poor, many poorly-drained
than 100 ft	 (30 m) of	 local	 relief. drained Areas, where cropland gives 30 ft	 (15 m) thick,	 but	 locally as or closed depressions; subsurface dral nags generally
Lover than	 lllinolen till	 plain (unit way to range and pasture. much as 400 ft	 (120 m) thick.	 Also fair to poor, locally good In gravelly outvash
4),	 Urelnnge	 Is poorly integrated; includes local outvash-channel and channels oral tame hills; the outvash channel• are
n Creamn err fav end their valley: Ice-contact	 (tan*) deposits of aquifers and they and the kame hills arm good
shallow; many email claAa 	 or poorly gravel and sand, sources of gravel{	 few topographic limitations for
drained Impressions.	 %%imerous ponds road construction.
and lakes, mostly east!,	 shallow, and
temporary,	 and.	 in p'.sces,	 saline,
especially In southwaatrrn pert, 	 A
few la.pe lake_.	 Depressions
occupled by lakes were caused partly
by collapse after melting of stagnant
ice, by moralns-damvtra of earlier
valleys, and by ether morainic control.
Kama hills era common.	 Includes
western part of Coteau des Prairies
and the Coteau du Missouri,	 Linear
tonal boundaries indicating moral net
{bea rs are shown by dashed lines.
3b. Fields moderate !n also but smaller Thin lows	 over	 tillGround moraine and a 
few Ann" endmoraines, dopo,,ted by the James than In unit 3al	 rasular In shape, as much as 300
River glacial
	
lobe Inlate W'-iaonslnan ft (90 m) thick.	 Sea* sand and
time.	 Elovatlons lover and local gravel outvash and le*-contact
relief less than unit 3a 	 (mostly less deposits.
then 30 ft,	 9 m).	 Smoothly rolling
plain with broad,	 low divides. without
distinct morainic ridges. 	 Stream
dissection shallow, but better Into-
grated than Unit 3a.	 Lakes common.
hest .moiler than In unit 3e.
Similar	 to	 1b;	 soils general
	
some- Loess over till or early•	 a	 3e.
• what more poorly drnlned. 'a'lscanOn,	 sq e.
OLL)LR	 (IL.INOIAN) TILL P1.\IN
♦. Illtnolan till plaln. 	 Compared with Fields generally larger than In units Till of lilinolan ago with a loess
Excavation "my. foundation conditions and surface/
the Wisconsinan till	 plain (units 3 n 3a and 3bl regular in shape.	 Some mantle, over bedrock (Niobrara ft., subsurface drainage generally fair to good;	 few to
and 3b), elevations are hlRher, local rangeland on steeper slopes. Cretaceous).	 Soil drainage better moderateNtopographlc limitations for road construction.
relief to greater (commonly more than than on Wisconslnan till plain as
100 ft, 30 m), because the streams evidenced by lighter tones on IP.
are moderately entrenched. 	 The Imagan•
dre(naAw pattern to also denser and
well integrated.	 Interfluves are
fairly rarrow .•d flat to rounded.
/-.	 -- -
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Figure	 4 .	 LnndSa t- 1 map of the Mitchell and Siom Falls P T quadrangles, South Dzkata and Iowa.
Map	 elptaoation, continued.
MAP UNITS LARUFORM CHLRACtERISTICS IAIM-USE CHARAcrERISTICS	 S!"cIAL-GEOIAr IC MATERIALS SIJhl'ICAI:T Lh'li RV4(LNTAL-GWWGIC ATTHIBUr LS
HILLS
So. Drift-mantled hills.	 Include. Turkey Holds sea It to moderate In •Isar Till of Ylsconml Men age over bedrock Ikeavatlon generalty easy to fairly eery, but In
ED
RI dgo (1k) and Jaime Ridge (JR); also regular to Irregular In atop*. (41obn rn lisnton• and Pierre plot*. In bedrock moderately difficult; foundation
called James River Highlands. 	 Those dap*ndlryt on slope.	 Some r4n4*lend. shale, Cretacroue). 	 LlAhter tones conditions good, fair, to loo ny poor; surface
mesa pea -g %clml baArack Aref nsR• on IR lugary 1Mluta hector -dnlned .mire g• good; sub aurLea Aral nags good to poor;
moderate tupographle llml[mCI!ma for readdl vidas that ver• overridden by Ice Boll n than aurro,nd I ng till plains.
end la[t rfeh a mar fable thtokneea conatrvetlan.
(30-200 ft,	 9-60 m) of till.	 End
m0r.In . are al l ned In concentric
bands •round Turkey Rldq •, 	 ho
atresma thmt flov mouth along the
axis of Turkey Ridge probably orlgl-
rated as Ice-marginal channels when
Ice surrounded this highland.
J	 }b, 6s^'o ck hills.	 Erosional remnant e, Lntfrely rangeland, Me fields. Pierre shale (Cretaceous) with a lkeavatlon moderately difficult In caprock, fairly
;.;,':,1;,^ aces vl[h • rulstant uprock, resistant dston e a nd quaK alt * eamy In Pierre shale; foundation conditions good
rlsl ng nn muCha 400 It (120 .) caprvek (Ogallala Fm.. Tertiary). on caprock, generally poor on shale, vhera shrink/
above ourrou nil ra plain•.	 Al{n asp[ nrdl soil/rack conditions are common, as mall n s
of the hill*. the c opt oet, end near. active and potential	 1•nd•lurps; surface dr•lnego
accordance of m,®Ile mu aR•aCa [hat gooA; subsurface drml,oge generally poor;	 severe
these hitlr may b* ral lc[a of . lot•
I
topographic limitations for road comet ruction; areas
Iartlary (T) use t- 	 fl yer of eCenle Interest.
system.
WESS-MANTLIO PLATEAUS
6s, P1 err• Hl lla.	 C•nt1Y ro Ming plain
vlth n hellos to and erst• dissection
fields moderate to large In site;
regular In shape.	 except smaller and
bleu-mantled Pierre shot* (Cre-
got sous), vhleh Is mostly red statt
t)teavetlon generally suY; foundation eoniltlons
good to poor;	 surface It Irma	 gen•r•Ily Rood,
(grestor then In unit 6D) end loCAL I	 regular on et 0or slopem, to erosion.	 Soma thin patchy glaelal •ubsurtae• Arai nag. fair co Iota fly poor! moderate
tell*f	 of	 SO -200 Cc	 (15-60 n ). drlt[	 (o( uriy Yl •con sl man age) Co seven topographic limitations (acroes yr lleys)
Fuct ensi r* rollan deposits have di*- near Mlseourl Rlva lreneh. for road construction.
11 nctivm alt nement oriented north-
Us.t to gout hasrt, resealed In the
pan 11.1 Aral—go.	 Eastern part Yu
glarlet edr but no e: pros •!en of
this 1s soon on the IRTS Imagary.
6b. t]tcavatlon easy In surflclal earlier fairly easy In6enehlanda.	 Flat to gently relling Mostly rangsi.nd mith mom. •.all
uplands r11h leas dlar.ctlon a,vd Itsld r.
Lonfdl:	 tied remlat n nt quartstt• old
ea nd sto p• (ORSIIsIa sine,	 i.rt lacy) Fl areas Slla l*. moderately dllflcvlt In caprxk{
lover local	 r*11*1	 (less than 100 ea pp 1, maakly reslsiant /!err. foundation conditions and wrrac*/subsurface
It,	 10 m) than an It 6s, although •hale (tr*tsceous). 	 Lncel alluvlml draltvg• good to fair, 10ca11Y poor; gravel
elevations are hleher.
	 Interf lunar Rrsral upping• (H•rtick CrmrsI . d*p0 sic• locally; fw to locally met+rat*
are broad ard • fla[.	 Some mats 11 early Pletatocena(r)) are fndlwt d topographic limitations for road eonstr%ctlon.
cloud beslns.	 Cemented, rulKant by (H).
sad leenta fors a caprock r. p.	 albts
far the plateau-lIkn surface and the
eaurpmants rurro0ndlM It
7. LAkes end rem.rreirs.
[{	 A.
l.F
Urban area of Sioux Falls (5F). Canton (Ca), and Mitchell 	 (111).
ERTS - 1 1HAGES USL'Jr
104)-16330 9/4/72	 1114-16300 11/14/72 IConr,_ts on	 -si g nificant •nvirornental-4.01001! n ttrlbut*a^ field inve
n riXatlons will	 be required to dec*rmin• th e '^mon-
I043-16532 9/4/72
	
1114-16502	 11/14/72 refer to the eurficiel deposit• ovulylnq the bedrock unless earlmS properties or lndlvlduaI 	
roll and ge0lorle units.
1044-I 7004 9/5/72	 tiaS-16443 1/24/7) stated otnerrlse.	 Besauu of the .malt 	 ac n la 0f the mm0 and
1060-16491 1	 179/21/72	 11&	 IA30	 /23/7 the mspinq vu	 n* by Ineting t/,:5-I lmaeesfs	 t at	 the	 p	 do	 t rprct
1060-16494 9/21/72	 120-16303 3/20/77 mlthout Int*nsi va ground surveys, thee. mr* Rena rallied state-
1061-16532 9/22/72
	
1241-16361 3/21/73 ..Mrs that	 muggemt averal* ch•ract•rl•tice for the map uniti
1076-16)62 10/7/72	 1276-16504 4/23/73 they are spproprlate for ry l onai ptannin g . but not for detailed
1076-16442 10/7/72
	
1295-16502	 3/114/73 planning and operation•.	 ror any specific operation, detailed
1095-16447 Io/I6/72	 131)-16561 6/1/73
1R9-16443 6/17/73
iAPPENDICES
EVALUATIVE MAPPING STUDIES
OF VARIOUS TEST AREAS
with contributions from
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H. Kit Fuller (U.S. Geological Survey)
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AI.O 'GEOMORPHOLOGIC-GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND FOR THE PROJECT REGION
Figure Al.l shows the parts of the Great Plains--Midwest for which we
prepared maps of analytic geomorphology by interpreting SL photos, as a means
of evaluating the utility of these photos for such mapping. Figure A1.2 is a
portion of Erwin Raisz' Map of the Landforms of the United States, showing the
principal landforms in this region. Figure A1.3 designates (by Roman numerals)
the four primary categories of landscape in this region:
(I) In the northeast and north are relatively little-dissected drift
plains formed by the last glaciation (Wisconsinan drift plains), which have
a thick surficial cover mainly of glacial drift; (II) to the south are more--
dissected drift plains of earlier glaciations (Illinoian and Kansan drift
plains), generally a cover of wind-blown silt (loess) over glacial drift of
variable thickness; (III) in the south and southeast are unglaciated, much-
dissected upland plains where surficial deposits commonly are thin or absent;
and (IV) in the west are the unglaciated central Great Plains, with highly
variable thicknesses of loess, eolian sand, and alluvium.
Throughout the region, the bedrock is nearly flat-lying and exposed only locally,
mainly along deeply entrenched streams and in the southern and westernmost
study areas. The climate ranges from continental moist (30 to 40 inches mean
annual precipitation) in the east to continental steppe (commonly less than 20
inches m. a. precipitation) in the west.
Figure Al.I--NEAR HERE
A1.2--NEAR HERE
A1.3--BAR HERE
The Wisconsinan drift plains (areas I on Fig. A1.3) are near the southern
limit of the last glaciation and were formed by several lobes of the Laurentide
continental ice sheet. The lobes reached their maximum southern limits between
about 20,000+1,000 (Lake Michigan and Erie lobes) and 14,000 (Des Moines and
James River lobes) radiocarbon years ago. These plains are underlain mainly by
clayey till with little or no cover of wind-blown silt (loess). They consist
in part of nearly level to gently undulating ground moraine (and locally, beds
of former proglacial lakes), and in part of more or less concentric end moraines —
that rise from less than 50 feet to more than 200 feet above the surrounding
plain. Drainage is poorly integrated and stream dissection generally is very
shallow; in the northernmost study areas lakes and ponds are common. In
Illinois and in parts of other states the end moraines have been mapped in
6/The term "end moraine" is used in this report for any ridge--like landform 	 j
of glacial drift. Some, probably most, are true end moraines (frontal moraines)
deposited by . melting of ice at the edge of a former ice sheet. They may record
pulsating movements of the ice margin, including the maximum advance and
younger readvances, or they may record recessional stillstands. Other "end
moraines" may be glaciotectonic ridges formed by shearing (overthrusting) at
the base of and within the ice sheet, generally as a result of compressive
flow over a bedrock rise. Rarely, "end moraines" may be bedrock highs that are
thinly mantled by drift. Considerable ground control (especially subsurface
drillhole and/or geophysical data) generally is needed to establish the origin 	 3
of an "end moraine."	 1
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Al.l. Map showing areas for which maps of analytic geomorphology were prepared.
Symbols refer to sections in the Appendix in which they are discussed.
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Figure A1.j. Map showing the four primary categories of landscape in the Great Plains-Midwest
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detail, but in many areas they are poorly known. Although they are relatively
young and little eroded, their relief commonly is so low that they are difficult
to distinguish on topographic maps and conventional airphotos. Thus, identification
and mapping of the young end moraines was judged to be a moderately severe test
of the applicability of the Skylab photos to geologic-terrain mapping in.parts
of the region characterized by generally low relief and by heavy vegetative
cover during the growing season.
The older drift plains (area II on Fig. A1.3), of middle Pleistocene
(Illinoian and Kansan) age, are so eroded and veneered by loess that little or
none of the original glacial morphology is preserved. The major streams have
trenched 30 m and, in places, 60 m, commonly through the entire surficial mantle
and deeply into bedrock. The greatest relief is along the Mississippi and
Missouri River and their-main tributaries, where bluffs are common. Gently
undulating uplands ("prairies") are common between the main streams.
The unglaci.ated parts of north-central Missouri and eastern Kansas (area III
on Fig. A1.3) are moderately deeply dissected and have a thin, local surficial
mantle on the uplands, mainly loess and colluvium. Here the lithologic and
structural characteristics of the bedrock units dominate the geomorphology.
The unglaciated central Great Plains (area IV on Fig. A1.3) are gently
eastward-sloping upland plains. Bedrock is exposed only locally, being generally
concealed by a surficial mantle of variable thickness. The mantle is chiefly
loessial (wind-blown silt) in the eastern Great Plains, but coarsens westward
into large areas of eolian sand, such as the Sand Mills of Nebraska. Perennial
streams are widely spaced, especially in the semiarid western part of the
province. Stream dissection rarely exceeds 50 m along the main streams, and
interstream upland plains commonly are wide and gently undulating to nearly
level.
I
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A2.0, NORTHEASTERN MISSOURI STUDY AREA
(Interpreted by Ii. Kit Fuller)
A2.1 General geomorphic background
This study area, in northeastern Missouri between the Mississippi and
Missouri Rivers (Fig. A2.1), is an ancient drift plain, glaciated in Nebraskan,
Kansan, and probably (in its eastern part) in Illinoian (early anal middle
Pleistocene) time. Its southern boundary is approximately the maximum limit
reached by the ancient ice sheets. The stream dissection is mostly subsequent
to glaciation and has resulted in a mature topography, with fairly broad valleys
and rounded ridges in most places. Thick deposits of Li.acial drift are
restricted to the less-eroded uplands well back from the principal streams.
Loess commonly overlies the drift. It is highly variable in thickness, tending
to thicken toward the Missouri River. Approaching the southern boundary of
the area, the veneer of glacial drift and loess becomes highly variable in
thickness and is absent in many places. Thus, a smaller proportion of this
area is underlain by surficial deposits than in areas farther north.
This study area is comprised of five principal landscape areas, shown in
Fig. A2.2:
Figure A2.1--NEAR HERE
A2.2---NEAR HERE
1. Mexico Plain. A flat to gently undulating upland plain, central
to the study area, with widely spaced eastward--flowing streams; local
relief generally is less than 15 m, but ranges to 60 m along the deeper
valleys near its eastern limit. Nearly continuous surficial mantle over
bedrock, consisting of 2/3 to 1 1/2 m of.pale yellow--gray loess over
glacial drift (middle Pleistocene) averaging about 15 m in thickness.
Extensively formed and characterized by very regular rectangular field
patterns, very few woodlands on steeper slopes. Poorly drained acid
soils limit fami..ng to mostly wheat, corn, and soybeans.
2. Dissected uplands northeast of the Mexico Plain. Highly dissected
upland plain with fairly accordant ridge tops, some to few narrow gently
sloping interfluves, steep valley sides; 30-90 m local relief. Discontinuous
surficial mantle of loess over glacial drift, chiefly on the ridge crests
(bedrock commonly is exposed in the deeper valleys); loessic deposits
thicken and glacial drift thinstoward the Mississippi .River, as dissection
increases and slopes steepen. Small scattered areas of karstic (sinkhole)
topography. Mostly woodlands and pastures, on slopes too steep to be
farmed; some croplands on gently sloping interfluves and narrow alluvial
lowlands. Fields are commonly small and irregular.
3. H. iS'hlY dissected uplands south of the Mexico Plain. Between the
Missouri River and the Mexico Plain is a closely dissected area with
local relief commonly >60 m, increasing to locally ca. 90 m along the
Missouri Fiver. Boundary with Mexico Plain is abrupt. Much exposed bedrock;
local loessial cover, thickest (commonly >6 m) on bluffs near Missouri River;
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Figure A2.2 Chief landscape units in NE Missouri study area.
little or no glacial drift. Slopes generally steep, few gently sloping
interfluves. Mostly woodlands and pastures, some orchards. North part
of western half of unit is underlain by commercially strippable coal.
A few small areas of karst topography. 	 .
4. Moderately dissected hillland west of the Mexico Plain. Rolling
hills with moderate slopes, drained to south by Chariton River; local
relief generally 430 m. Cover of loess 2/3 to 3 m thick over till and
other unconsolidated Materials 22-30 m thick. About 60% cropland, on
moderately to sloping uplands and narrow valley lowlands.; remainder
(slopes too steep to farm) is woodland, pasture, and strip mines. Fields
generally large and rectangular. Much of area is underlain by strippable
coal or already stripped of coal; those stripped are in various stages of
revegetation.
5. Alluvial lowlands along Mississippi, Missouri, and Illinois Rivers.
Essentially flat, moderately well drained to poorly drained alluvial and
lacustrine clay, silty sand, and gravel with generally high water table.
Mostly 5 to 8 km wide (extreme width 24 km). Depth to bedrock more than
30 m. High risk of flooding Limits unprotected areas to woodland and
pasture; grain farming behind levees.. Effects of March-June 1973 flooding
are very evident--flood scars, standing water, and water of Missouri River
still very muddy.
Figure A2.3(B) shows the coverage of this study area by published geologic
maps. (The references shown are listed in the "References cited" section of
this report.)
Figure A2.3----NEAR HERE
A.2 Evaluation of Skylab photo coverage of the area
Figure A2.3(A) shows the coverage of this study area by SL photos. Following
is a detailed evaluation of the quality and utility of these photos.
Mission/
	
Date
Track	 Photc.graphed	 Most Useful Bands (Roll and Frame Nos.), and why:
SL2	 6/10/73	 S190B color (roll 81, frames 185-188) are most useful
Pass 6	 of all SL photos of this area; cloud free, >60%
Track 19
	
stereo overlap, very good color balance, and very
good distinguishable detail. S190A color (roll 10,
frames 142-144) unenlarged transparencies are fairly
sharp, but enlargements are very fuzzy; good color,
but details not as recognizable as on S190B. S190A
red (roll 11, frames 135-137) and CIR (roll 9,
frames 142-144) are somewhat less useful; red
enlargements too contrasty but show much cultural
detail; CIR emphasizes vegetati.on,.but lacks resolution
necessary for distinguishing finer detail.
6,4
_I
Q. Geolo^iC i^ap ^o^e^^z-
Figure A2.3. Coverage of NE Missouri study area by
.Skylab photos and geologic maps.
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Skylab' phai'o cove'(agc=
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N
^^r
Mission/
	
Date
Track	 Photographed	 Most Useful Bands (Roll and Frame Nos.), and why;
SL3	 9/10/73	 Only about 15% overlap in all bands, and >50%
Pass 48	 obscured by scattered clouds and cloud shadows.
Track 1
	
S190B color (roll 88, frames 216-218) best for
"seeing around" clouds; good detail visible and
land-use noise minimized by uniformity of vegetative
cover. Woodlands in strip-mined areas, on steeper
slopes, and along upper reaches of streams contrast
well with cropland vegetation (this contrast is
obscured in SL2 photos by land-use noise). S190A
color (roll 46, frames 194-195) and CIR (roll 45,
frames 194--195) both show fairly well the vegetation
differences mentioned above; color has better
rendition of detail than CIR.
SL4	 S190B color (roll 92, frames 114-117) are most useful
Pass 82	 of this track; although >50% snow-covered, they are
Track 1
	
helpful for checking local relief and density of
dissection; some areas of karst topography can be
seen. S190A color (roll 64, frames 289-291) and
CIR (roll 63, frames 289-291) are the only other
useful bands, although both are so overexposed that
only the larger terrain features can be seen; color
shows well the karst area north of St.. Louis.
SL4	 11/30/73	 S190B color (roll 90, frames 23-25) is only useful
Pass 54
	
roll of this track. Much is unusable because of
Track 19	 clouds and haze, but remainder has excellent
sharpness of detail, color balance, and exposure.
Land-use pattern is not as distracting as in spring,
but variations are more evident than in summer;
very ood distinguishability of culture and land-
surface detail. S190A coverage is much more
obscured by clouds, usually with .order or overexposure;
enlargements generally are poorly processed and
out of focus.
A2.3 Interpretive procedure and results
The interpretive mapping was done on transparent overlays to enlarged
transparencies (2.X and 4 X) of the better-quality SL photos of the area
(SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19) S190B and S190A color, CSR, B/W red, and B/W farther IR
bands). The enlargements were first viewed singly on a light table without
magnification, and then using 7 X and 20 X comparators. After location of
major features and urban areas, and cursory examination of 1:250,000 topographic
snaps of the area, the same frames were studied stereoscopically, using an Old
Delft scanning stereoscope, under 1.5 X and 4.5 X magnification. Most delineation
of landscape-unit boundaries was done while examining frames in stereo, referring
to topographic maps (1:24,000, 1:62,500, and 1:250,000 scales), geologic maps
and reports, and U-2 and WB57 airphotos for ground control.
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Figure A2.4a illustrates a typical overlay map for a 4 X enlargement of
a S190A color-infrared transparency; and Figure A2.5a shows an overlay map
for a 2 X enlargement of a S190B color transparency. Figures A2.4b and A2.5b
are strip maps prepared as overlays to several S190A or S190B frames covering
the entire study area.
Figure A2.4a---NEAR HERE
A2.4b---NEAR HERE
A2.5a- -NEAR HERE
A2.5b---NEAR HERE
When drawing boundaries between major land-surface types a hierarchy of
distinguishability emerged. First, major river lowlands were differentiated;
second, the Mexico Plain was delimited from the more strongly dissected areas
surrounding it; then finer distinctions were made within the major units based
on variations in land-use patterns, differing soil-moisture conditions,
differences in vegetal color and reflection, and information gleaned from
examination of various kinds of ground control and Skylab photos from other
flights .
A2.4 General evaluation
The most useful photos were the 2 X enlargements of SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19)
S190B color, and the 4 X enlargements of S190A color, CIR, and B/W red. The
SL4 photos would have been very useful had they been properly exposed and the
enlargements not out of focus. Also, the SL3 Pass 48 (Track 1) photographs
would have been more useful with 60 percent overlap, because stereoviewing
would have lessened the obscuring effect of the scattered clouds, permitting
viewing the ground "through" them Although stereoviewi.ng did yield more
information on the land-surface features than viewing singly, all the SL photos
provide too little stereorelief to permit good estimates of the local relief.
In other words, greater exaggeration of relief would have been very helpful,
because relief is a major factor in geomorphic mapping. The amount of local
relief almost always was underestimated (both with the 01d Delft stereoscope
and with the Kern plotter), and had to be corrected by checking with 7 1/2-
minute or 15-minute topographic maps. At best, in the sharpest photos viewed
under 4.5 to 5 X magnification, relief could be estimated within about 10 m;
usually, however, without familiarity with local ground conditions, local relief
could not be estimated more closely than about 30 m. Steep slopes are
recognizable partly because of land-use changes, but their relief usually was
underestimated; on the other hand, gentler slopes were seldom noticeabln,
especially if no significant change in land use occurs at the breaks in slope.
A major problem with mapping on the SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19) photos is their
great amount of land-use "noise"--information mainly from farming practices
that distracts from or obscures information on geomorphology. The strong
contrast of newly-plowed fields with adjacent fallow or vegetated fields
distracts from the subtle tonal differences that indicate changes in topography,
soils, or natural vegetation. In many cases, the boundaries of landscape units
were mapped incorrectly on the . SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19) photos, but later corrected
after checking photos from later missions. AlF.. the distribution of woodlands
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is less reliably informative on topographic detail than it is in some other
areas. In regions of generally well-watered productive soils, such as central
Illinois (see Appendix article A5), the woodlands are mostly restricted to
valley slopes too steep to farm, although narrow "riparian" woodlands also are
present along streams subject to frequent flooding. In northeastern Missouri,
woodlands occur not only along the steeper valley slopes but also in areas of
infertile, highly acid, or poorly drained soils (which can be present in upland
summit areas)--thus, their distribution does not necessarily indicate the
pattern of steep valley slopes.
Another conclusion reached in evaluating the mapping in northeastern
Missouri concerns the limit of our mapping capability. Wi-^:h S190B enlargements
(at approximate scale of 1:475,000) of optimum photographic quality, map scale
should be no larger than 1:250,000; with good quality S190A enlargements, map
scale should be no _irger than 1:350,000. The maximum scale of accurate mapping
depends primarily on the amount of detail distinguishable in th- phutos; thus,
with the infra-red films (with lowest resolution) the largest feasible map
scale is about 1:1,000,000. These scales reflect both the detail discernible
from the Skylab photos and the general accuracy of our mapping methods.
Greater mapping accuracy could be achieved with better photogrammetric equipment,
but this was not available for most of our work. With best-quality S190B
photographs and the best stereoplotters, mapping accuracy would not warrant a
scale larger than 1:200,000.
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A3.0	 SIOUX FALLS STUDY AREA, SOUTH DAKOTA AND IOWA
A3.1	 Geomorphic setting
The Sioux Falls	 study area is basically a plain mantled
with glacial drift.	 The drift commonly is less than 30 m thick, but in one
place Exceeds 145 m.	 Several major topographic features controlled by the
underlying bedrock surface have influenced the directions of glacial flow
and the distribution and type of drift.	 The James River lowland (map unit 1
on Fig. A3.1) provided a channel for the main southward ice movement.	 Bordering
this lowland are moderate highlands of bedrock thinly mantled by drift:	 the
Coteau des Prairies on the east (map unit_ 2); which extends from North Dakota
to northwestern Iowa; and two much more local topographic features, Turkey
Ridge (map unit 3) and James Ridge (map unit 4).
The exposed drifts are of three major age groups (Tables A3.1 and A3.2):
Illinoian, early Wisconsin, and late Wisconsin. 	 The late Wisconsin drift is
by far the most extensive; its drift plain makes up >60% of the area. 	 Three
morphogenetic types of this drift are recognized: 	 ground moraine, end moraine,
and stagnation moraine.	 The older drift plain5,however, cannot be subdivided,
both because of the effects of weathering and erosion, and because the surface
exposures are not extensive enough to show major differences in morphology.
Figure A3.1---NEAR HERE
Table A3.1--NEAR HERE
A3.2--NEAR HERE
The Illinoian drift plain is conspicuously light toned 	 in the color
photos because of the thick, pale yellowish gray loess mantle that is widely
exposed in the uplands.	 It also is light toned in the CIR and B114 IR bards
because the loessial soils are well drained. 	 The Illinoian drift plain also
is somewhat higher than the adjoining younger till pains; local 'relief ;c
greater, commonly more than 30 m; and its stream pattern is denser and well
integrated.	 It has a distinctive topographic grain of parallel, narrow,
similar-sized ridges alined northwest-southeast, that probably originated from
wind erosion and/or deposition. 	 It is crossed by several wide valleys that
contain glacial outwash terraces of Wisconsinan age, namely, the valleys of
Big Sioux River, Skunk Creek, Split Rock Creek, and Beaver Creek. 	 Along the
northern margin of the Illinoian drift plain a few smaller south-trending
outwash channels of Wisconsinan age also can be identified on the Skylab photos.
The southern boundary of this drift plain is mostly quite distinct on the
SL photos, but the western and northern boundaries in places are indistinct
and gradational with the adjoining Wisconsinan drift plains.
The early Wisconsinan d_ift plain adjoins the Illinoian dl:ift plain to
the north.	 In Skylab color photos it is evenly dark-toned, highlighted by
a series of light-toned discontinuous ridges that trend northwest-southeast
and lie near and parallel to the boundary with the Illinoian drift plain.
Dark-toned flat lowlands separate the ridges. 	 The drainage is moderately well
integrated and local relief is less than 20 m. 	 The boundary with the late
Wisconsinan drift plain generally is indistinct on all Skylab photos.
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Table A3.1.	 Distinguishability of landscape units in the Sioux Falls study area on S190A and S19015 photos from varlows Skylab missions.
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The late Wisconsinan drift plain is mostly dark toned in color photos,
though in places somewhat variable in tone. Within the James River lowland
it is mostly gently undulating to nearly level, with local relief less than
10 m, although in small areas relief attains 20 m and even (rarely) 30 m.
Streams are relatively few and undrained depressions numerous.
The late Wisconsin drift plain has the least well integrated drainage
system and the widest morphological variety: ground moraine, end moraine,
stagnation moraine, and outwash plains and channels. The differences between
ground, end, and stagnation moraines can be noted in topography, drainage,
land use, and tonal variations on different bands. Ground moraine has a
dark, even tone, a manifestation of its low local relief, poorly integrated
drainage, and widespread poorly drained soils. End moraines usually appear
on the photos as discontinuous areas of medium dark tones with light-toned
elongate mottles; topographic maps show the end moraines as discontinuous
gently rolling low hills with fairly well integrated drainage. Stagnation
moraines have very poorly integrated drainage, which shows on the photographs
as an over-all dark tone, locally on the steeper, better-drained slopes mottled
with randomly shaped, sized, and spaced lighter tones.
Other features mapped from the photos are outwash channels and plans,
steeply sloping gullied river bluffs, urban areas, and geologic linears; also,
in areas with adequate S190B coverage, river terraces.
A3.2 Coverage by Skylab photos and topographic and geologic maps
Coverage of the Sioux Falls 10 x 2 0 quadrangle is limited to the following
flights: SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19), SL2 Pass 7 (Track 33), SL3 Pass 31 (Track 30/16),
SL4 Piss 54 (Track 19), SL4 Pass 85 (Track 19), and SL4 Pass 83 (Track 30) and
is shown in Fig. A3.2(A). SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19) covered only a little of the
SW corner of the study area. One hundred percent cloud cover over the northwest
third of the quad restricts the othetvise excellent SL2 Pass 7 (Track 33)
coverage to the eastern two-thirds of the quad. SL3 Pass 31 (Track 30/16)
covered the northwest half of the area (although there are scattered clouds in
the extreme northwest corner and haze over 75% of the remaining area); the S190B
(with high resolution B/W film) has 60% overlap and is much more useful than
the S190A which has only 10% overlap. SL4 Pass 54 (Track 19, November, 1973)
covers only a tiny part of the SW corner; SL4 Pass 85 (Track 19, January, 1974),
shows more of the southwest corner but is 60% snow-covered, and the snow-covered
areas are badly overexposed; SL4 Pass 83 (Track 30) covers much of the study
area, but it has 100% snow cover and is so overexposed that it is essentially
useless. Useful coverage was therefore limited to SL2 Pass 7 (Track 33), SL3
Pass 31 (Track 30/16) S190B (although S190A was studied without stereo to
compare film qualities), and SL4 Pass 85 (Track 19, January, 1974). Obviously,
our comparison of different bands at different seasons could have been much
more complete if the SL3 Pass 31 S190A films had had more stereo overlap, and
if SL4 snow-covered photographs had been properly exposed.
Part B of Fig. A3.2 shows the coverage of the Sioux Falls 1 0 x 2 0 quadrangle
by 7 1/2-minute topographic quadrangle maps, and part C shows the coverage by
published geologic maps.
Figure A3.2--NEAR HERE
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To familiarize ourselves with the area we first compiled a land-surface-
form map of the Sioux Falls 1 0 x 20 quadrangle from available 7 1/2-minute
topographic quadrangle maps (Fig. A3.3). We examined SL2 Pass 7 (Track 33);;
S190B frames 81-315 to 81-317 (unen:iarged) with a Kern PG-2 stereoplotter;
this phase of the study produced a map of analytic geomorphology at 1:250,000
scale (Fig. A3.4). Then S190A and S190B enlargements were studied with an
Old Delft scanning stereoscope, and analytic geomorphology was mapped on
transparent overlays (at photo scale). Copies of these overlays were sent
to the South Dakota State Geological Survey where they were analyzed for
accuracy of boundary delineation and map unit classification. With this
additional "ground control" the final copies of the overlays were produced
(Figs. A3.5 and A3.6).
Figure A3.3--NEAR HERE
A3.4--NEAR HERE
A3.5--NEAR HERE
A3.6--NEAR HERE
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Ala, V, Vf	 <10	 --	 kA	 - Dark	 Poor-fair Alluvial	 clay, silt, 3 3	 2, 3
sand, gravel
Dark Poor-fair Alluvial sand and 3 3	 3to Ala, V,	 Vf	 <10	 1. ow	 NA
At, Ala, Alb
	 <20	 --	 NA	 --
gravel,	 some silt
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_., u2b,	 Clb,	 C21, 15-30 cw Do. Very wide, Dark w/ Very poor- Stagnation moraine. 2,	 3 1-3 1,
irregular light very good Clayey till-- i
topography nottlee unsorted clay, silt,
sand, gravel, and
boulders
2e Clc,	 C2c 15-30 '.cv Do. Rounded Medium w! Fair-very End moraine. 2,	 3 1-3 1, 2light good Unsorted clay, silt,
mottles sand, gravel,
boulders
2m Ala <20 Medium Den- Flat Dark Fair-very Loess, commonly 3 1-3 1, 2dritic good several m thick,
over somewhat
leached till like
above
3c CIc,	 C2c <30 "'dis- Trellis Rounded Dark- Poor-good Gnsarted clay, silt. Z 2
medium gravel, boulders
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(gullied, allel Interfluves
7b C2d, D2c, 30-60 Do. Do. Do. Mediuc Do. Variable, co-=only 1 1 1
D2d, D2e like 4cl; bedrock
exposed locally
7c	 D3c, D3d,	 X60 Do. Do. Do. !tedium Do. Do. 1 1 I
D3e, Doe
T	 C2c, C2d	 15-45 7 Radial -- Medium-- Excellent Rame--sand, gravel, 1 3
li ght boulders
ecal b1n, oIs '
_fU - Urbanized (built-up area) i
`t - Quarry ttt
- Lake or pond
i I -
i
l
Figures A3.6. A3 . 5, and A3.6.	 Explanation for analytic geomorphology saps of the Sioux Falls, S. D., study area.
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1
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1 2 2, 3 3 3 1,	 2 1,	 2 29	 3
1 1 2 2,	 3 3 2,	 3 3 1,	 2 1,	 2 2 2 2,	 3
2 1 1 2 2,	 3 3 2,	 3 3 1, 2 I, 2 2 2, 3
1
1
1
3
2,	 3
2, 3
2,	 3
2, 3 1-3
3
3
2,	 3 1 2 2
1 2,	 3
2,	 3
1 2 2
1 3 2,	 3 2,	 3 1-3 3 1 2 2 2
3 1 1, 2 2,	 3 3 {	 3 3 2 1 1 3 Good source of
crate limitations;	 3-few limitations.)
Rc=jLrks
Erodibility
Waste Disposal
Special problems
or attributesSanitary
, andfills
Sew:ge
lagoons
j
Septic
tanks
1, 2 1-3 1-3
-
1-3 Commonly subject to flooding
near streams; high water
table, in many places.
Young valley lowlands--flood plains and lower stream terraces of Holocene
and in places of Wisconsinan age.
2, 3 1,	 2 1,	 2 3 Co. Glacial outwash terraces, channels, and plains of late Wisconsinan age.
2, 3 1, 2 1,	 2 3
F...r.lyrained depressions in
I
Stream terraces, mainly of Wisconsinan age.
Ground moraine of late Wisconsinan age.	 Nearly level to gently rolling
plains, some poorly drained depressions, marshes, ponds, and lakes.
2,	 3 2,	 3
2,	 3
2.	 3 1,	 2
1 ,	 2
-
I, 3 2,	 3 _-Do. Stagnation moraines of late Wisconsinan age. 	 Gently rnlling plains; many,
poorly drained depressions, marshes, ponds, and lakes.
1 1 2 z,	 3 1.	 2 End moraines of late Wisconsinan age.	 Low ridges, mostly gently sloping,
in places discontinue.,s.
2,	 3 2,	 3 2,	 3 1,	 2 Gently ,rolling 'drift plain of early Wisconsinan age covered with late
Wisconsinan loess; drainage generally well integrated.
2 2,	 3 2,	 3 1,	 2 Topographically similar to I111nolan drift plain (4cl) but much darker
toned and slightly subdued relief.
1, 2 2,	 3 2,	 3 1, 2 Highest end moraines of late Wisconsinan age (surrounding Turkey Ridge).
Illinaian drift plain.	 Feathered clayey till mantled generally with
several m of late Wisconsinan loess. 	 Well dissected upland plain.
1,	 2 2 2,	 3
2 2 2 2,	 3 - - -
1 ,	 2 2,	 3 -
1 2
_ - Bluffs.	 Cnits 7b and 7c generally have, at top, several meters of loess
over weathered clayey till of Illinoian age over Sioux Quartzite (exposed
locally).
I 2
1 Z 2
2 1 1 3 rood source of sand and gravelJ Glacial kames ( gravelly hills),
t
Sioux Falls, S. D., study area.
s; 2-mod
:tnnre
Soil
(internal)
1. 2
3
3
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
i
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
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A4.0 NORTHEASTERN NEBRASKA-WESTEF.N IOWA STUDY AREA
A4.1 Geomorphic setting
The northeastern Nebraska-western Iowa study area consists of two primary
landscape units: on the east, an ancient drift plain, glaciated repeatedly
in early and middle Pleistocene time, and subsequently mantled with loess azd
related deposits (commonly 2 to >30 m thick) and also considerabl y dissected
by streams. Some of the higher stream divides appear to be remnants of end
moraines of the former glaciers. On the west, beyond the glacial limit, are
loess-mantled plains that grade westward into the eastern fringe of the Nebraska
Sand Hills. Summit elevations of the loess plains are at different altitudes,
possibly because of Quaternary tectonism. The higher plains tend to be much
dissected, although gently sloping to nearly level interfluves and summit
plateaus are preserved in many places (the larger ones are shown as unit 2 on
the analytic geomorphology Maps); they appear to be remnants of ancient ioess-
depositional surfaces of low relief.
Comparatively young wind-erosion features range from deflation hollows
and plains (near the Sand Hills) to parallel deflation furrows that trend
northwest-southeast. The latter are conspicuous on SI, photos in some places
east of the Sand Hills, particularly in the northwestern part of the main
part of the study area (Fig. A4.3).
A4.2 Useful coverage
The only coverage of the western part of the study area, in the Broken
Bow 1 0 x 20 quadrangle, that is stereoscopic, relatively cloud-free, and of
fairly good photo quality is by SL4 Pass 83 (Track 30) S190B (frames 93-095
to 93-097). These photos are somewhat overexposed but were used to prepare
Fig. A4.2. (The S190A photos from this flight are so badly overexposed as
to be unusable.)
The eastern part of the study area has high-quality coverage by both S190B
and S190A photos from SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19); also the northwestern part of its
northern half (parallel with the SL2 Pass 6 coverage) is covered by cloud-free
photos from SL4 Pass 85 (Track 19, 1-18-74). The SL3 Pass 	 '''T'rack 30/44)
flight crossed the area from southwest to northeast, but the photos were
taken at the height of the growing season and have only 10-15% overlap (hence
are non-stereoscopic), so are much less useful than the others.
A4.3 Interpretive procedure and results
A land-surface form map (Fig. A4.1) of tle Fremont 1 0 x 2 0 quad-
rangle was first prepared from 7Z-minute topo,*raphic quadrangles by
the method described in section 7.7, to serve as a convenient basis
for evaluating, the results from interpreting SL photos to map the
geomorphology of part of this quadrangle, as discussed in connection
with Figures A4.3a and A4.3b.
Figure A4.1 near here
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This study area (and some adjoining areas) was used as a training area
for various interpreters on the project and for determining the most feasible
methods of mapping and map-unit classification. All the methods discussed in
section 7.3 were used, and photos from all SL flights and bands over the area
were examined. We prepared analytic geomorphology maps of most of the Fremont
and Sioux City 1 0 x 2 0 quadrangles and of parts of the Broken Bou-, Gnaha,
O'Neill, and Nebraska City quadrangles. These maps are not included here,
partly because of space limitations and partly because much of the early
interpretive mapping was relatively generalized and its detail and accuracy
do not warrant reproduction at the 1:250,000 scale of the base maps we used
(Figure A4.2 is an example). However, we hope later to revise and compile the
information from these maps for a regional map at 1:500,000 scale, as a project
under the USGS EROS Program.
Figure A4.3a is a geomorphic-map overlay to a 2 X color enlargement of
S190B frame 81-170 from SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19), covering the vicinity of Omaha,
Nebraska. It was prepared by viewing adjoining S190B stereopairs from this
flight through an Old Delft scanning stereoscope unde.- 4.5 X magnification.
It illustrates the basis of the strip map (Fig. A4.3b) that combines the
results from analysis of five S190B frames from this flight (shown at the
scale of the 2 X enlargements).
The analytic geomorphology map of part of the Broken Bow 1 0 x 20 quadrangle
was prepared entirely by viewing and interpretation in a single process using
a Kern PC:--2 stereoplotter (Fig. A4.4) . It was made to test the feasibility
of relatively detailed geomorphic.  mapping from somewhat overexposed S190B
color photos (unenlarged) of entirely snow-covered terrain. In spite of the
overexposure of the photos and relatively high sun-elevation angle, the chief
terrain det_ils could be distinguished--commonly more successfully than with
snow-free photos (on snow-free phn.os, distracting noise from land-uae patterns
commonly hinder;, geomorphic interpretation). Because of the washed--out
character of the SL4 photos, their illumination in the Kern plotter had to
be reduced to the minimum possible.
Figure A4.2--NEAR SERE
Figure A4.3a--NEAR HERE
A4.3b--NEAR HERE
Figure A4.4-NEAR HERE
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Valley lowlands (flood plains and low	 stream terraces)
Undifferentiated valley? lowlands
Holocene flood plains
L
Lowest terraces of Wisconsinan age
Upper terraces of Wisconsinan age
--------------
Sand dunes, undifferentiated
Loess-mantled plains beyond the glacial limit
Loess plains, flat to g ently slopin g . without appreciably entrenched
stream valleys; local relief 75 - 150 ft (23 - 45 meters).
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Loess plains moderately dissected With manyggentle sloping interfluves
and many valleys; local relief 75 - 150 ft (23 - 45 meters).
Loess plains, moderately dissected, with few to many gently sloping
interfluves; local relief 150 - 225 ft (45 - 68 meters).
Glacial-drift plains of middle Pleistocene age
Drift plains with loess mantle of variable thickness, moderately dissected
with many gently sloping interfluves; local relief 75 - 150 ft (23 - 45 m).
Like above but local relief 150 - 225 ft (45 - 68 meters).
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-PACTFRT'T'1C': SOIL SURF] CIAL- -11AP trr•am niti.^•ertirn I GEOLOGIC GrUNITS Land-surface	 Local relief Surface	 Soil DEPOSITS
bfl
'topographic	 Shallow ground
	
av: +Ia6i1S
form symbol , )	 (meters)	 DenSity
	 Pat[C'rn	 Interfluveu Color	 Drainage laaitatir+ns	 Warr-r	 rwatl.rhliit	 quaff:
1 Ala	 < 15	 ---	 ---	 -- Light-	 Poor to Alluvial s'St, clay, 7	 3	 2,3
dark	 good sand, gravel
if Ala	 ---	 ---	 --- 'Srdiurr-rair to Do, 3	 3	 ^•3
dark	 poor
It Ail, 15 --- --- Light Fair Do. 3 2,3 3
Alb, Bla medium to good
-" Ala, Generally Sparse endriti Very wide, Mostly Poor to, Late Wisconsinan 3
Alb < 15 gently sloping light,	 in good loess, locally over
to nearly levd places older Ines. : and in
^tedium to places east of
dark Columbus- Norfoi:.
over glacial drift
31 E'a, Generally Sparse- Do. Rounded to :?cstly Fait	 to Do. Z,3 -
?113 20 medium flat light good
4ci Clc Generally `tedium Do. Plan flattish Light- Good Da. 2 1,2 1
t 30 interfluves medium
4dl Cld, Generally Fairly Do. Some flattish Do. Good Do. 1,2 1,2 1
Did < 30 high interfluves
5cl C2c, 30-60 Do. Do. Many flattish Do. Good Do. 1,2 1,2 1
D2c interfluves
5d1 C2d, 30-60 High Do. Some flattish Do. Good DO. 1,2 1,2 1
D2d interfluves
1Sel D2e 30-6G High Do. Few flattish Do_ 6006 i1u. 1,2 1,2
interfluves
l	 6c1 D3c b0 High Dndriti lfany flattish Medium- Fair to Late wisconsinan 1,1 1,2
interfluves light good loess, commonly over
alder loess, and in
places over glacial
drift.
6dl Dad > bO High Do. Some flattish Do. Good Do. 1,2 Z 1,2
interfluves
6el We > 60 High Do. Few or no Do. Do. Do. 1,2 2 1,2
flarrish
interfluves
7a Clc < 30 High --- Do. Do. Do. Do. 1 1 1
7b C2c,	 C2d, 30-60 Very -- Do. Do. Do. Do. 1 I 1
D2c. D2d high
7c CM, Dad, > 30 Very --- Do. Do. Do. Do. I I L
Die high
Bu b1b,	 B2b. Commonly Low --- --- Light Very good F.olian sand _,_ 3 ].
Clb,	 Clc > 15,
generally
<	 30
art Bib, Clb Generally Low --- --- Do. Do. Do. 2 3 1
< 20
3i Generally Low --- --- Do. Oc. Do. 2,3 3 1
<	 15
Bid Generally Low --- --- Do. Do. Do. 2.3 3 1
15
Bic Generally Lnw --- --- Dq . Do. Do. 2,3 3 1
<	 15
2d  --- --- Do. Do. Fairly continuous 3
l
L'15-E
cover of e0lian
sand
Speecl?1 symbols
U-Urbanized (built-up) areas
r ro -geofogic linear	 .
r
r ,r' -g•enir.,gic linear (eoLian)
FOLDOUT FrwA	 ORIGINAL
A	 r - I . I	 i-.-mori,ho I og	 tar u4tv a r,
LTMITA'rtr ,., ;	 .4v-qteR. } •severe 1 iml tat fonis - Z^ffindernre 11mitarltin q ! 4=r— 1 4 mIt it- I—
Groyal ^(ock ''r i 1. n.i r! P
1
S"Ll ISaniwry Sewage Scrt I ravailability/ availability/ Erod'bility
Special pro"11-
.. r 	 nttrih'i-f 9qu.ihtv q-1-Ility dupe stability Surijce (internal) t tanki
2.3 1-2 1-3 3 5 1•1-3 1-3 Commonly 3.11h 3 ect to ti
near s r:amm. high wa
in many -11-ces.
2.3 1-2 1-3 3 1-2 1-2 1-2 1 2-3 1.2 Large parts are subjectI
flooding, except where
totted by flo^;d-contro
3 1 2,3 2,3 3 3 2-3 3 3 2 2 213
2 ' 3 2,3 3 3 i - 'i 1,2 2.3 2 2
2,3 2.3 2.3 2, 3 3 2,1 1,2 2 2
1-3 3 - 3 2,3 1,2 - -
1-3 2 1 1,2 3 2,3 1 2 2
I L,2 1-3 3 1,2 3 2,3 1,2 2 2
1 1,2 1-3 2 3 1,2 3 2,3 1 2 2
1 1.2 1-3 z 3 1,2 3 2,3 1 2
1,2 1 2 3 1,-' 3 2 1,2
i _
1.2
_
1,2 3 2 1 2 2
1,2 1 2 2 1.2 3 2
i 1-3 2 2 1.2 3 —
1,2 1-3 Z 2,3 1 3 2.3 ^ 1 _ i 1
1-3 2 2.3 1 3 - .3
1 2 3 1,2 3 3 1 3 Poorly consolidated saliable tc wind erosion.
1 2 2 3 3 Do.
2 3 2. 3 3 1 2 Do.
1.2 2 1 2,3 3
1 3 2,3 3
1 1,2 3 3 3 3 1,2
..k
eorthrn ytern Nibrawka ntudv 7r,•r•--
lair+;	 2.nndornte limltacinns;	 )-Crm lfmitatlenn,)
Remarks^innce dr'cN 1)Esra:al 5prclal problems
Soil Erodibility Sanitary SewnFe Septic or attributes
(internal) ,unditlls 1.:,'o,aI; tanker
1-7 1-2 1-3 '-3 1-3 C„mmauly s+:hjcct to flooding Valley lowlands, undifferentiated. 	 Flood plains of Holocene age and
near straamN; high water table lower stream terraces.
in many ala-es.
1-'! 1-2 1,L 2-3 1.2 Large part ,_ are subievL to Flood plains of late Holocene age (including but not restricted to
flooding, except where pro- modern flood plains).
tectod b •r flood-control levees
3 2-3	 I _ ',3 Stream terraces, mainly of Wisconsinan age, including some glacial
autwash terraces.
1,2 2,3 Gently undulating upland plains, underlain by loess of late Wisconsinan
age, locally by older loessic deposits, and east of Columbus-Norfolk,
i
by glacial drift of middle and early Pleistocene age.
2 ,3 1,2 2 2 _ Gently rolling hills, generally covered by loess, locally (east of
Columbus-Norfolk) over glacial drift (middle and earl y Pleistocene).
2,3 1,2 2 2 Hilly rzolands with local relief generally < 30 m, many near._- level to
gently rolling interfluves; mantled by loess, in places (east of
Columbus-Norfolk) over glacial.drift (middle and early Pleistocene).
2,3 1 2 2 Like above, but fewer flattish interfluves.
2,3 1,2 2 2 _ Moderately deeply dissected uplands with manv flattish interfluves;
surficial deposits like above.
2,3 1 2 2 2 Like above; some flattish interfluves.
2,3 1 2 _
, Like above; few to no flattish interfluves.
Deeply dissected uplands, generally mantled with late Wisconsinan loess,
in places over older weathered loess, and/or glacial drift (middle a_-d
early Pleistocene).
2 1 2 2
Dn.
2 1 2 _ 2 Do,
Bluffs < 30 m high.
2,3 1 I I _
2 , 3 1 1 i 1 Bluffs 30-60 m high.
3 l 1 Bluffs > 60 m high.
1 2 _ 7 Poorly consolidated sand, very Dune fields, mainly of U-shaped (longitudinal) dunes, commonly hig'Zer than
liable to wind erosion. 15 m; active dunes, and blow-outs in places
1 2 2 3 Do. Dune fields with mixed low dune forms (•' 20 m) partly longitudinal, partly3
irregular, commonly poorly developed, mostly stabilized.
-	 1 2 2 7 Do. Irregular dunes,	 generally 4 15 m high, mostly stabilized.
1 2 3 Like above but dunes commonly indistinct and scattered on plain with3 , discontinuous cover of eoiian sand.
1 2 irregular dunes,	 generall y indistinct	 (erode2),	 c 15 m high,	 stabilized.
7
Deflation hollows and plains,	 com.nouly with scattered low dines,
3 1,2 2 3 generally < 15 m high.
fvjml
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A5.0 MAPPING ILLINOIS GEOLOGY FROM SPACE—^
Jerry A. Lineback
Illinois State Geological Survey
A5.1 Geology of central Illinois
Skylab 2 photographs were taken on Pass 7 (Track 33) in a diagonal band
across Illinois on 11 June 1973. This band extends from Rock Island to Terre
Haute, Indiana. These photographs have been put together in a mosaic and
geological interpretations based on S190B color photographs as presented in
Figure A5.1, at the same scale as the 2 X enlargements
Figure A5.1--NEAR HERE
Geologic units shown are:
c — Cahokia Alluvium, silt, sand, and fine gravel deposited in
modern flood plains, often overlies outwash.
sm — Strip mines, spoil piles and disturbed areas due to coal strip
mining and in places to rock quarrying or gravel pits.
hm — Henry Formation, Mackinaw Member, gravel, sand and silt; glacial
outwash deposited along major rivers leading away from the area
of Wisconsinan glaciation; also terrace remanents of valley
train deposits of this glaciation.
ec — Equality Formation, Carmi Member, clay and silt; lacustrine
deposits in glacial and pro-glacial lakes of Wisconsinana age.
wt — Wedron Formation, undifferentiated Wisconsinan tills.
wte -- Wedron Formation, tills with morainic topography, elevated,
rolling and with better soil drainage.
gt -- Glasford Formation, undifferentiated tills of Illinoian age;
includes Vandalia, Radnor, Hulick, and Kellerville Till Members.
gh — Glasford Formation, Hagarstown Mem:,er, gravel, sand and gravelly
till in kames and esker-like crevasse filling deposits on the
surface of the Illinoian till.
The moraines and other geologic features are labeled, as are the major
towns and airports. For orientation, interstate highways are also shown.
Several features will be discussed individually.
I/
	 Lineback has published a similar but somewhat more detailed report
on the utility of ERTS-1 images and Skylab photographs for mapping geology
in Illinois (Lineback, 1975).
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Wisconsinan moraines
Several Wisconsinan "end" moraines appear on the photos and have been
labeled. Moraines are not as evident on the S190B photos as on S190A photos,
particularly the color IR photos. One possible new moraine extends southwest
of Champaign towards Sullivan. The Shelbyville Moraine is marked by a prominent
front, but its backside is poorly differentiated.
Surface: features of the Wedron tills
Parallel drainage on moraines
Unique fine parallel lines appear on the backside of several
moraines in east central Illinois and are not observed elsewhere. They are
best developed on the backside of the West Ridge Moraine south of Champaign
and on the Arcola Moraine around Glacial Lake Douglas. These features are
presently small stream courses which may occupy grooves left by the glaciers.
Micromoraines?
Closely spaced, sub-parallel, curving, and narrow ridges of drift
occur southeast and south of Champaign and may represent micromoraines.
Circular and linear features
Circular and linear features, forming a radiating pattern, occur
bet*-.cen Champaign and Decatur.	 This pattern is the surface expression of a
sandv till that crops out in this area.
	
This till had been recognized previously,
F but is unnamed and its surface extent was unknown.	 The presence of these
features permits the mapping of the approximate limits of this till member 
of the Wedron.
3
k
Depressions
". Several large depressions are present northwest of Clinton.	 Why
features of this scale are restricted to this one spot is not known.	 The
depressions are filled with dark, poorly drained soils. 	 It is not known if
they contain any lacustrine material.
Large circular feature
A large circular feature of unknown origin is reflected in the
drainage pattern along the Kaskaskia River south of Champaign and west of I-57.
A
4
e
`
Glacial lakes
Several glacial lakes have been mapped.	 The smooth floor of Glacial Lake
Douglas stands out in a striking manner. 	 These lake basins contain clay and
silt deposits of the Carmi Member of the Quality Formation.	 Eagle Lake, north
of Sullivan, can also be seen.	 Several small areas of dark, poorly drained
soils have been map ped along the front of the Shelbyville Moraine south of
Mattoon.	 These depressions contain thin .Lake sediments and were probably
proglacial lakes at the front of the Shelbyville end moraine.
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Alluvium in major valleys and old drainageways
Cahokia Alluvium is mapped in the major valleys. In many of these valleys,
the recent alluvium is a thin cover over outwash deposits. Terraces, remanents
of the older valley fill, can be recognized only in a few places such as
northeast of Terre Haute and north of Peoria. A large area of outwash
deposits (hm) occur east of the Illinois River south of Pekin. Sand dunes
cover much of the terraces and give them a mottled appearance. The terraces
are cut by younger glacial drainageways and by Cahokia Alluvium.
Several wide valleys with presently underfit streams in them can be
seen leading away from the Wisconsinan ice margin between Pekin and Decatur.
These streams carried outwash and meltwater from the Wisconsinan ice sheet.
Several remanent valleys (due to drainage changes) can be identified,
particularly east of Lincoln and south of Pekin.
The meander pattern of the rivers in the larger valleys can be easily seen
and should make interesting material for a study of stream meanders.
Illinoian drift
Light colored soils occur on Illinoian drift just sout;i of the Shelbyville
Moraine with darker soils occurring farther south. The outwash apron of the
Shelbyville Moraine is very narrow, so the origin of this difference in soil
color is unknown. Thickness of loess and gley deposits is about the same.
Subparallel, narrow, low ridges are present on the surface underlain by
the - -adnor Till Member of the Glasford Formation. The boundary of the Radnor
Till cannot be easily mapped from the S190B Skylab photo.
Ridges of gravelly drift (Hagarstown Member) can be seen at several places.
The Taylorville ridge can be seen to extend under the Shelbyville Drift south
of Decatur. Smaller rid ges are present on the Radnor Till.
Strip mines
Extensive strip mining west of the Illinois River has significantly altered
the surface of the area. Areas of active stripping are marked by bare soils,
sharply defined spoil piles, and water filled trenches. Recently mined areas
are marked by smooth bare soils due to the leveling of spoil piles for
reclamation. Vegetated areas indicate reclaimed mines or older unreclaimed
mines covered by a natural growth of vegetation. Strip mines are identified
by signs of active mining and by dense forest or other vegetation that
interrupts normal agricultural patterns.
Linear features
Linear features, shown in red, of a variety of possible origins are
present in the area mapped. Those shown generally appear as unusually straight
stream segments, although some appear as linear dark or light soil patterns.
Bedrock joint patterns are often invoked to ex p lain these linear features.
The streams on the Wisconsinan Drift do not generally reach bedrock. The
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1streams in western Illinois are commonly incised into bedrock. Although the
exact origin of the linear features is unknown, many of these linears are
believed to have their origin in the movement of glaciers. Those in western
Illinois follow the general pattern of inferred ice movement and the linear
features may have formed as streams, incipient on the deglaciated surface,
flowed along grooves formed in the drift by the movement of glaciers.
Skylab 2 S190A
A geologic interpretation of two frames from the S190A multispectral
cameras on Skylab has been prepared (Figs. A5.2a and A5.2b). They are from
SL2 Pass 7 (Track 33) and cover the area from Champaign to near Rock Island.
The S190A frames cover a larger area than the S190B and have lower resolution.
However, features needing synoptic overview, such as glacial moraines, show
up better on the S190A photographs. The color IR photo is most valuable in
mapping soil patterns. The color, and red ba i black and white, are also
useful. The other bands are less useful fcr geologic mapping.
s^
	^a	 Figure A5.2a--NEAR HERE
	
7	 A5.2b--NEAR HERE
f
Maay of the features seen on the 519011 photographs can also be seen on the
S190A. Strip mines are more difficult to distinguish. Areas underlain by
possible lake deposits of Illinoian age no.-th of Springfield are more easily
	
y	 seen. Hills of gravelly Hagarstown Member of the Glasford Formation can be
seen south of Decatur. Additional units mapped on this series of photographs
{	 include pe = Peoria Loess; pl = Parkland Se.nd (dunes!; gv = Glasford Formation,4
Vandalia Till Member; gh/k = Glasford Formation, Fulick and Kellerville Till
Members; and br = bedrock.
A small area of dark soil on a upland surface marks the Glasford
disturbance, a bedrock cryptovolcanic structure. This domal bedrock structure
is now used as a gas-storage pool.
The border of the Radnor Till (gr) can roughly be distinguished on the
S190A color IR photograph. The Teneriffe Silt (t) a pro-Radnor Lake deposit
occurs north of Springfield and shows as dark colored soils. The dashed line
north of Decatur marks the bounuary between the unnamed till r..ember of the
Wedron Formation, with the circular and linear features on its surface, and
the Tiskilwa-Delevaci Till members to the west.
A5.2 Geology of southern Illinois
One S190B frame (SL2-81-192, Pass 6, Track 19) taken over extreme southern
Illinois was selected for interpretation (Fig. A5.3). The following map units
were determined.
Figure A5.3--NEAR HERE
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ya - Younger alluvium (Cahokia), present flood plains, many
meander scars.
oa - Older alluvium (Cahokia) in cut-off channels of the Mississippi
and Ohio Rivers (Cache River, for example).
gt - Glasford Formation, till of Illinoian age.
TK - Tertiary-Cretaceous, partly marine.
T - Tertiary, silt and clay.
K - Cretaceous, silt and clay.
P - Pennsylvanian, shale and sandstone.
UC - Upper Chester, shale, sandstone, and limestone.
LC - Lower Chester, shale, sandstone, and limestone.
UV - Upper Valmeyeran (Mississippian), St. Louis and Ste. Genevieve
Limestones.
MV - Middle Valmeyeran (Mississippian), Ullin and Salem Limestones.
SD - Silurian and Devonian, mostly siliceous limestones.
0 - Ordovician, limestones.
r
	
	
The flow patterns of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers is well shocm. The
Thebes Gorge, where the Mississippi River cuts across a bedrock high, is well
shown. Land use patterns permit distinguishing the siliceous Silurian and
Devonian rocks from areas underlain by limestones of the Ordovician and
Mississippian. Discontinuous lines indicate outcrops of Chesteran and
F	 Pennsylvanian limestones and sandstones. The Ste. Genevieve fault and a couple
Y .	 of other faults show as linears. The glacial boundary, dashed line south of
Carbondale, marks the boundary between agricultural flatlands and the forested
uplands formed by the outcropping of Pennsylvanian sandstone. An unexplained
semicircular feature is present north of the fault along the east side of the
photo. Strip mined areas can be mapped, but some older "reclaimed" areas may
a	 have been missed.
A5.3 ERTS images and Skylab photographs for geologic mapping
ERTS images generally provide insufficient resolution fer detailed geologic
mapping. Linears, major drainage patterns, some glacial moraines, and some
large scale features can be mapped. Skylab photcgraphs provide good resolution
while providing the synoptic overview so valuable to geologic mapping. Many
significant surficial geologic features can be seen and mapped. Skylab
photographs can be used directly in preparing geologic maps of an area or
used as an aid in compiling geology from many sources. S19OB photographs
provide the best resolution, but certain features cat. be  seen better on the
color IR photographs taken by the S19OA camera.
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Skylab photos cover only a portion of Illinois on a one-time basis. ERTS
images are repetitive and many images for the same area can be accumulated.
For example, 20 ERTS images have been found that show sediment plumes in Lake
Michigan for a study of lake currents. ERTS images are valuable fcr studying
dynamic geologic problems such as the currents in Lake Michigan.
All space images for geologic purposes are season dependent. The best
photos for mapping surface features have been taken in the spring,ufter the
ground has been planted and before corn and soybeans have grown much. The most
significant results have come in the period of March to June. ERTS images can
be computer processed to enhance certain features, but at present this has
limited application to geologic mapping.
A5.4 Conventional geologic map from Skylab photos
Figure A5.4 is an overlay to and interpreted from a 2 X enlargement of
SL2 Pass 7 (Track 33) S190B color photo 81-366. It is a conventional surficial-
geology map. My knowledge of the geology of the area was used to prepare the
map. The units shown are:
Figure A5.4--NEAR HERE
wb - Wedron Formation, Batestown Till Member
wbe - Batesto:, in the form of end moraines
wu - Wedron Formation, unnamed member, till with c=ircular and linear
features on its surface
wg - Wedron Formation, Glenburn Till Member
wge - Wedron Formation, Glenburn Till Member in end moraines
ed - Equality Formation, Dolton Member, deltaic deposits prograding
into Glacial Lake Douglas
cc - Equality Formation, Carmi Member, lake deposits in
various glacial lakes
gv - Glasford Formation, Vandalia Till Member
c - Cahokia Alluvium
10,E

A6.0 ANCILLARY STUDIES OF GEOLOGIC LINEARS INTERPRETED FROM SKYLAB PHG:OS
Roger B. Morrison and Richard K. Rinkenberger
A6.1 Introduction
Ancillary to the main objectives of the project, geologic linears were
mapped in a few parts of the Great Plains-Midwest. Detecting and mapping-
geologic linears from space images is a new, important preliminary step in
developing knowledge about the tectonic pattern (and certain details of the
erosional history), even in so structurally stable a region as the Great
Plains-Midwest. Establishing the validity and origin of all the detectable
geologic linears, however, will require much additional ground and subsurface
exploration, involving many man-years of effort. The preliminary mapping of
the linears can point to strategic places for making these additional s~udies.
Thorough analysis of the geologic linears holds great promise of contributing
significantly to the knowledge of details of structure and stratigraphy of
bedrock and surficial units in this region, especially in areas lacking
extensive exposures and detailed data on subsurface stratigraphy. Such an
analysis has important application to exploration and development of resources
of petroleum, coal, ground water, and other minerals.
In its widest, non-genetic sense, the term "geologic linear" is used here
for any linear feature, straight or curved, that likely is of geologic or
geomorphologic origin. Several types of geologic linears are visible on SL
photos of the areas studied in the Great Plains-Midwest: (1) those that
reflect known or possible faults or large joints, (2) those due to wind scour
(deflation) and/or deposition, (3) those caused by glacial erosion and/or
deposition, and (4) those of indeterminate origin. Linears caused by faults
and joints are indicated by straight or slightly curved valleys or escarpments,
and/or by tonal differences (indicating soil or vegetation differences)--either
bands lighter or darker than background, or lighter on one side than the other.
Such linears (visible on SL photos) range in length from tens of miles to less
than a mile. Wind-scour linears are common in parts of the northeastern
Nebraska study area, where they generally occur as groups of parallel ridges
and furrows, invariably alined northwest-southeast, generally having less than
20 m of local relief, and ranging in length from several miles to less than
a mile. (In the Broken Bow quadrangle, which eatenu into the eastern edge
of the Sand Hills of Nebraska, some areas of sand dunes show subparallel
alinement of dune crests and inter-dune depressions--but linears of this type
were not mapped.) Glacial linears are present in places on the Illinoian
drift plain of western Illinois. They are low, subparallel drumlinoid ridges,
alined northwest-southeast and mostly less than 20 m high. They are evident
mainly from differences in soil color/tone or in land use.
In the northeastern Nebraska study area, Morrison mapped on a :.onservative
basis the geologic linears that were clearly identifiable by stereoscopic
viewing with a Kern PG-2 stereonlotter or an Old Delft stereoscope (Figs. A4.2
and A4.3). In the Illinois study area, Lineback similarly mapped several types
of geologic linears (Figs. A5.1 to A5.4). However, more intensive analysis and
mapping, specifically for all possible geologic linears, was done by Rinkenberger
on two different S190A frames. One frame covers part of northeastern Missouri
and a small part of western Illinois (Fig. A6.1), rho other covers the vicinity
of Omaha, Nebraska (Fig. A6.2).
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A6.2 Criteria used for identifying geologic linears
The following types of criteria were used for identifying and mapping
the geologic linears:
1. valley alinements (straight or curved);
2. ridge crests;
3. soil changes as evidenced by color, CIR, or B/W tonal changes;
4. certain persistent and sharp changes in topography; e.g., tops
or bottoms of escarpments; marked changes in patterns of relief
and dissection of uplands;
5. alined changes in vegetation clearly not primarily caused by land-
use features such as field and pasture boundaries;
6. combinations of the above.
Care was taken to eliminate (not map) cul'^ural linears such as highways,
railroads, and agricultural boundaries ; as well as spurious features such as
contrails of jet planes (and their shadows) and boundaries of areas wetted by
local rainstorms. Assisting this elimination was the control provided by
topographic maps, highway maps, repetitive SL flights over the same area, and
ultrahigh airphotos.
Commonly the linears are indicated by differences in color (hue, chroma,
and value on color and CIR photos) or tone (on the B/W photos), which reveal
one or more of the criteria listed above. Thus, some linears a;e lighter
toned, others darker, than background; others are variegated along their course,
still others are manifested by lighter tones on one side of the boundary on
which they are drawn. Some geologic linears show clearly, others are indistinct.
A6.3 Methods of examination
The geologic linears mapped in the northeastern Nebraska and Illinois
study areas (Ff.gs. A4.2, x14.3, A5.1, A5.2, A5.3) were detected in the course
of mapping analytic geomorphology or surficial geology by the ;r^ethods described
in sections 7.2, 7.3, A4.3, A5.1 and A5.2. The chief means of examination were
magnifying stereosco pes and (for the Broken Bow quadrangle, Nebraska) a Kern
PG-2 stereoplotter.
In the more intensive studies made by Rinkenberger specifically for
geologic linears, the SL photos were examined in the following ways:
1. (The chief method.) Inspection of 4X transparency enlargements of
various S190A spectral bands, by naked eye (without a stereoscope or
magnifier) on a light table. The linears were mapped on transparent
overlays to the photos. Each transparency was viewed: (a) from
different angles (vertical to highly oblique), (b) with different
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iintensities of backlighting, (c) a
of sight, (d) at various distances
(e) under a reducing glass.
different directions to the line
from very close to 6 feet, and
2. Similar viewing of 2X enlarged transparencies of S190B color photos.
3. Method (1), reinforced by superposing a transparency of another
spectral band of the same S193A frame (e.g., B/W red band with B/W
green band), and slightly shifting tree two transparencies in relation
to each other, in various directions, to obtain linear edge enhancement.
;. Like above, but combining transparencies from different SL flights
(but, of ccurse, covering at least parts of the same scene). Because
of small scale differences in the photos, commonly slight adjustments
were needed to register each quadrant or so of the basic scene.
5. Viewing by methods (1) and (3), but using diazo trans parency copies
in 5 colors (brown, red, magenta, green, and blue) of each band of
the 4X S190A transparencies--i.e-, viewing the diazo color transparencies
both singly or in superposed combinations of different bands of the
same frame, with the different bands in different colors in various
combinations.
6. Viewing negative transparency 4X S190A enlargements by methods (1)
and (3).^
7. Viewing 4X transparency S190A or 2X S190E enlargements under 1.5 and
4.5X enlargement by an Old Delft stereoscope.
In the NE Misso-ri-western Ili.`nois study area (Fig. A6.1), the linear
study was confined to one S190A frame: SL4 Pass 82 (Track 1) frame 290 (magazine/
roll nos. 61-66). All the geologic linears distinguished on different S190A
bands of this frame were plotted on a single overlay to the 4X enlarged scene
(Fig. A6.1). Most of the linears were detected from the B/W red ar:d B/id green-
band transparencies of this winter scene, which is entirely snow-covared except
the woodlands. A few additional. linears were Ldded from examination of S190A
4X transparencies, covering most or parts of this scene, from SL flights at
different times of year. No distinction was made between sharply defined and
subtle .linears, nor between the various criteria by which the I-' -nears were
distinguished.
Figure A6.1--NEAR HERE
In the Omaha and environs study area, mapping of the geologic linears was
confined to another single S190A frame from SL2 Pass 6. Four separate overlays
were prepared, one for 4X transparency enlargements of each of the following
photos of this frame: color 10-133, CIR 9-133, B/W IR 8-125, and B/W red
11-125 (Fig. 6.2 a, b, c, d). Also, the degree of prominence of the linears
was distinguished; the very prominent ones are shown by lines of alternating
very long and short clashes, the prominent ones by solid lines, and the least
prominent by short-dashed lines. In addition, colors were used to show the type
of criteria by which the linears were identified: green was used for definite
valley aliT...:ments; red for tonal bands, either lighter or dark-2r than background;
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Figure A6.1. Geologic linears in northeastern Illinois-western Illinois,
interpreted mainly from all S190A bands (as a composite) from SLR. Pass 82	 }^
(Track 1) frame 290. Lighter 	 lines are the more important linears, 	 r
black lines are minor linears.	 = registry marks for photo 65-290.
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and blue for boundaries between light- and dark-toned areas. (Red is combined
with green where a valley alinement is combined with or alternates with a
tonal band.)
Figure A6.2--NEAP. HERE
A6.4 Conclusions from Rinkenberger ` s intensive analysis
On both study areas, viewing method (1) yielded most of the linears
distinguished--i.e., viewing the transparency enlargements on a light table
without magnification and non-stereoscopically. Viewing through a reducing
glass commonly sharpened the definition of the more subtle (but relatively long)
linears. Viewing under magnification, preferably stereoscopic, occasionally
enabled a few more of the shorter linears to be identified--but the more
prominent and longer linears generally were less visible than with the naked
eye or a reducing glass. However, magnification up to 1OX did aid in
distinguishing cultural linears (e.g., highways) from geologic ones.
.`.
	
	
Viewing the 2X S190B color transparencies (method 2) generally enabled
only a few more of the smaller linears to be distinguished than were identified
by method 1. Also, the S190B photos are only one band (color, in these study
areas) and thus lack the advantages of using viewing methods (3) and (5).
However, they provide control for recognizing (and eliminating) cultural linears,
because of their superior resolution.
Winter snow-covered scenes proved better than late-spring or summer ones
for identifying most li p-ears, mainly because of less vegetational "noise" due
to differences in agricultural land use ind in natural vegetation, but also
because differences in soil-drainage are minimized. Scow-covered B/W red and
B/W green-band scenes were the most useful of all.
Short and Lohman (19 713, p. 14) commented on the effect of sun-illumination
direction in shadow enhancement of linears of various orientations; they observe
that NE-SW linears are enhanc`d in space images, but :IW-SE linears commonly are
almost invisible. Our observations From SL photos do not entirely support
this conclusion: NW-SE linears commonly are as distinct as NE-SW ones. This
may be because shadow enhancement commonly is negligible in the SL photos,
because the photos generally were taken when the sun was near its zenith.
A6.5 Comparison with results from analysis of Landsat (ERTS)-1 images
Landsat-1 multispectr^I images have proved better than Skylab ph.)tos for
detecting major linears, especially those likely of tectonic origin. This is
because the moderate resolution of the Landsat images reduces extraneous "noise";
also the re'jetiLive coverage provides many more images, taken at various times
of year, with various conditions of soil-moisture and vegetative cover. However,
the smaller linears cannot be detected on the Landsat-1 images.
SL photos, on the other hand, are superior for detecting the intermediate
and minor linears. For example, minor wind-scour and drumlinoid linears cannot
I
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Figure A6.2, part A. Geologic linears in the vicinity of Omaha, Nebraska, plotted on 4 ][
enlargements of various S190A bands of the same ^:cene (frame) from S12 Pass 6 (Track 19).
This part of the figure is fron the color ''band" 1 0 .4- 0,7 gym), frame LO-133•
= registry marks on the photo.
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Figure A5.2, part B. Geologic lineam in the vicinity of Omaha ; Nebraska, plotted on 4 X
enlargements of various S190A hands of the same stem (frame) from SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19).
This part of the figure is from the color-infrartd band (0.5 - 0.88 }gym), frame 9-133•
® = registry marks to the photo.
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Figure A6.2, part C. Geologic linears in the vicinity of Omaha, Nebraska, plotted or. /+ X:
enlargements of various S190A bands of the same scene (frame) from SL2 Pass 6 (Track 19}.
This part of t.ie figure is from the B/W red band (0.6-0.7 um), frame 11-125.
	
®	 registry marks on the photo.
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Figure A6.2, part D. Geologic linears in the vicinity of Omaha,' Nebraska, plotted on
	 X
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enlargements of various S190A bands of the same scene (frame) from SL2 Pass 6 (track L? }^
This part of the figure is from the B/W "farther" near-infrared band (0.8-0.9 jim), frame
8-125.
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be seen on Landsat-1 images whereas they are clearly evident on the better SL
photos. Thus, a worthwhile "zoom effect" can be obtained by first analyzing,
Landsat-1 images, then SL S190A photos, then SL S190B photos, and possibly
then ultrahigh airphotos and conventional airphotos.
A6.6 General conclusions
The synoptic, fairly high-resolution overviews of large regions provided
by SL photos are superb tools for identifying geologic linears, particularly
if these photos are used in combination with Landsat MSS images. Our attempts
to use the SL photos to map geologic linears in a few parts of the Great Plains-
Midwest (together with the earlier effort over much larger parts of this region,
using Landsat-1 ;MSS images) have shown these linears to be much more numerous
than previously was suspected. The better resolution of SL photos compared
with Landsat MSS images enables distinguishing minor linears that are invisible
on the Landsat images, and also commonly permits identifying the probable
origin of the linears. For example, man y linears likely caused by faults or
joints can be distinguished from wind-scour and glacial linears. However, a
large percentage of the possible geologic linears (determined from inrensive
analysis such as Rinkenberoer's) can be identified only vaguely; moreo-'Er,
the origin of at least as large a percentage of the total geologic linears
cannot be determined by interpretation of SL photos. As pointed out in the
Introduction to this cha p ter, many man-years of effort, involving both surface
and subsurface exploration, will be required to establish the nature of all
the detectable geologic linears. Mapping the linears from s p ace images and
airphotos can point to strategic places for making the additional studies.
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